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Purpose of the study
The traditional .odels in the pure theory of international trade, notably those of Ricardo, Graham, and
Heck8cher-and-ohlin 1 formally abstract from the actual taskS

ot distributing economic goods and services from one country
to another.

This abstraction is generally concretized in

the familiar assumptions of factor

~bility

and negligible

transportation costa.
Whatever aay be the -thodological or analytical merits

ot

~ch

assumptions, it is common knowledge that the actual

procesa of moving an ecooomic good or service between two countr ies aay entail the services of shippers, insurance agents,
banker•, aerchants, freight-forwarders, .ail men, telephone
o perators, lawyers, ca.atssion aqents, etc.

Such services--

h eDCeforth referred to collectively as distribution services
- put a claim on scarce economic resources and therefore
deserYe to be studied by the econaaist.

unfortunately, in

1oavid Ricardo, The Principles of Political Economy and
Taxation (Duttont Everyman's Librery, 1 965 ), PP• 77-93, Frank
D. Grahaa, The Theory of International Values (Princetont
Pr inceton Oniversity Press, 1948) . Eli HeckBcher, ~The Effect
ot ~eign Trade on the Distribution of Income,M in Readings
in the Theory of International Trade (American Economic Association, 1949). Bertil Ohlin, Interregional and International
trade (Cambridget Harvard university Press, 1967),

11
t be l iterature on internation al tra de, theoretical or eapir ical studies on distribution service s are rare.
The purpoae o t the present study is to reduce this

weakness l arqe l y by
( i ) d e1110nstratinq a s i.lllple way of handliaq distribution services analytically ,
(i i ) analyainq in a c omparative static fr amework
various kinds o f important chanqes which can occur
in the i ndustr i es producinq distribution services
and Unal q oods J
(~)

interpretinq t he trade r elationsh i p between indus trialized and raw material producing c ountries
within an ana l ytic a l framework whic h i nclu des distribut i on services ;

(iv) ex&llininq poaa ible a pproac hes to empir ical studies
on i nternationa l d i stribut i on s e rvices ; and
( v ) exploring the prob lem o f decidinq whic h cou n t ry
(or countries ) c an produce internat i o na l d i s tribution services moat e fficiently .
A .ethodo l ogical note
Perha ~

any serious work on distribution service in

tbe field o f international trade at this point in time is
liltely to be c onsidered heretical.

Distribution services for

factors of production can, for e xaaple , exist only it factors
are .chile.

Such .ability . .Y, however, appear dastardly

before t be trad i tional .adels with their .ethodological
aa.-uaption of ! actor 1Jamobil1ty .

Besides, the c ircuitous

re . . oainq involved in modele which include distribution s ervices ha. qener ally cc.pelled the use o f si.Jiple, Leontie f t ype

111

rtxed

coe~ficient

production functions.

Consequently, in a

.ulti-factor .adel there arises the poss ibility of the un.-ployed factor(s)--aqa in a dastardly possibility before the

tull-eaployment assumption in the traditional

~els

on inter-

national trade.

ror practical purposes the ensuing study vill proceed
t':ra. the assUlllption that econocaic goods (pieces

o~

1a00n rock

1.11Cluded) as vell as factors of production are not i anobile.
Beside~

fixed factor substitution v111 be assumed, the possi-

bility of factor unemployment notwithstanding.

Neither of

these asaumptions constitutes a gross violation of -reality1D underdeveloped countries specializing in the production

or

rav materials.

In these countries the presence of foreign

capital, management

and entrepreneurship, and local factor
uoeaployment (surplus labor) are glaring realities. 1

ror .ethodoloqical purposes the study is essentially
~

a short-run character.

Existing know-how is . . sw.ed to

perait only a liaited factor substitution.

lDCJ between countries,

Factors are flow-

Uld production functions are, at least

partly, different among countries because of transitory
raaaona (e.g., unequal diffusion ·of technological Jmaw-hov,
1Datitutional rigidities, etc.).
I . . very grateful to Dr. R. Leighton, my advisor, for

l•aeali . . - of aasUIIlptions, of course, does
aaarily ensure the usefulness of a .adel.

DOt

nece-

lY

aaaiatinq and encouraging me at many difficult pointa in the
atady.

I

~

alao grateful to Dr. J. LaTourette for reading

the entire manuscript and adviainq me on varioua technical
aapecta of the atudy.

P'inally. I

llnl

indebted to the Rocke-

feller Foundation for financial assistance and to my wife,
Younq-Hoy

~.

tor her invaluable help and encouragement.
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C BA P T E R

I

PREVIOUS TREATMENT OP' •DISTRIBUTION COSTS•

Scope and character o! •distribution c os ta•

The phraaea •transport costa,• •transfer costa,• or
•distribution costa• are frequently used to denote costa
inYOlved in the actual process of moving commodities from
one place to another.

The phrase •distribution costs• is

preferred in this study.
Traditionally, economists have defined distribution
coats to include more than just freight.

Cournot, for exam-

ple, included •insurance premiums and the profits of the
Slerchanta, who ought to obtain in hia business the interest
o n the capital employed and a proper return tor his 1ndustry . •1

Alfred Marshall included interest on trade credit

and costa entailed in effecting •communication between buyer
and a eller.• 2

More recently, Professor Kindleberger ha•

a&intained that the •notion of transport costa IailY be broade n ed t o include all costa of transfer, lallinly freight, but
l ADtoine A. Cournot, Mathematical Principles of the
Pr inciples of the Theory of Weal th, trans. by Nathaniel T.
Bacon (sew York1 The Macmillan and Co., 1929), p.ll7.
2Al.tred Marshall, Money Credit and Coramerce
and Co., 1923), pp.98-99.

~llan

(LOndon,

2
a1ao inaurance, handlinq, treiqht-torvarder•a

etc.• 1

~aaion,

In the enauinq atudy, then, the concept or diatri-

batt.oa coata will, in keepinq vith traditioa, be used
~ly

to denote treiqht and v1rtua1ly all other ooata

Wbicb aiqht otherviae be claaaitied aa .arketinq costa.
SUCh a broad view ot distr1.but1on coat• ia auited
to a qeneral and .are abstract concept or •factors ot pro-

dUction•--• concept which aubmerqea the peculiar characteriatica ot various tactora. 2
r~ed

on the distribution coats of specific factors

..-ely, labor and capital.)
~

or

Proteaaor ~ade, in contrast,

He noted, in addition to the

t anq i ble costa associated vith the phyaical movement

f actor• . other lea a tangible costa stemmi.nq traa the tact

that ovnera ot factors may autter aa.e aubjective diautility

aa the t actora .ave across national borders. 4
cx-J nq

The over-

ot a uch d isutility entaila coats Which -Y alao

be

c1aaa i tied aa diatribution coata. 5
lcharlea P. Kindleberger, International Rconomics
(sa.evood, I ll.s Richard o. IrVin, l9S3 ), p.ll9.
~. Richard R. cavea, Trade and Economic Structures
Modele and Methods (Cambridges Harvard university Press,
l 960) , pp . l20-l44.

3J a.ea B. Meade, Trade and Welfare (Loodons oxford
UDi..xaity Preaa, 1955), pp.3S7-377.
"Meade, perhapa more than any other economists to
date, v ent f arthest in trying to pin down the elusive concept
or ~ tribution coats ot capital. See ibid., pp.358-362.

5such coata are actually incurred only it the factor
_,.... acroa a the national boundary.

3

oecaaionally acme economists have also commented on
the factor• vhich influence distribution costa.
in particular atand

ou~

Two factors

namely physical distance and the

indiv i dual characte.riat:ica of the good being distributed.

lod&Ja Smith, David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, and Alfred
Marahall vere, for instance, quite aware of the positive
influence of physical distance on distribution costa.

1

Even

.ore interested in the ch aracteristics of distribution costa
were Ohlin and :r.,;,.ch.
Ohlin has diaaggregated •distribution coats•--or, to

uae hia own phrase, •costa of transfer• intot 2
1. Costa of transport determined by supply and
d emand forces and affected by distance, scarce
r esources used, scale of transport facilities ,
and the character of the commodities to be
.aved &a vell as that of the transport facil 1t1ear
2. coeta arising from a reduction in quality and
. . lue of gooda which are easily spoiled in the
l Adaa S.ith, The Wealth of Nations (New Yorkt The
Modern Library, 1937), pp . 112-113. Smith observed a direct
.ariation between distance and transportation costa and
analysed the influence of these costa on the price o f groc ery goods, bread, and butcher's meat in the towns and
Yillagea . Ricardo, Political Economy and Taxation, p. 89 ,
In this passage Ricardo also points to the i mportance of
bulkiness of distribution costa. John Stuart Hill, Principles
o f Politica l Economy (Nev York, Longmans, Green and co., 1921 ),
P• 582 . Marshall, Money Credit and Commerce, pp. 98 -99.
2 o hl1n , Interregional and International Trade, pp. 97-

104 , 138- 1 39, 145.

4
proc• •• of tranaportation 1

3. coata i ncurred in trying to overcoee "lack
of int imate c ontact with cua t omera, c anaequent
upon great distances froa t he market "l
4. initial mar ke t ing expenses, which alleged ly
can be very large 1 and
5. export and !aport dutiea.
LO-ch pushed slightly farther than Ohlin in d e tail-

inq the constituent parts of distribution coats--or, to use
biB phraaeoloqy--"restriction of market areas.•

The over-

coming of these restrictions, contended LOach, entails costa
.a8t of which can ulti.Jaately be reduced to direct functiona
of physical d istance .

These costa can be paraphrased aa,l

1. Costa t.mediately related to distance, e.g.,
freight, insurance, and the deterioration of
qooda in transit 1

2. coat• immediately associated with the lapee
of t ~--the DOnetary c ounter part o f thes e
coats includes such forma as interest on c apital tied up in goods in trans it, extra c harge s
tor quick delivery, high coa ts ne c es sitated by
generally larger inve ntorie s whe re re p l en i ah. .nta cannot be effected on short notice, and
loea of business if goodJ are not available at
the proper t !me 1

3. aell ing costa also increasing with distance-reflecting a relative ine f fe ctivene s s of pra.otional effort aa the inte nded market area
increases, higher costa of tr a ckling down sarket
de. . lopment in .are distant place a, etc. 1
l&aquat LOsch, The Rconoaics of Location, trana. by
William B. Woglaa (New Yorka John Wiley and Sons, 1952),
pp.211-214.

5
4. coeta of overcOIIling buaineaa riska which generally increaae with distance including, among
other thinqs, the difficulty of obtaining
information on diatant custome rs or 1Ditiatinq
leqal procee<1ine}8 in case of default a
5. product planning coats also tend to increaae
with distance since DOre work may be called for
in aastering demand patterns enge ndered by such
diverse factor• as cl t.ate , habit•, incOIIle, etc.a
6. entrepreneur•• disinclination and i ncompetence
in conducting trade With distant cu stomers.
Costa here may t ake the for. o f payments to
~aaion a gents , factor•, inquiry agents,
freight-forvard era, etc.a

7. governmental barrier• such aa taxeaa

a.

coeta associated with the extent of business
i.e., costa incident to larger scale of plant
operating to the right of l ong-run minimum
&Y8rage costa aa the market area expands
apatially.
x..Osch, in addition, tried to provide e.pirical evi-

deDce for his observation•.

Generally he saw the restrictive

iaportance of distance as being corroborated by inverse
relatiooahipe between proportioos of trade into and out of
~ioua

European countriea and their diatance fraa source

and destination countrie s respectively. 1

Additionally, he

DOted southward and veatvard apatial increase• in intereat

ret. . (the discount rate, intereat oo bank credit, and bond
l.Dtereat) frc:a aajor financial centera in the united Stataa

aa reflectinq inter alia the influence of distance on the
tran.fer coeta of capital.
1 Ibid., pp.428-430

6

It vould. appear troa the preceediDCJ diacuaaion that
diatribution coat• are aubatantially intluenced by phyaical
diatance and the individual qualitiea of the ca.moditiea
being diatributed.
tbia atudy.

Thia obaervation ia very iaportant in

Inatead

at vievinq diatributioo aervice a like

a 'hoaiOqenioua . . . . ot aervicea, it will be ua\med that
there are two conceptually distinct types or industries ot
diatribution services.

The tirat industry produces distri-

bution services tor the tactor(a) only, and the other, tor
the fi nal qood(a).

Services produced by each industry can

be aeaaured by ao.e hOIIII(')genious atandard • 1
1a a lao capable

Each industry

ot underqeing independent technological

Cb&Dqe.

Pre-.'ioua toraal treataent ot distributioo coata
Bow ha9'8 previoua econc:aiata handled distribution
~t•

in their .adala?

TVo distinct approachea can be dis-

earned in the literature.

The first approach traceable to

Cournot, focu ses on .anetary variables and tends to emphaal.Ze the dis tribution ot final

~

.ore than the diatribu-

lrar the purpose ot concreteneaa, the standards may
be thouqht ot as weight-distance units--say ton-miles--in
the Weber-Iaard tradition. See Walter Ieard, Loc a tion and
Space-Economy (Nev Yorka John Wiley and Sons, 1 95 6), pp.77 §o. It is vorth a.phaaizing that a ton-mile of distribution
aarvice s for a factor is, in this atudy, conceptually distinct troa a ton-aile of distribution serYicea tor final
9~·

7

tioD of the !actors of production. 1
Cournot, 1n bia Chapter on the

·c~icatico

of

Markets• considered tvo spatially separate aarata, and
~~lized

ot a ainqle

mathematically the partial equilibrium ccoditiona
tra~

cCIIIlpetitico. 2

product under the aasuapt.ico or perfect

Hill !onmlation, now caaon 1n introductory

booJal on trade theory, ailaply states that the price of a

transportable good in market A equals the price of the qood
1n aarket B •plus or minus" transportatico coats.

3

Subee-

quently, Cournot•a partial equilibrium conditions were
depicted qraphically by Cunynqhame and Barone 4

into the

taailiar back-to-back construction for demonstrating partial
equilibriwa in the presence of transport costa or tariffs. 5
In more recent · periods, attempts have been made to

extend the Cournotian formulation into more general aituaEnke, uainq an analogue 1n electricity, illustrated

tico•.

a partial equilibrium solution for one com.odity in a multi-

l.rhe disti nction between •consumptive" and •productiTe• processes of distribution vas made by Alfred Weber,
Tbeorv ot the LOcation of Indus tries, trans. by Carl J.
Friedrich (Chicagoa The University of Chicaqo Press, 1929),
pp.<l-5.
~. Theory ot Wealth, CMpter X.
~·

Trade

3 •Plld• if the good ia transported frCIIII B to A, and
if transported froca A to B.

•Jacob Viner, Studies in the Theory of International
(Londona George Allen and Urwin, n.d.), pp.98 and 101.

~lebe.rqer, International l!':conocaica, p.ll9.

•
-.rket s)'8tea. l

waa

Another . .thad of solvinq Bnlte • s problea

l lluatrat~

eoacept , • net

by Profess or S amuelson us i nq a technical

~ial

2
IS&rcoe conatruction.

payoff, • which rests on t he Cunynqha.e This very c onstruct i on h . . also pro-

Yi.S.CS a point of departure i nto t he c oncept of a • surplex•

.aed

by Isard 1n f ormu l a t inq a mu lti-commodity and ~ lti

-.rltet equilibriua s }'llt em . 3
The other approach to the handlinq of dis tribution
~

in econaaJ.c .adele focu s es on real variables, and

-.pbasiz:es both the productive and cons umptive processes of
diatrlbutioo.

This approach, c oamon amooq theorists inter-

eated in location, will be e mployed 1n this study.

.Accord-

1Dq to this approach, cUstribution costa are shown explicitly

-

coo.atitutioq a clai.za on economic resources.

The central

pcoblea ia, then, to deteraille an opti.JIAl locatiooal pattern

or
or

econaaic activities qiven distribution costa, the location
e!!ectift deaand, the initial location o! factor•, and

ac.e oont.rridinq objective such as the JD&Xi.mizatioo of world
l stepben Enlte, • Equ ilibr ium Amonq Spatially separ ated M&rketsa Solution by El ectr ic Analogue,• &cona.etrica,
Vol . XIX (Janu.ary 1951), pp.40-47 .
L t near

( JUDe

2 Paal Sa.uelaon, •s patial Price Equilibriua and
Proqra.minq,• Th e ~rican Ec onomic Re v iew , Vol. XLII

(1952), pp.283-3o3 .

9

Because

o~

their

reaource-a~orbing

characteristic.

41atr1but1on costa can be translated into a production
tunctioo.

In this production function the "thing" being

produced ia a c11atribution service.

The production of the

s ervice. like that of any other commodity. puts a claim on
.earce resources.

This point vas underscored by Ohlin a

The transfer of commodities from one region

to another can be done only by me ans of certain
productive !actors1 transportation requires the
uae o ~ such !actors as much as does production
1D a narrow sense . 1
-.verthelesa, Ohlin did not explicitly introduce a produc-

t iOD ~unct ion for distribution services into his analyais. 2
lohl in . Interregional and International Trade, p.98
aDd Appendix I . pp . 297-304.
2rhia i a presumably because he vas convinced that
•no a t.ple formulation of the influence of transfer relations
upon l ocation and trade is possible" (ibid., pp. 103-104).
ID ~airneaa to Ohlin it should be pointed out, however, that
be verbalized, following the Cournotian approach, a general
1Dterreqional equilibrium ·~tea which included distribution
COIIta 0 to vita
• ••• t he r elation between coats of production at home,
and s upply price of • foreign goods,• i.e., costs
abroad plus • transfer• coats, determines whether a
qiven c ~ity is to be i.lllported, exported, or produced ~or the home lllll.rk.et.
It fixe a the volwne of
t.porta and exports . Similarly , the prices of produc tive ! actors deteraine, through their effect on trade,
the a.ount of •transfer• services that each region will
supply. Such services affect the balance between 1mporta and exports. By
of these relations, a
at.pli!ied picture of the price a~tem tor productive
~actors . q ooda and •transfer• servic es ia o btained ."
~·· p.99.

-an•

10
seriou• attempt• to incorporate cHatribution coat•
.ace explicitly began only after Ieard forged the concept of

a •tranaport input•--• concept which greatly facilitated the
c onceptualization of interapatial tranaformation function•.

I•ard defined and underlined the concept of a transport input•
We define a tranaport input as the movement of a

unit of weight over a unit distance, e.g., ve may
apeak of pound-miles, ton-kilometers, etc. In an
indirect aenae, transport inputs correspond to the
exertion• of effort and other factor services required to overcome r esistance encountered in
.oveaent through apace where friction is present .
In a apace-economy ve obvioualy wish to minimize
theae, c eteris paribus .
It i• U.perative to think in te rms of some
aach concept as trans port inputs if one is to
eaaprehend fully the •1gnif1cance of space in
actuality. o ne cannot ignore transport cost and
..rely concentrate upon the labor, rav material ,
and other coat• which compose transport coat, nor
can one iCJDore transport inputs and merely concentrate u pon the labor, c apital, and other in put•
wbich, •• we shall pre•ently ehov, c ompo•e tran•port input• if he i a to under!tand the fu ll array
of dynamic •patial phenomena .
With bi• concept of a transport input, Ieard proceeded to
apeci!y

• • • a general apatial tran•formation function ••

Where the .ariable• Y1 , Y2, • • • , Yk repre•ent
qoantit1•• of variou• input• other than tranaport
input•• •A•A•
mx.•L repreaent quan-

-a•s• ... ,

lx•ard, Location and Space-E>onomy, pp.79-80

11

title• o f V&r10\d transport inputs, and Xk+l•
Xk+2• • • • , X~ represent quantities of various
outputa, In t h1a fo~ lation, mA, m8 , • • • ,
•L r epreaent t he weights of various raw materials
arid fin i shed products subj e ct to shi ~ent , and
•A• •s• • • • , •L r epre a ent the distances the
respective r aw materials and product• are moved .
By d e fi n it i o n , mia i r epresents t ransport inputs
(aay, ton- miles of t rans portation) involved in the
shipment of t he r aw materia l I from its source(a )
to the aite of production , or t he prodyct I f r om
thia aite to the consumption point( s ).
Xaard•a conceptualization of a spatial trans formation !unctioa, however, had two veaknesaea.
location o! effective demand.

The ! unction iqnored the

In addition , the !unction

tailed to indicate whether the transport i nputs vera to be
lntarpreted as an input or output of the transportation induatry.
The two veakneaaea vera originally spotted and

corrected by Lefeber.

The location of e!!'ective demand vaa

recoqnU.d by distinguishing between spatial trans tormation
tunctiona in terms of goods at the place of their production
and conaumption.2

The ambiguity reqardinq the interpret&-

tloc of transport inputs vas resolved in favour of' consider1.Dq transport inputs aa an output o! the transport industry.

The rationale and importance of' this interpretation ia

expceaaed aoat brie!'ly by Lefeber himSelf.

1~•• p.222.
2Louia Lefeber, Allocation in spaces Product ion,
Transport and Indu s trial Location (Amaterdlllll t North-Holland
Publishing Co., 1958), pp.4-S.

12
•Tranaport inputa• can be inputa in the true
aenao of the word only if transport aervicea are
produced either by t he a a.e or by another firta at
the coa t of aacrificinq productive factor• . Conaequently, a aupply r elationship aua t exia t e atinq
the output of trans port aarvicea with ita allocation • • • • FUrther aore, t he aua total of all
too aileaqea asaoc iated with any qiven product aiX
baa to correapond to t he output variablea, even
thouqh it aay not be a final qoocS • • • • Si~a ilarly,
productive f actor• needed to provide transportation
aervicea ahould be included aaonq va.rioua factor l .n put Yar i ablea • • • •
To view the aervicea of transportation as an
input or inter.ediate product is, of courae, leqittaate but leads to difficult analytical problems.
The laplication ia t hat the production function of
any qood haa to vary with the location of the firlll
and with the aarkets it s uppl ies, and also vith the
different aourcea of r aw materia ls.
It is analytically 1110re fruit fu l to c onceive o f the output of
transportation servicea aa a necesaary aocial sacrifice, in the aense that inputs from the production
of fin al qooda h ave to be drawn i.nto prov iding it.
Por qeneral equilibrium analyaia , t his sacrifice
ahould not be associated vith individual qoods but
rather with the entire bill of final qooda delivered
to all the aarketa. Tben in the alloca tion of the
total coat of transportation, each productive factor••
rent haa to be c harqed , of course, with ita proper
ahare of t he social burden, this in turn h as to be
detenained for each by the maxiaizinq-mechaniam of the
qeneral equilibrium framevork. Approached in this
aanner, the production functions of identical qooda
produced in diverse locations r esaain invariant with
locational c hanqes. A t'urther benefit i s the r eaultinC] ability to net out t he factor• consumed by trans portation from the spatial ~naformation curve1 thus
one obtains a tranafor.Atioa solely a.onq fina l qooda
delivered at t he aarJtet , preservf"CJ• ot course, all
the relevant aaxt.. cODdit.iona.
In the enauJ.nq diacuaai.oo, tbe treat.ent

ot distribution

rests on the contri.butiooa of Iaard and IA!eber.

Explicit

prOI!uction functions are introduced for the two diatribution
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induatriea ( i.e., diatribution induatriea tor factor• and
At every 8tep ot the ana l-

tiDal

q~ )

~i•,

c are ia t&Jten to diatinquiah between a world production

aentioned earlier.

poaaibilit i ea frontier i n tenu ot f ina l
tri•• ot product i on or c onauaption .

q~

at the COQn-

In addit ion , t echn ica l

coefficient• wh i ch are ana l yt i ca lly ana l oqoua to I aard• a
• tranaport input•• are introduced and interpre ted in the
l ight ot Lefeber •• contribution .
Who abould produce distribution aervices?

ThuS tar,the diacua aion haa reviewed the meaning ot
4iatribution coata, and examined both analytical and aethodo loqical approachea and problema ot incorporating the se
~·

explicitly 1D theoretical JDOdela.

unexplored aa yet

ia the queation ot where the distribution services thems elves
a bou ld be produced .

The analytical aeantng or this question is readily
il lustrated by Iaard • • transtoraation !unction reproduced
and expl ained above , i.e •'
(Yl• Y2, • • • • y k 1 a AsA, -ass, • • • • -x_s L1

xtt+l• %tt+2• • • ••

Xn > • 0

In .t hia equation , t he Y'• and x•al have a s pecified location.
lR -nberi nq Lefeber • s contribution, ot course a
41at inct i on auat be Dad e between x• s at the place or production and x• • a t the place or consuaption .

r
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But what ia the location of

u

•A•A• •a•a• ••• ,

indeed a difficult question to anaver.

~·L?

Thia

This difficulty

. . . originally spotted by Weber, and attributed to an inhere nt aiaultaneity betveen tbe processes of production, distribution and conauaption.
The part of distribution, vhich represents the
actual .ovement of goods is geographically ~ded
e ither betveen the different parts of production
( productive process of distribution) or betveen prod uction and consumption (consumptive process of distr ibution). It is impossible to explain the sphere
o f production locationally vithout including in this
exp l anation the distribution of material goods in all
ita aspects .
In the theory dealing vith the nature
Clf econoaaic processes it may be possible to have production end at the point vhere the product is sold to
a .erchant, at least abstractly, but for the purpose
of e xpl aining the economic location of production
thia procedure is impossible. Each part of production
orienta itself geographically vith consumption in
atnd. The explanation of this orientation--location
t heory--cannot neglect consideration of the place of
conauaption. Thus in fact ve include the distribution of good.a in our theory.
Because of this inevitable interation our theory
doea n ot , however, become a coaplete theory of the
loca tion of distribution. We in no vay explain the
location of the seats of the wholesale aerchants, of
the agents vho direct the actual movement of goods,
i.e., t he l ocation of the trading centers . The headquarters directing the circulation of the goods and
this cljcu l ating itself .ust be disconnected geographically.

Lwe ber, Location of Industries, pp .4- S .
In his syntbeaized t heory of location, he contends that t he location o f
the loca l tradesmen and functionaries (i . e., •the local
orqaniz i ng stratum•) need not be differentiated from the
aqricultura l and primary and secondary industrial strata. As
for those in the • central organizing stratum," he contends
that •th e l ocational distribution of these elements is sa.ethinq s eparate and independent . •
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•ection it would appear that Weber. at least 1D aoe sense.
O¥ereaphaaized the difficulty of accountinq for the efficient
].oeation of distributors.

If production tunctiona for cUa-

tribution services can be defined--a• vill be lllwrtrated
later--at •arious qeoqraphical point•. one can eoncelved of
an efficient locational pattern of diatributor•. 1

Marshall.

DO doubt. had this point in •ind vhen. in explalni.Dq Britain••
continued proainence in entrepot trade. he arqued.
the unrivalled specialization. prcaptitude and
direct ness of action of her merchants and brokers1
the ease and elasticity of her bankinq syete-1 and
the consequent preference for a bill on London over
a bill on any place. have ~ended to atreoqthen the
re-export trade of LOndon.
More recently. Professor Pearce introduced two pro4uction functions--one for each country-- in a t:vo-qood. twocountry .adel. and illustrated the choice of efficient location of t .h e dis tributor( •) in a traditional trllde .odel of
perfect factor ~bility. 3

A IDOre eleqant .odel-and perhape

lAt this point. the author. following the lead of
aany prominent economists. is confessedly neutral in the continuinq technical controversy on the identity of production
functi ons . See caves. Trade and Economic Structure . pp.l45l46. Por a acre recent and furious critici s~ o f those vho
sti ll tend to <Hsrespect the identity of production functions .
s . . I. F. Pearce. International Trade (Nev Yorkt w.w . Norton
and Co •• 1970). pp . 323-328. Additiona lly. it should be obaerved tMt the location of diatributors need not be cote~i
DOUa with their location as consumers .
2

~ha ll. Honey Credit and Commerce. p.l26.

lPearce. International Trade. pp.290-294.
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the only one of ita kind--including factor .ability and peraittiDq an efficient choice ot the location of distributora
vas explored in the early fifties by Isard and Peck. 1

Since

then little, it any, has been heard on this topic.
The ~seion of the problem of choosing distributors

1D recent qeneral vork.S (e.g., thoee of Ieard 2 and Stevens 3 )
c an, perhaps, be explained by the faailiar and, indeed, justifi able preference tor clear exposition.

The visdca of such

F eference is, however, questionable in view of the importance
of d istribution both within and among countries .

Empirical

vora ot s tudent• of marketing in the united States, for
axaaple, indicated t hat about one-half of each dollar spent
by a coaau.er i s ,

in fact , spent on distribution services. 4

lv. Ie ard and Merton J. Peck, wLocation Theory and
lbternational and Interregional Trade Theory,w quarterly
J ournal of Economics, Vol. LXVIII (February 1954), pp.97-114.
The authors , using tvo production functions--one for each
country--illustrated the optimization of vorld output, given
fact or e~nt, non-identica l production function , and a
Gr~ t ype deaand function .
2w. Is ard, et al ., General Theory (Caabridget The
K.I.T. Press , 1969), pp.519-544.
Iaard, here, imposes his
interregional equilibrium conditions in the form of nonresource-using vorld traders .
Hence, barring transportation
proper , be has , 1n fact, neglected all othe r coats of distribution .
For a r ationali~tion of hie approach see fn . 25 on
pp.529-530.
3s.n jaain B . Stevena , Interregional Linear Proqra.m!nq
(unpublished P~ .o. dissertation , M.I.T., 1959) .
4a.&v ie Cox, Distribution in a High Level ~cono.y
(BDql.wood Cliffe, N. J •• Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp.llB-151 .
AJAo s ee Paul D. Converse, et al., The ~le me nts of Marketing
(5tb · ed., EDqlevoQd Cliffe , ~ . J . a Prentice-Hall , 1952),p. 789.
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MY OWD eapirical study of costa of international datribution
auc;Neat that these costa are anythinq but neqligible.
atady.

l~ited

This

aa aiqht be expected by nonavailability of
s~i:r:ed

data oo international cUstribution, is

in Chapter

IV.
~·•

eapirical studies suqgest that inter-spatial

proqra.ablq techniques. focusinq on •productioo• and iqnor!Dq diatribution.aay be

very

de~ective.

Ef~iciency

tribatioo is • perhaps • just as important as
pcoduction.

In an attempt to correct

in dis-

ef~iciency

in

tor this defect, the

linear proqra.ainq versions of the problem under study will
iDClude an opttaal choice of diatr ibutors.

It will, however,

a lso be seen that many vexing proble.JU reiiWlin unanswered.

The inrluence
~ta

o~ distribution
on international trade

~le ec~sts

have, on the whole, tended to shy

away fi'ca the treat..ent of distribution in their models,
tbay baYe not hesitated to speculate on the influence of dis-

trillatioo oo international trade.l

Smith, tor e.xaaple, noted

lrh.re 1• a crop of literature by students of marketiaq aDd econoaic development, purposely omitted from the
r ollowinq discussion. The substance of their contributions
can be reduced to,
(a) Static, welfare-oriented appraisals of existing
aarketinq serYices• Included in this category are theoretica~ and eapirical studies and controversies around the
Clark-Fisher thesis that approximately normal levels of
resource comaitaents in the distributive sector can be esti. .ted tor countries at different stages of econaaic develop-
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tbe influence of relatively cheap tranaport by waterway on

jDt ertaatioaal trade.

Such tranaport, contended Smith, by

eftCOU"&CJiDIJ trade , iDcreuea the wealth of nation• by atiJDa).atiDCJ tbe diviaion of labor and the •venting• of product•
1D exce•• ot da-eatic requir..anta. 1
OD

a lea• general level, Mill observed the influence

of • coat ot carriaqe• on the types of goods entering into

J,DterDAtional trade.
ift&lly ,

~~&de

More apecifically, he , perhaps orig-

the faaJ.liar distinction between foreign - and

~trade ~itiea . 2

ot a l l c luaical econalliata . perhaps t he o ne 1110st
~ aaed

by t he influence of distribution costa o n i nter -

aati ooal trade vaa Henry Sidgvick.

He , i ndeed , vent s o far

aa to c catend t hat the raison d•etre o f a separate t heory of
.-at.

~o

iDcluded here are rationalization• of oatenaibly

1arqe d iatribution aectora in some underdeveloped countries .

Analyaea or i ndicat ion• of the role of distr ibution
Cam10n the-•
inC lude the effect of IIArketinq on deciaion-making as a
acarce reaource in economic development! marketing-induced
illeentivea and their effect on the aupply curve of ef f ort 1
aarJteting u a s pavni.Dq ground tor non-ce8mercial entrepreDeUrllhipl and effective diatribution aa a crucial ingredient
ill econc.J.c r egional interqration.
(b)

ill t he proceaa of eccaaaic developnenta

la.itb, Wealth of Nation•, pp .l7-21.

All

evidenced

by Mynt, o f c ourae all economiata do not agree vith Smith.
See J .,_• 0 . Theberge, ed., Economics of Trade and Deve lop=
~

( ReV

York a John Wiley and Sons , 1968) , pp . lSS-210.

2J . S . Mill, Political Bconoay , p . S89. Mi ll h ~elf
not, however , &D&lyae fully the implic a tion• o f t hia
d iatiDction .
~ id
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international trade waa •coats
tive factor tm.obility.

1

o~

carriage• rather than rela-

Sidqvick•s contention touched

of~

a raqing technical debate, ending with his .. demise .. before
the pens

o~

Edgeworth and Marshall.

~hall,

living at a time When breakthroughs in

international transportation and COIIIJII.Ulicationa were con• tantly making the headlines, waa also very interested in
t he consequences of distribution costa on international trade.

An interesting theme . . intained by Marshall vas that national
a dvantages in manufacturing were inherently superficia l and
t . .porary.

Ultimate ly, such advantages were destined to be

whittled away by •iJDproved means of cODDunication and inc reaaed human plasticity ,• t hus leaving natural advantaqea

u

the only determinants of world trade, 2

t ended , would be

characteri~ed

This trade, he con-

by a strenqtheninq of •aany

weak industrial nations• and an accentuat ion of north-south
wor ld trade governed by cU.mat ic c onditions .
More recently, a qroup of models--each claiming at

least a part in the crown

o~

explaining international trade--

h ave v ariously underlined the influence of distribution coats.
• otable a.lnq these JDOdela are t~• propounded by Seev Hir8ch. 3
1 aenry Sidqvick, The Principle o~ Political Economy
(Loodon • Macmillan and Co . , 1883), pp . 228-230 .
2Mara hall, Money Cred it and Commerce, pp.l02-106,
3 seey Hirsch, Location o~ Industry and International
Caapetitiveness (Oxford, Claredon Preas, 1967), pp . 42-61 . The
aa aenca of hi a approach ia that a product, at var ioua per ioda
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Linder , 1 contemporary location theoriata,

2

and proponent•

o f •ataple• and •vent for aurplua• theoriea. 3
Birach haa, and quite correctly, pointed to IIIArket-

i DCJ coeta aa one of the

~~~&in

determinant• of the scope of

good• enterinq into international trade. 4

Unfortunately, he

h . . DO perapective of hia own contribution, larqely because
he ia quite unaware of the definitional compatibility between
t he -.&rketinq function• as conceived by himSelf and •tranaportation• aa traditionally used in the literature.
LJ..D der•a explanation of international tradeS indidurioq the life span of its economic production, enjoys diff erent advantage• in production and distribution. There ia
a llegedly a way (unspecified) of deciding vhich products, in
a q iven period of their life span, can be produced vith
a d vantage by a country at a certain level of economic develOJ:88Dt .
l s t effan B. Linder, An Essary on Trade and Transf o raation ( Stockholma A~iat and Wicksell, 1961).
2Por i natance, Lefeber, Allocation in Space, pp.l32133, and Stevens, Interregiona l Line ar Prcqr
inq , pp.l58l 60 . While Lefeber spells out a vay of extenaing his IIIOdel
into international trade (aasuminq one factor is perfectly
~bile) , Stevena, in a Chapter labelled •Alternative Modela
and Application•• hardly indicate• how hia model c an be exteftded into international trade .
l.rheae theories have been synthesized into an anal ytical f ramework by Cavea in ••vent for Surplua• Models of
'1'rade and Growth," in Economic• of Trade and Develorment , ed,
by Therberge , pp . 211 - 228.
4ai.rach, Location of lnduatry, p p .42-61 .

Sror

an excellent chain of reaaoninq leading to their
central h ypotheaia aee Jagdiah Bhaqvati, Trade Taritfa and
Growth (Caabridgea M. I . T . Preaa , 1969), pp . 37-38 .
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rectly alao UDderlinea the influence o! diatribution

~ta.

producer8, L!Dder arquea, prefer caterinq to domeatic rather
t ban foreign aarketa.

From the <Hacuaaion (of Ma.uhall,

Ohlin and L&cb) in the first aection of thia Chapter, it
wUl be clear that the overccainq of th.ia un!aailiarity
larcJely involve• coata which can be reduced into distribution coat•.

In thia aenae, the Linder a pill-over view of

international trade repreaenta an attempt at introducing
dia tribution costa 1n a theory of international trade.
A aiailar atteapt ia 1110re explicit in the works of
conteaporary atudenta of location notably, Le!eberl and
lte-na . 2

In these aodela, distribution costa--barring ex-

ternalitiea fraa aggla.eration, market iaper!ectiona, and

other tact0r8 giving riae to non-lioearitiea on the aupply
and demand aides--constitute the central equilibrating . .chant. . ill the location of induatry .

Fraa this viewpoint,

the aodela of the location theorist• ahare a kinship with
the Linder viev of international trade.
Yet fraa a .athodological viewpoint, the JDOdela o!

the location theoriata differ !rca the Lind r view and the
traditional aodela of international trade (notably thoae of
Ricardo, Gra.baa, and Heclcacher-and-ohlin).

The location

theoriata aaaa.e that !actors are, at leaat partly, mobile.
liAfeber, Allocation in Space.
2at. . .na, Interregional Linear Pr<?qruainq.
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on the other baDd, trade theoriau 1 --not unaware that !actors
c an be .abile--preter to aawuae that !actors are perfectly
~bile

because ot •cliJM.te• or •abloaphere.•

(The concepts

c t •clilllate• and •at.aaphere• aa used by econoaiata such aa
Tauaaiq2 and Meade~reapecti.ely, include not only natural
t actors auch aa physical cliaate and natural resources, but
a lae social aspects such aa tenacity to one•a !lag, birth
p lace, etc.)

Thus the tvo groups--the location theorists

and trade theorists--appear to be methodologically at odds.
This aethodological conflict is, however, more
a pparent than real.

Suppoae it is assumed--as will be done

iD this atudy--that all comnodities are mobile, and that the

only obstacle to this mobility is distribution coats.
• clilllatic• or •atmospheric•

~bility

prohibitive distribution costa.

Then

may translate into

In this context, the ques-

t ion o t whether the models ot the proponents ot perfect
! actor

~bility

are better or worse than the models o! the

proponents o t perfect !actor

.abi~ity

devolves ultimately

u pon ..rit a in •practical applicab1lity ... 4

The las t group ot recent .adela highlighting the
1J08eph Schu.peter, Ristory or Economic Analysis
(Sew York, Oxford University Press, 1955), p.606.

let.

Cayea, Trade and Economic Structure, p .126.

3Meade, Trade and Welfare, pp.348-354.
4 schuapetar , History or Economic Analysis, p.606 .
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influence of diatribution coat• on international trade includea the •ataple• and •vent for surplus" theoriea.

In an

attempt to formalize these theories into an analytical
.adel, Cavea aaaumea there are tvo countriea--one(I) ia old

and industrialized, the other(II) ia relatively underpopulated and abounda vith aurplua

natural resources.

Assuming

i dentical production tunctiona (in terms of labor and capital),
d tainiahing returns, and perfect competition, the operning up

ot the underpopulated country is triggered by differences in
Ricardian rents.

At firat, the opening up process consists of

t he exploitation of the abundant natural reaources. 1 Subaequently, the location of nonagricultural activities in thia
c ountry develope according to tvo propoaitionss
(a) Servicea, facing infinite transportation costa,
will be atarted with the establishment of the
first export staple. Manufactures, incurring
only infinites iJIIal transport coats, may also
become economical cla imants for factor• of production in II.
(b) Whether or not manufacturing induetriea are establiahed depends on the relative costa of international JDOveaent of gooda a .n d factor• o f produclcavea• ayntheaia fails to indicate the influence of
distribution coats on the pattern of exploitation of the
abundant natural reaourcea. Douglass c. North in •LOcation
Theory and Regional Economic Growth,• Journal of Political
lconomy, Vol. ~I (June 1955), has, for instance, und erl ined the influence of changea in the modes of tran•portation. In the caae of Canada, the monumental vorka of H. H.
InDia auggeat that the ahift from international trade baaed
oa fur and fiaheriea to vheat, aineral resourcea, and timber
reflecta, ~alia, changea in transportation coata.
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tion, aince ve have aa aumed no indiqenoua qrowth
of II'• factor endowment. If the costa (however
interpreted) of factor movement• are small relative to the diacounted proaent value of the costa
of tranaportinq IPa exports and import• t hat c a n
be avoided by their miqration, aa we ahall as~ume ,
then at least some manufacturing induatriea • • •
will be eatabliahed in II.

The concept of "the relative coata of international
.avementa of qoods and factor• of production" uaed by Caves
1• a ailllple and intuitive ly clear device of aaaessinq the
i nfluence of distribution costa on international trade.

The

c oncept has, incidentally, been uaed by other• to classify
induatriea from the viewpoint of international trade into
aupply- or resource-oriented, Ja&rket-oriented, and foot-loose
1Dduatriea ,2

Exceptinq the works of Meade and the location

theorists ( already cited), thia vital concept--of relative
C08ta o f factors and final qoods--haa hardly been explored
aerioualy i n the theoretical vorka of trade theorists.

A

a . .ple o f auch exploration will be found in Chapter III of
this a tudy.

lcavwa, •• vent f or Surplua• Kodela,• p.216.
2

~od leberqer, International Economics, pp.l23-127,

C 8 A P T E R

II

DISTRIBUTION AT THE FACTOR LEVEL

The objective o! thia Chapter ia to develop the ea-

aantial element• and analytical relationahipe o! a onefactor, two-good, two-country .odel, encompassing !actor
.,ability and costly distribution of the factor.

This objec-

tive ia accomplished bys

1) Spelling out the relevant aasamptiona, concepts,
and technological relationship&!

2) developing the model, and examining ita importance to international economic analysis, and
3) atudying the technological relationahips in the

diatribution industry and the final goods induatriea.
AllaUIIIptions, Concepts, and
Technological Relationahipe
The principal IDOdel in thia Chapter rest• upon the

f ollowing aain aaaumptionas
( i ) It ia de aired to IIIAXillliEe world conaUIIIpt ion.
(1i) Diatribution costa for final
gible.
(~)

g~

are negli-

The production of a good utiliEea only one
production proceaa in each country. However,
the production proceaaea !or a given good
differ between countriea.

(iv) There ia only one factor of production, con-
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aidered to be homogenious both within and
a.ong countries. (This is, therefore, a full
eaployment model .)
( Y) There are only two countries in the world.

Therefore, all economic activities including
the distribution of economic goods and servi ce• IIIUBt be performed by at least one of the
countriea.
(vi) There are only two final goods.
(~)

There are two industries producing tvo distinct
t ypes of distribution services. one industry
produces distribution services for the factor.
The other industry produces distribution services
t or the final goods. The services produced by
e ach industry constitute a homogeneous commodity,
c apable of qvantification by some standard of
eeaaurement: 1

(~

Barring distribution services, there are no
intermediate goods produced.

( ix) There ia no joint production.

( x ) I nitial factor endowments are given .
(xi) All commodities are considered to be JDObile .
The only obstacle to international .ability of
c ommodities is distribution costs. Other more
auperficial obstacles such aa tariffs, quotas,
b lockade a, etc. , are abaent.
(~

Production and consumption activities in a
c ountry are concentrated at one point . Consequently, costa of distributing a commodity within
a c ountry are negligible.

(ld.U) lfo distribution services are conslllled by t hat

quantity of the factor used in producing distribution services . Stated differently, the distri bution industry itself can conauee the factor at
e ither c ountry without entailing any di tribution
Lrhe rationa l e for this assumption waa d iscussed in
t he first s ection of Chapter I.
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c08ts. 1

a

la Lefeber. 2
This assumption implies that (a) if, in a given
country, the factor is being imported , it cannot,
at the same time, be exported a (b) in any given
industry, the factor imported from a foreign
c ountry is e mployed only after the factor of
d omestic origin is fully e mployed1 and (c) the
quantity of the factor used in producing distribut ion services is taken from the bundle of
the factor earmarked for ahipment.3

(xiY) There is no •cr08a-hauling•

(xv) Country I ia more efficient than Country II in
perforaing the actual task of distributing
commodities internationally. This assumption
1• maintained through most of the study . In
Chapter V, h owever, the assumption is relaxed
and the problem of choosing the efficient distributor(•) 1• explored.
~eping

the above ass umpt ions in mind, the production

functions and technical concepts forming the backbone of this
Chapter are swmnariz:ed on Table 1.

Rows ( 1) and ( 2) on the

Table show the production functions of the two final goods
.antioned in assumption (vi) above.

Rows (3) and (4) show

tbe production functi ons for the two type• of distribution
services specified in assumption (vii).

Rows (5) -

(8) sum-

aarize technical coefficient• (related to distribution services) which will be explained shortly.
Lrhis is just a s implifying a~aumption.
Including
cUstribution costa tor the factor used in producing diStri bution servic es will make the presentation considerably more
cuaberaa.e without adding significantly to an understanding
o~ the .adel.
2

~. Lefeber, ~location in Space, pp.l9-32.

3 It should be noted that this condition i• nothing
but condition (b) extended to the distribution industries.
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Table 1
Country I

Country II

(1) the first tinal qood(r)

xll • ...:!_
all

x12 • ...:!_
al2

(l) the •econc1 fin a l qood(x2)

x21 • ...:!_
a21

x22 .. ...:!_
a22

The Production P'Unction or

The Di•tribution eervice for

(3) the final q()()(U(X: 1 >

J21 • ...:!....,.
f
al
.x31 • ...:!_
v
a2

Dietribution Coats (in teras
of the factor) per

• 1.
vv
• 1.
fy

(5) unit of the factor
(6) unit of a final qood
InPJt of Dietribution Service• per
(7) unit of the factor
(8) unit of a final qood

.lceordi.nq to aeBUIIlption (xv), Country I U

more effi-

c ient than Country II in diatributinq qooda internationally.
'1'bu8 the u.x1.1l1zation of world production would require that

Country I alone undertake all the international distribution
o f <:amiOditiea.

Co~equently,

Country II on rowe (3) -

blank a paces are found under

(B).

Referrinq to rc:M (1) on the Table, the production of

t he firet qood, r , in Country I, r l , l ia qiven by the pro-

l.ro

-phaeize, the firat euperacript on the x•a
denote a the qood, the eecond euperecr ipt denote a the country
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doetioa function

xl 1

v where
an
11

•

_.aunt ot the tactor, and a

1• •

v

denote• any poaitive

production coefficient

deDQtinq the amount ot the factor needed to produce one unit

t4

r.

The production ot

pcoduction function

xl

2

xl

in Country II U

• ai2

~itive a.ount ot the factor,
dLicient.

where
and a

v,

qiven by the

aqain, denote• any

12 ia the production co-

In k.eepinq with aaa\Dipt.1oa (Ul) it should be

DOted that the two production functions are not identical,
a 11 ~ a 12 •

t))at 18,

Similarly, the production function or

.x2 1

the aecond qood in Country I is
18

%22 • ~·

.. ~

and in Country II

a21 ~ a22.

Aqain,

a

Accordinq to assumption (vii), there are two types ot
cSUtribution aervices--one for the final qooda, and one tor
the factor ot production.

The diatribution service tor the

f t.Dal qooda i• denoted by ~.

Tbe pcoduction

ot this serv-

iCe 1.n Country I, ~ 1 , ia qiven by the production function

..3 1 •

"Y

_:j_
Ill

where V i• any positive a.ount ot the !actor, and

a 1 ··the production coefficient.

LikevUe, the production

~ the diatribution aervice tor the factor,

X:1 •

18 qiven by the production tunction

x;,

x!1

•

in Country I,

a; .

All production function• oo rova (1) - {4) or Table 1
. . , . . DOW

been explained.

flc ient.a on rova ( 5) ~ diStributing

Still to be explained are the coet-

(8 ) •

On

rav ( 5) , l.vv ia the rea 1 cost

a unit of the factor trora one country to

1a Which the qood i• produced.
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allot)ler.

This coat is recltoned .:.i:.::n:--.;:t:..;:e:.==--'o::.f=-u=n""'1""t:.:•:-:o..,f::.......;t=:;h:.:.e::;

gctor conau.ed 1D the actual procen of cHatribution.
~e.

tor exaaple, that

• 2.

Sup-

This means that to dis-

tribUte a unit of the factor fraa one country to another
c~•

00

two units of the f actor .

In a ai.ailar manner, 4rv

row (6) refera to the coat (also in terma of the factor)

o f dtatributinq one unit of any of the two final goods between
twO countries.

While the coefficients A.yy and 4fv are

expressed in

t &raa of the factor, the coefficients on rows (7) and (B) of
'fable l are expressed 1n t erms of units of distribution servi ces.

On

s ervice,

rat1

x;.

(7), Pv refers to the units of the distribution

consumed in the actual process of distributing

a unit of the factor between the tvo countries.
let

Pv • 1.

For instance,

This 111eans that to distribute a unit of the

f actor fro. one country to another conauaea one unit of
LikeWise, Pf
i ce,

X:•

XJ.
v

oo RoW (B) refers to units of distribution serv-

cona\Died in the actual process of distributing one

unit of a final good bet-en the two countries.
DeriYi.n q the World Production
Poeaibilitiea Frontier
BoW do factor .ability and costly distribution of the

factor relate to the world production possibilities frontier?
ID order to answer t his question adequately, a concrete example will be handy.

In the l!tX&laple • V1 and V2 denote factor
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•n~nta

in Countriea I and II, reapectively .

All the co-

•fficlenta i n the &xample have juat been explained .
!Xallple I
Country I

Country I I

v2

(1} Factor endOWIIent

• 20

ractor input per unit output ot
( 2)

the t i n t tinal qood(r)

(3 )

the aecond final qood(xl)
Diatribution coa ta (in te nd
of the !actor) per

(4 )

unit ot the !actor

(5 )

unit ot a tinal qood
.&.aawainq-aa in the Ricardo-Graham type ot aode l a -

that the !actor ia

~bile,

and that the diatributioo coa ta

tor the !actor and the fina l q ooda are neqliq ible , raw• (1) (3 ) contain all the in!or.atioo needed in d e riv inq t he wor ld
pcoduction poaaibilitie a trootier.

(To avoid cuaberaome

repetitiooa, the phraae -world production poaaibilitiea !ron-

tier- will be denoted by • PIP, • tor briet.)

The

Ph ia a hown

em Fiqure 1.
OD the Piqure, the two tinal qooda,

xl

and

x2

are

l hown oo the horizontal and Yertical axea, reapectively.
OCrJJ 1.8 the production block tor Country I.

0CQ •

v

;it • ;o • 10,

and the aide

oo •

v

The aide

;h • ¥-

•

20.

Por

Cou.Dtry II the production block ia 0»\,--the aide OA beinq
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Figure l
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equa l to
20
v2
:-1'7 • T

a

Y2

20

;77 • T

•

•

20 , and t he aide AM0 being equal t o
i a atmply obtained b y g l id -

10.

inq vertica lly the production block (OAfo\, ) for Country II
down the aid e CclJ o f the production block (OC 0 D) f or Count ry

I.

Thia ia t he

P/~

c ommon ly e nvisaged i n t he t rad itiona l

Ricardo-Graham t ype o f models .
In theae models it is

1

~te rial

whe the r the P/F is

conceived in terms of final goods at the country of consumption or production.

Since distribution coste for final goods

are negligible, a good can be distributed more or less freely
fraa one country to anothe r .

Hence, the P/F in terms of

final goods at the country o f production is identical to the
P/F in terma of final goods at the country of consumption,
Suppoae now it ia

ass ~

and that diatribution is cos tly.

that the factor is mobile,

2

In particular, let it be

aaaumed,to atart with, that the distribution of the factor
ia coatly Vhereaa the distribution of the final goods continuea to be free.

So lonq aa the distribution or final goods is free,
there ia again no need to diatinquiah the P/F in terms o!
1

It ahould be noted that the production block for
Country II, i.e., OAMo, is i de ntical to triangle RDH1 • Also,
t he production block o! Country I, i.e., OCoD ia identical to
triangle .AC 1 R.
lwb.ther this mobility ie motivated by the "invisible"
hand or by the actions of a centralized world planning organ
1• beside the point here,
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qood• at the countries of peoduction fraa the
of qoods at the countriea of con•umption.

P/~

in terss

However, with

f actor mobility and costly diatribution of the factor, a
·~

P/F, which ia fundamentally different fraa the P/F in

the Ricardo-Grahaa type of model• , i• nov conceivable.
Of apecial intereat here ia whether thia new P/F ia
1arqer or amaller than the P/F feasible under the assumption
of factor

~bility,

as in the Ricardo-Graham models.

If

t he new P/F ia larger , then factor mobility enhances world
consumption.

Otherwise, if the new P/F is amaller, factor

.ability must be eschewed if world consumption is to be maxiaJ.Zed.

All the information needed in deriving the new P/F
c:an be found on EX.a!aple I.

According to the Example, Country

I bU absolute advantage in producing the first final good

(i .e., all< al2).

On the other hand, Country II has an

absolute advantage in producing the aecond final good (i.e.,
a 22 < a2 1 ).

It Country I concentrate• on the production of

t be tirat good and Country I I on the aecond, it ia poaaible

that a rediatribution of the factor may increase world production.
Oft

In order to show the effect of this redistribution

the P/P, attention ia firat focuaed to the left of the

l i.De DR on

~igure

1.

luppoae the amount of the firat good, xl, produced
is •uch that

0 ~ xl < oo.

Thi• amount will, •• has been

argued, be produced in Country I, thua consUIII1ng a 1 lx 1 of ita
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tactor endowment, v 1 , and leavinq (v1 - allxl) tor export to
eountry II. Not all (v 1 - a11x1 ) o! the !actor exported
will reach the destination, however.

Some o! the !actor

will be uaed in the actual proceas o! e!!ectinq the export,
that ia, in producinq distribution aervicea.

Let the amount

ot the !actor used in the procesa o! exportinq a unit o! the
tactor be l.vv,

lUI

explained under Table above.

I t the export

of one unit of t he factor consumes l.vv units o! the !actor

iD the process of distribution, then only

1
1 + l.vv

ot each

unit o! the !actor earmarked for export in Country I vill
reach Country II.

Consequently , of the (Vl - allxl) of the

factor earmarked tor export from Country I, Country II vill
1

receive

1

80Wlt of

(Vl - a 11 x 1 ). Therefore. the max~ avv
capable of beinq produced in Country II is given

+ 1.

x.2

by

• •••••••••••••• ( 1)

or, aiJiplifyi.n g,
•••••• ( 2)

To emphaaize, equation (2) givea the max~ amount of x2
Which can be produced tor all leveu of x 1 auch that
0

1i

:xl

1i OD.

In other vorda, equation ( 2) deacr ibea a por-

t ion o! a P/P above the aegment 00 on Figu.r e l.
Still vorkinq vith Figure 1, attention ia nov shifted
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The

to the riqht o f the l ine DR .
country I can produce i s

vl .
;rt

IIIAX 1mum

llliiOUnt of

x1 t hat

v

X~ :-if.
a

Suppose , t hen, t hat

Since all x 1 i s , • • arqued earlier, to be produced i n the
firat country, some amount o f t he f actor must be exported

trca

(xi - ~) in
a
of xi in Country

Country I I to meet t he production of
produ ction o f

Cxl -

factor.

v

:11>
a

I

The actual proces s of

the factor from Country I I will

tbe 1114Xim.Da amount of

x?

vl>
;n

of t he factor.

The re f ore,

which can be produced in Country I I

18 qiven by

••• ( 3)

or, aiaplifyinq,

•••••• ( 4)

Jquation (4), then, ah~ the aaximum amounts of

cu

x2

be pcoduced for all fea.ible levels of
ll>

~·
a

x2

x2

which

such that

Stated differently, equation (4) describes a por-

t1on of the P/F above the horizontal axis to the left of the
l ine DR on Figure 1.
The . . aninq of equations (2) and (4) can be seen 110re

c learly if the numerical values (from E:xulple I) for

v1 , v2 ,
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a ll, a22, and 1vv are aubatituted into the equation•.
t.be

au~titution ,

Mter

equation (2) bec0111ea
••••••••••••••••• ( 2).

r .
fbe••

so -

l.Sx 1

•••••••••••••••••••• ( 4)'

la.t tvo equations are, in turn, plotted on Figure 1

where C2P repreaente equation (2)•, and H2 o represents equat ion ( 4) •.

Proa the explanation given above for equation•

(2 ) and ( 4) it will be obvious that the P/F being sought is

flle PIP and changes in distribution coats, lvv

In deriving the P/P . oc 2 RM 2 on Figure 1, the numerical value aubatituted into equation• (2) and (4) for 1vv

1/2 .

V&8

What i• the effect, ceteria paribus, of changes in lvv

on t he P/F?

Suppose the numerical values for

v1 , V2, a 1 1,

and a 22 f reD !txample I are aubatituted into equations (2) and

(4) .

After t his aubetitution, equation (2) becomes

.z!l •

20(2 + 1 vv)
1 + 1yy

__l_x'1 + 1vv

•• •• ••••••••• ( 2)-

ad equat ion ( 4) becc.es

•••••• • • •• • ( 4).
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It wil l be recalled that equationa (2) and (4) atand for

Froa e quation•

liD• • Vhich define t he boundariea of the P/F .

(2)• and ( 4 )• i t can be aeen that the intercepta and alopea

of t heae l inea are influenced ,
coata, l.vv•

~

alia, by diatribution

It aay, t herefore , be auapected that the a1ze

and abape of t he P/P ia part ly influenced
coata.

by diatribution

In order to aee thia influence 1110re c learly, varioua

yaluea of l.vv are aubatitu t e d int o equat i ons (2)" and (4)".
value• of l.vv

1.

l.vv • 1

2.

l.vv

3.

l.vv

4.

l.vv • 0

• o.s
• o.1

r2
r2

• 30.0 -

x2

• 33.3

y} • 50 -

y} • 38.2

r2

Equat i on (41"

(2)"

E~at i on

• 40.0

o.sxl
- o.7r
- o.9x1
- 1.ox1

• 60 -

x:2

• 42 -

x2

• 40

2.ox1
1.sx1
l.lX1
1.ox1

on each rav the re are two e.:rtationa vhich, like equation• ( 2 ) and ( 4) , de fine t he boundar iea of a P/F c or rea pondiDq to the atipulated numerical value for l.vv•

The f our

P/P'• correaponding to the four rave are a hown on Fiqure 2.

'fbe P/F for rav 1, vhere l.yy• 1, ia
0. 5, a larger P/P
.to 0.1, the P/P ia

OC2~

oc 3 RM3 •

oc1 RM1 •

ia obtained.

It l.vv drops to

I t l.vv drape farther

Ultiaate1y, if l.vv drope to zero,

t he P/P ia the trianq1e oc 4 "".

When

l.vv • 1, the P/P

oc 1 RM1 (Pigure 2)

u the aimilarly labelled P/P on Figure 1.

1a •• large

In the l.a t ter

Piqure, hovev.r, the P/P waa derived on the aaai.DIIption that
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Figure 2
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I
I
I
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I
I

I
I
I
0

0

10

20

D
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the factor ia s.-,bile.

cannot

Thua when

l.vv • 1, .aving the factor

(according to EXample I) enhance world output beyond

the level• attainable under the aasumption of factor immobili tY•. However, aa diatribution costa, l.vv• drop below unity,

ractor 110bility enhance • world conaumption.

By the same token

if l..v ia larger than unity, factor 1110b1lity yields a P/F
. . . ller than that which ia obtainable under the assumption of
t iiCtor

~bility.

Hence, factor 1110vement lllUBt, in thia case,

be eachewed if world conswaption ia to be maximized.

Marqinal condition• for factor movements
Whether the factor 1110vement enhances world conaumptiOD depend• upon the prevailing absolute level of distribution coata, l.vv• and the differences in the production coefficienta .

Thia point can quiclc.ly be explained with the help of

FiCJUr• 1 .
In diacuaaing the Fiqure it , . . pointed out that for

aay level of x 1 auch that

0

~

xl <

ill country I ia ahipped to Country

~.

•
II,

U.Olute advantage in the production of
for any given

r

the unemployed factor

the country vith the

x?.

More apecifically,

in the deaignated ranqe, (Vl - a 11 xl) of the

f actor will be available for export !rca Count.r y I. After
1
11~-1
al lowing for diatribution coat•, 1 + lvv ( v1 - a x-) of the
f actor ahipped from Country I will reach Country II.

But thia

lbipaent will only occur if it reaulta in a higher level of

oat put of

.,?

(in Country II) than can be produced in Country I,
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that ia, 1ft
vl - allxl

vl - allxl

a22(l + lyJ >

•••••••••••••••• ( 5)

a21

DiVidinq throuqh by (v1 - a 1 lx 1 ). takinq reciprocal• of both
aidea, and expreasinq the result 1n the fora ot an equation
qivea
or
•••••••••••••••••••••• ( 6)

Before explaininq this equation, a correepondinq equat ion tor value• of x 1 auch that x 1 ~
ahould be derived •
x 1 11:

When
try

:it.
a

-:rl.
•

acme of the factor .uat be ahipped from coun-

II it the production of x 1 ia to be carried on in Country

I , the country with the absolute advantaqe 1n the production

ot x 1 •

.Aqain, auch ahip~~ent will occur only it producinq x 1

in Country I rather than Country II r aulta 1n a larqer output.

Tbua, aaauae there ia a unit ot the factor 1n country II.
ahippinq the unit to Country I,
produced.

a

II

1
(1 + 1-vv)

of x 1 can be

It, inatead, the unit 1• used 1n Country II,

of x 1 can be produced.

By

ab

conaequently, the ahiraent will occur

oaly itt
1

>

1

;n

Tak1Dq reciprocal• of both aidea, and

••••••••••••••••••••• ( 7)

~eaainq

the reault
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1D the fora of an equatiOl'l
or
•••••••••••••••••••• (8)

Equation ( 6), tbln, describes a borde rline •1tuat1oa
1fbeD a shipMnt of the factor from Country I to Cowrt.ry II

De itber enhances nor dlainishes production of

x.2.

In this

s ituatiOl'l, "unit• <Ustribution coats (a 22 1.vv) equ&.l the di.f-

t erence 1n the production coefficients (a21- a22).
is the total

It should

diatr~tloa

coats abaorbed in the process of shipping from Country I to

countrY II u

IUlCh of the factor as is needed in order to

proc!uce a unit of

x_2

1n Country I I .

If, inStead,

a22l..rv >

a2 l - a22, sh ipping the factor from Country I to Country II
will d 1a1.n1ah the productiOl'l of x 2 •

Conversely, 1.f

a 2 2l.vv <

a2 1 - a 22 , the shipment will enhance the production of

x.2.

Jquatloa (8) applies, IIUtatis IIIUtandis, to the flrat qood,

r.

C:C.pariaon and cootrast with
t be Rica.rdo-Grahaa .xlel
Tbu8 far, the derivation of the

Ph

when the factor

1a .abila and iU dirtribution ia costly haa bee.n d.iacu.aaed.
What, then, are the analytical i..alplicatiOl'la of the P/r?

be an-.red beat by c capari.nq aDd coo-

quaat10l'l can,

perhap~~,

truting this

P/P to that which is i..alplied

Grahaa type of .adels.

The

1n the IUcardo-

~

and

OC~2•

ure

J(a)

u

oc 1 RM 1

P/F•s alrea dy shown on P'iqure 2 n ame ly,

are reproduced separately on Figure 3.
the P/P', OC1RM1•

OD P'iq-

This is the P/P' which, aa dis-

CU8Sed before, obtains in the Ricardo-GrahaJa type of .,dele

wbar• the factor ia mobile and distribution is costleaa.

ID

c:ootrast, when the factor is mobile and distr 1but ion 1a

l.vv • 1/2), the obtaininq P/P' is OCP2•

costly (say

Thia

P/F is shown on P'iqure 3(b).
Before continuinq with the discussion at hand, a

t10r4 oo th

slopes of the line segments defininq the bouod-

aries of the P/P' • s on Figure 3 is 1n order.

are

shown at the bottoaa of Figure 3.

oc1 RM1

These slopes

P'Or Figure 3(a) where

is the P/P' in the Ricardo-GrahaJa type of

s lope of M1 R ( = tan

e1 )

~le.

the

represents the opportunity cost of

producinq the tvo final qooda in Country II, since tan t 1 •
10
K1D

~

•

--'!2
;'2'l

1

V2
;n

•

al2

1

a22.

Likewise, the slope of

c1R

( • tan t 2 ) represents the opportunity coat of pr-oduci..Dq the
ClQ
~
~
f iDal. qooc1a in Country I because tan t 2 a
• ~
I -:IT =
QR
•
•
all I a21. For P'iqure 3 (b) where oc2~ 1S the P/P' when the

f .etor ia 110b1le and distribution is costly, the alqebraic
ftl.ues of the slopes of c 2 R and RM2 have already been derived
OD

~ationa

(2) and (4).

Froaa equation (2), the slope of c a
2

1 It h8J already been observed that o•a, RDM , and
1
C:1QR are identical to the production blocltB of Countries II
&Dd I, respectively.

figure 3

Ml

0

xl
(a)

taD

.1 -

.u

:ll

•

tan 1 2

all

- ;n
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22(1 + 1
)• S~larly, from equation (4) the elope of
11
vv
• a (1 + lvy)

a

a22

•

Su~e,

aa ahovn on Figure 3, PP and P1 P1 represent

international barter te.naa ot trade between the two final

qooda,

x1

and

x2.

Optiaula production, then, occur• at the

pointe ot tangency between the price lines PP and P1 P1 and
the reapectiYe P/P•a.

on Figure 3(a), production occurs at

point R where Country I produces OD of ~, and Country II produces DR of
t ion.

x_2.

In other words, there ia complete specializa-

SiaUlarly, on P'iqure 3(b) optimum production is repre-

aented by point R.

x1,

At this point, Country I produces OD ot

and Country II produces DR of

i2.

Again, there is c:omplete

J pecialization in the traditional aenae. 1

Aa a general obser-

vation it can then be seen that introducing !actor aaobility

and costly diatribution cSoes not, in this ooe-tactor model,
DaCeaaarily rule out complete •specializatioo.•2
More apecifically, complete specialization occurs it
the barter ter.a of trade are, to use Graham • a terminology,

1D the •HJibo• region.

In the Ricardo-Grahaa JDOdel (on P'ig-

1 In thia caae, where (with permissively lav distril:lat ion coata) each country specializes in the production o!
a g iven good at every point on the P/P, the word •apeciali&at ion• clearly doea not carry ita traditional meaning.
Traditionally, complete specialization--according to this
.odel--would have meant that all the factor endowment in a
country ia u.ed in the production of one ot the gooda .
~the

lAqai.n, the word •specialization• here ia being used
traditional aenae (aee footnote immediately above),
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ure

3a) t he t erms or trade are i n t he l imbo region i f t he

c1 R

. tope of the pE"ice l ine PP l ia l arqer t han t he a l ope of

and

aaaller than the e lope or

RM1

(tha t

¢,

i a , t an 82 < t a n

<

tan t 1 , or, to use t he algebraic val ue• discuas ed above,

.u

:n < tan¢,

<

.u

:n>·
a

When , i nst ead, t he f a ctor i s mobile and

l t• diatribution ia cos tly (Figur e 3b), the t e rms of trade

are in the limbo r egion i! the slope of the price line P1 P1
18 larger than the a lope or

~

R but amaller than the a lope of

A

JtM 2 (i.e., tan 14 < tan ~ < tan
,i
all( 1 + lyy)
taD ~
<
22
)•

':3

or,

all
a22(l + Avv)

<

a

The boundariea or the lLmbo region• in these two

t ype• of .adele, however, offer interesting contrasts.

In

tbe Ricardo-Grahaa .adel the boundariea of the limbo region
all
al2
U •••, ;11 and ;n) are a imply the national opportunity coats
o! producing the two final goods.

In the model presently
all
be ing atudied, the boundaries (i.e., a22(l +A ) and
a l l(l + 1 )
vv
.;;...._:._""2""2~vv.L!..) coosista of a product of the ratio of the •aba
11
ao late advantage coefficients,"
and weighted tenu

:-n ,
a

1

f): +

A

vv

, and

The

1 + lyy) which reflect diatribution costa.
~e

of the boundaries of the limbo region

in the Ricardo-Grahaa .adel haa been noted in varioua con-

l.rhe a lope of the price line PP, of course, reprea e ata the barter teraa of trade otherwise repreaented in
thia cue aa
• the price of xl ..
• the price of x2• •
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text••l Grahaa h~el~, ~or exaaple, contended that
• • • opportunity coet, rather than d emand , is the
factor in the determination o f normal
international valuea.2

aiqni~ic ant

• • • the (normal) values of internationally traded
commodities are not deterained by reciprocal national demands.3
Stated differently, Grahaa•s contention ia that normally the
J.
J.
al2
teras of trade (i.e., tan rl> are such that tan r l = ~ or
all
all
,/.
al2
a
tan 1 • ~ rather than ~ < tan r., < ~·

f

a

~aume,

a

a

at least for the sake of argument, that

orahaa•a contention ia correct 4 and that the production of
internationally traded caa.odities ia characterized by factor
.ability and costly distribution, aa in the model being studied .

Grahaa • • content ion would, therefore, be changed to

read that normally the

te~

of trade are such that (see Fig-

lrn an international linear proqrMIIling problem
at aaximizing world production, t he coincidence of a
pcice line with a limbo boundary raises problema of indeter-

a~

ain&cy.

2 rrank o. Graham, The Theory of International values
(PriDcetonl Princeton university Preas, 1948). p.l7.
3

~ ••

16.

4A critical evaluation of this contention is outside
the purview of the present study. For a serious study of this
&Dd other related contentions see Thomas M. Whitin, "Classical
'!'beery; Graham• s Theory, and Linear Proqraaainq in International Trade," Quarterly Journal of Econcmics, Vol. LXVII
(•OYember 1953), pp.S20-532.

are lb) ,
taft

¢•

all(l + 1 yy )
a22

... •

or

rather than

ID this cue. the "abso lute advantage coefficients" (all and
a 12) and <Ustribution coats (1vv) would then constitute the
• noraal"

e~nts

of the term. of trade.

ODe interesting corollary of interpreting the boundaries of the

1~

region in terms ot, inter alia, distribu-

t ion coats can be seen on Figure 2.

are .

In discussing this fig-

it vas pointed out that aa 1vv declines !rom 1.0 to 0.5,

0. 1. and 0, the P/F•a outer aide, C1RM1, shifts to C2RM2,

c3 RK3 ,

and

c4 M.t,

respectively.

Alongside these shifts ia a

coatraction ot the limbo region aa evidenced by the decline
!rca the reflex an9le c 1 RM 1 to reflex angles c 2 RM2 , c 3 RM3 ,

and the straight line, c 4 M.t.

In brief, the lover the distri-

llution costa • the "narrc:Mer" the limbo reqion.
Su~e

11qnit1cant

then, as generally contended, that the past

~provements

in transportation and communication

cu be translated into declining distribution

c~ta

(1vv).

keording to thia .adel, the decline would be acc0111panied by
a narrawi.Dq ot the li.abo reqion, meaning that a saaall disturbIDee is nc:M enouqh to throw the t raa ot trade outside this
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r~i on .

Th i s, 1n t urn, aay ••an t hat

(a) c aaplete s pecialization in t he t raditional sense
ia n ow l eas l ikely than it v a s v he n distribut i on
costa v ere s i gnificantly high era and
(b) the absolute advantage coeffic ient s, a ll and a l2,

are increasingly becoming t he norma l d e terminants
of the t erm. o f tra de .
This obs ervation follow.
fraa the fact t hat as 4vv approache s zero, the
l~ta of I~e bo~daries o f the limbo regio n ,
that
a
I a 2 (1 + 4vv) and a ll (l + 4vv)l a22,
ia a 1 I a22.

f••

The Distribution Industry
until now, the discussion on the derivation or the
p/F and ita relevancy for econ0111ic analysis has focused on
d iStribution coeta in terms of the factor, that is, Avv•
What, then, deterw.inea 4vv?

In order to anaver the question

qu ickly a brief reference to Table 1 ia helpf ul.
~ le,

cx!

1

>

on the

the production tunction for distribution services
i•

x;l

v
- (1 2

• • •• •••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• ( 9)

lqain, on the same Table, llv vas def ined as the units of diStribution services,

x;

1 , consumed in the actual process of

diBtr ibating a unit of the factor between the tvo countries .
1\Jppoee that enouqh services are produced to distribute only

S!!!!.

~

of the factor, that ia

x;l • "·

••••••• •• • ••••••• • • ••• • • • • •••• ( 10)
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aw-titut i ng IJ, for

x!1

J, •
•~...
•_ .

v•• •

'vv 1 cauu
__ ..
..

in equatioo (9) give•

lv**
~2

..•.............. . .......• <11)

( f rca e qua t i 00 9)

1

~2

t be pcoductivity o f t he f a c t o r i n t he

x;l

•

v •

1

i . e •• a 2

~ iatribut io n

i•

i nduatry.

Letting _!_ • Yv- equation ( 11) c an , then , be writte n a a s
~2

llv • 'Yv lvv
II
l
• .:.,)[
""VV lv

or
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

(12)

ID other vorda, diatribution costa vary invers ely vith productivity, lv• in the diatribution induatry, and directly vith

the input coefficient, IJ,, for distribution services.
On Figure 2 it vas noted that a decline in distribut iOO coat•, lvv• vaa accompanied by a increaae in the aiz:e
of the P/P'.

Froaa equation (12), auch a decline in lvv may be

the reault of (a) a decline in Pv vith Yv remaining constant,
(b) an increaae in productivity, Y,• vith the input coefficient J, remaining cocatant , or (c) changea in both
&Dy of

~ch

of t he

P/P

changea would, by levering
an~

vary ita ahape.

lvv•

IJv

and Yv·

increase the aiz:e

In order to ahov directly the

II

iDflaence of IJ, and lv on the P/P', ~ can be substituted for
~

in equation8 (2)

U'iaa of the P/P.

an~

(4)--the equations defining the bound-

After the aubetitutioo, equation ( 2) become•
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and equation (4) becomes

Ill these equatio ns it c an be seen t hat c hanges i n llv and/or
li~

ly•

the changes in lvv d isc ussed earlier , b y i nf l uenc ing

bOth the inte rce pts and the slope s, will a l s o i nf l uence t he
s i ze and shape of the P/F.

Addition ally, the s lope of the

pjF , through ita influence on the lLmbo region, has further
tap lications for international specialization and t erms of
tra de.

1

Practical implications of
the coefficients ~v and Yv
Thus f ar , the influence of the input coefficient

(~v)

and productivity (yv) on distribution costa (lvv) and the
P/F baa been discussed largely from a theoretical vi e wpoint.
It u y therefore be doubted whether the discussion has any
pract ical significance.

Do the categories

~v

and Yv• for

ezaaple, have any counterparts in the •real• world?

tbe e veryday world, constitutes a change in

~v•

Mtter, a c hange in Iaard • a tranaport inputs?

ly

What, in

or, for that
Can changes in

actually be distinguished from changes in yv?

h9

lrheae t.plications have already been noted.
th. . again would add little that is nev here.

Discuas-
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For practical purposes it may be helpful to look at
' • . . constituting aggregate inputs of whatever services may
be n eeded in performing the necessary distribution functiona,

na.ely

1

(a) function of buying and selling (including the
subfunctions of product planning and development,
creating demand, negotiation and drawing up of
contracts, planning and product assembling) ,
(b) functions of physical supply, mainly including
transport at ion and storage 1 a nd
(c) facilitating functions vhich inc l ude financing,
risk-taking, market informat ion and standard~
1ZAtion.
'fbese functions are interrelated.

P'Or example, as a product

bee<XD8• .ore standardir:ed, inputs (expend itures) on product

pLanning and development, creating demand, and making contacts
will, ceteris paribus , decline. 2

According to the vocabulary

of this study . then, as the product become s 1110re standardir:ed

ita input coefficient for distribution services vill decline.
IDcidentally, it may, by the same token, be assumed that since

re-

aaterials generally have traditionally established .arkets

ID4 are .ore •mature• and standardir:ed than manufactures, they
Lrbe grouping of these functions is adopted from
al., Principles of Marketing (Nev York•
1962) pp.l4-21, 365 - 539 .

~ D. Tousley . et
~ Macaillan and co.,

~is is a popular theme among t he •product cycle•

~is ts cf. Raymond Vernon, •International Investment and
~rnat ional Trade in the Product Cycle,• Quarterly Journal
If leonomica, Vol.
(Hay 1966), pp.l90-20 I.
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coe~~icients

would nor-ally tend to have relatively low input

tor distribution services.
The production

t he

di str~t1on

o f a production
duction

o~

the services needed in

per~orminq

functions can be visualized with the help
~unction,

~ction,

as explained on Table 1.

much like a production function

This pro~or

a manu-

t actur inq sector or national output, d efines a relationship
between inputs

o~

productive factors a nd the output of the

diatribution industry.

This output COMiota of a myriad of

cQIIIIIOC1ities such aa insurance, storage, transportation,
advertising, sorting, and financial services.
there~ore,

one can,

reasonably talk of the productivity of a factor

. .played in the distribution industry (i.e., y ) just as one
v

can talk of the productivity of a factor -played in the
u.nufacturinq industry.
When viewed 1n the manner indicated above, IJv and y

are quite capable of e.xhibitinq independent chanqes.
~~ .

v

Con-

tor inStance, the following situations illustrating

the ftr ioua poss ible changes in llv and y

which, acattdinq
v
to equation ( 12), are caF8ble of producing a decline in distribut i on coata

A,

and hence, an enlarge-nt of the P/F ••

•11 u changes in ita shape.

The po. . ible changes are•

1
llv with Yv remaining constant.
According to the •product cycle• theorists, as

(a) A decline in

l.ro ••phaaize, equation (12) 18 lYV •lly/ Yv • Clearly
41ttribut.1on costa, ~· will decline i t p v declines with
'• hMining constant.
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aa product "matures" it becomes more stand4jdized and thus its marketing is facilitated.
Viewed over its life span, the product may
therefore be assumed to have declining input
coerricients , Pv . for marketing services.
Such a decline can clearly occur without being
accompanied by an increase in the productivity
or the ractor• employed in the distribution activities.
(b) An increase in productivity, Yv• with the input
coerficient, Pv• remaining constanta The remarkable breakthroughs in the areas of tran sportat ion
a nd communications have, as often alleged, increased considerably the productivity of the
ractors employed in international distribution.
There is, however, no reason to assume that this
impressive increase in productivity was accompanied
by a comparable change in input coefficients for
distribution services. This is perhaps more true
with raw materials. The shipment of a ton of sisal
or coffee between two points, for example, needs
the same volume and energy expenditure on a canoe
as on a sail boat or a steam boat. Besides, raw
aaterials, with their traditionally established
markets and their high degree of standardization,
still continue to use more or less similar marketing channels and facilities (e.g., commodity
exchanges, warehousing, etc.).
(c) Changes in both llv and Yv (for instance, an increase
in llv and Yv ) a Changes such as those discussed
under (a) and (b) where only Yv or Pv change are
perhaps rare. A change in y resulting, say from a
superior mode of transportatlon, will most likely
inrluence a marketing function such as warehousing,
d emand creation, or making contact, thus provoking
a change in llv· Likewise, a ch~~ge in the input
coerf icient, llv. may provoke ~ change in productivity,
l-• Consider, ror example, a decrease in the carrying
c~pacity of a ship caus~ by the introduction of an
otherwi se convenient device such as contenarization .
The decli ne in capacity may be seen as the result of
an increase in the input coefficient Pv of the load
carried by the ship. On the other hand, the introduction or contenarization may, at the same time,
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a pur an increase in the productivity of the
!actor• employed in the shipping induatry .

Change• in Product i vity in

ebe Final Good• Induatriea
Much of the discus sion on the d er iva tion of the P/F

and ita implication s tor economic ana lys is vas illus trated
with EXample I.

on the Example the stipulated produ ction

coefficient• are auch that vith sufficiently lov values tor
4 iatr ibution costa, 4vv• the maximization of vorld production
r equire• each country to produce only one ot the final good.
MOre apecitically, vhen 4vv is less than unity, vorld produc1
tion ia IIIAXimized if Country I produces X , and Country II
2
produce• X • Suppose nov 4vv is held constant (say at

~ • 1/2) vhile the production coefficients are allowed to
yary .

In general, thia variation can produce tour different

type• of caaea,
Prerequisite conditions
(tor the illustrative case) 1

Types of caaea
( 1 ) Each country producea only
one of the gooda.
Illu stration, 1 Country I
produce• x;; and Country II
produce•

r.

(U) Every country produ ces both

CJOOd•.

I llufi rati~~·

a

<a

Aaa~

and

a2l< all.

a11 4 •

~

a22 4 •

o. all _ al2

vv

all _ all

VY

1 In thia column ~ ia uaed to remind the reader that
~tribution coata, 4yy, are, by aasumption, conatant.
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(til) one qood ia produced by one

country while the other good
1• jointly produced by both
countries .
Illustrationr
i s produced by
Country I .
i s jointly
produc ed b y both c ountries .

~

all~< . 12
a,221.. >
vv

- .u

,.21 - .22

(i v) one c ountry produ c e s both

qooda .
Illuat ration r Country I produces both goods .

Type

all 4 • < .12 - .u
vv
.211.· < .22 _ a21
vv

(1) (which include s Example I in the text) refers

to c ases where the inter-count ry differences in absolute ady.ant aqe (in the production of each good) are so large as to
warrant factor movements from lover to highe r productivity
countries.
c~ ta

tbl

Stated differently, the total unit distri bution

(see discussion of equations

d l~ ferencea

and

6

B)

are leas than

in the production coefficients.

Thus in the

c:ue where Coun try I produces ~ and Country I I produces

x?,

the prerequisite conditions for factor movements would then
be all1.•
,

< a12 _ all

~

and a22 4 • <
vv

8

21 _ a22.

(ii) includes cases where inter-country differ-

eacea 1D absolute advantage in the production of all goods

are

DOt

large enough to warrant advantageous factor movement•

'betw.D the two countries.

That ia to say, total unit diatri-

bltloa eoata are at least equal to the difference in the pro-

tlctiaD c:oetticienta.

Hence it it ia aaau.ed that

114 a 22 < a 21 , the conditions
,22 4•

"

~ a 21 _ a22

prevail.

a 11 < a 12 ,

a 11 1.* ~ a 12 - all and
vv
For all caaea falling under
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type (ii) the relevant P/F•a are, therefore, identical to
t o those in the Rlcardo-Graham type of IIIOdela where factor
~bility

and free distribution are assumed.
~ludea

Type (III)

caaea where inter-country dif-

t e rence• In absolute advantage warrant factor movements in
t he production

o~

only one of the goods.

For example, let

c ountry I have a aubatantial advantage in the production

ot

x1

a 11l:V

ao that

(

a

12

- a 11 •

Furthermore, let Coun-

trY II have only • small advantage in the production of x 2
World production here will

10 t hat
be maxinllz:ed if

xl

Ia produced in Country I while

y}

is pro-

Given V and v2 as the factor
1
endowment• of Countries I and II, respectively , the P/F in

duced i n Countries I and II .

thia EXample can easily be defined .
Suppose the P/F ia represented by OCRM as shown o n

riqure 4(a).

ror

values o f

x1

such that

x1 <.

.it ,

(v1 - a 11x 1 ) o f v vlll be used to produce x2 in Country I
1

x?

vi l be used to produce
in Country II .
2
the l ine CR can be given by the equation

.w bile V

fore,

--11~

There-

57.

a

11

~X

l

a

~ · tbe

left ' Of RD. again on

c ountry I produces
iaport~

~1

-

[x

1

-

.~} J

from Country II.

.n)

of x l

~igure

•• • •••••••(13)

1 , v1
X r all'

4(a) vhere

of x

1

vith the factor

Since the production of

in Country I

ne~a

.~1:)

all(xl -

of

t he f actor , and to import this amount consUJBes

~

[a

11

(.X1 -

v2

.~b)

o f t he factor in distribution,

1

- [ all(x

-

~)

+ l.vv (all( x l -

a

~>)J

22

which aimp lifie s to

a

•

11

(l+ l.

)

vv
1
------':....:..._ X ••• • •• ( 14)

llqu&tion ( 14) the n deacr i bea the aegment

.22

RJ1

o f the P/P . The
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Figure 4

0

:rt
•
(a)

tan

e5

11

• : 22 (1 + 4vv),

(b)
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&quation (14) then d e scribes the segment RM of the P/F.
twO equations,

p/r.

(13) and (14)

The

together, define the required

Before discus sing the analytical implications of this

p/P , it vill perhaps be helpful first to describe type (iv).
Type (iv) repre sents cases where one country has a

s ubstantial advantage in the production of both commodities.
consequently, the aaxtmtzation of world production requires
that all goods be produced in this country.

Assume Country I

b&B a blanket advantage in the production of all goods, in

~ich case

a 11 l*
a 12 - a 11 and a 21 l*
a 22 - a 2 1.
vv
vv
'f)Min Country II has to export all its !actor, v 2 , to Country I.
After allowing !or distribution costs, 1 +li
of v2 will
vv
actually reach Country I. Therefore, !or any given quantity
of

~ produced in Country I ,

•
~the

(15).

v2

+

v1 (1

+ lvv)

a 21(1 + lvv)

•••••••••••• ( 15)

P/F !or type (iv) ia a triangle defined by equation

This P/F ia shown on P'igure 4(b) aa O'P'G.

~ieat iona

for Economic Analysis

ID order to see aa a whole the analytical implications
Of

the f our types of caaea specified above, the general equa-

tloaa describing the P/P'' • tor the respective illustrative
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c aaea are reproduced togethera

Type•

ot Casea

The Equation(s) Describing
a P/P for the Indicated
Illus trative Cases

(1) Each c ountry produces
only o ne o t the goods .
Illuatrat1on , country I
produces X1 and
~nt r y II p roduces

(U) Every country produces
both goods .
Illustration • Assume
aii < a 12 and
a22 < .21.

(Ill) One good is produced by
o ne country while the
other 1• jointly produced by both c qu ntries.
Illustratio n, ~ is prodyced by Count ry I.
~ 1• jointly produced
by both countries.

(1)

x2 •

v
:-rl
a
a
·~
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(1Y) One c ountry proiucea
both g oode .
Illustration a Country I
produc es both goode •

The illustrative case for type (i) (aee Figure 3 and
it• discussion) has already been compared and contrasted with
the illustrative case in type (ii).

terms of trade are

~·

in the

1~

In both cases, if the

region, that is when

ia complete specialization in the traditional sense.

Ukevi ae, in the illustrative case for type

(~)

there is

cc.plet e apecialization when

.u •
i2J

tan

e6

<:. tan

Y'rl.3

L.. tan

e

11

5 •

•
(1
;n-

+ lvv >•1

!be illus trative Cll8e for type ( iv) ia a triangle, hence
~ ia no 1~ region, at least not in the traditional

IIUa u

conceived by Graham.

la.a Figure

4(a).
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Su ppoae then the terwa

o~

trade (i . e . , PP and P1 P 1 on

Fiqure 3 and P 2 P 2 on Fiqure 4a) are aufficiently low eo aa to
coincide vith t he lover boundariea

o~

t he l tmbo regiona , t hat

1• let

tan

~•

tan

all

e4

c

.2

-;n

a22u + l.

vv

(type

)

.11

t an

~

•tan

tan

¢{
.3

.. tan 86 ""

i)

(type 11)

all

;n

( type JJ1)

11
a
and disa
tribution coste, l.vv• vill deter.ine the terms of trade . In

In type (i) the absolute advantage coefficients

~·

type• ( 11) and ( t11.) the terms of trade vill, ae in the
aicardo-Graham type of mode l.a, be determined by the opportulllty c osta

o~

producing the

trl•• • namely Country I.

~inal

gooda in one of the coun-

He re it ahould be adde d paranthe-

tlcally that in type ( iv), where one country produces both

fOOC!a ,

the terms of trade v111 aiaply be determined by oppor-

talllty coste in that country.

Therefore, if Country I
a11 1
JCOC!u<:e • both goode, the terwa of trade vUl be ;;1I•
On the other hand, auppoae tbe

te~

of trade are

hfflcle ntly high ao aa to coincide vith uppoer boundariea
Of the l iabo reqion, that 1• let
1&a a hovn in equation (15), distribution coats influence
tile interc ept . Therefore, on Figure 4(b), changes in l.vv vill
lhlft PG i n a parallel fashion.

~

taD p,
..

• tan t 3 •

all(l + l yy )
a22 al2

• tan

e1

•

-n
_
a

• tan

e5

c

all
---(1
a21

(type

i)

(type U)

+ l __ )
"'"'

(type 1!1)

aqain 1n type (i) the absolute advantage coefficients,

all

~·

•

aad distribution costa will determine the terma of trade.
lD type (ii) where the P/F•a are identical to those in the
a icardo-Graham type of models, the

te~

of trade are deter-

aiDed by the opportunity costa of producing the two goods in

ooe

of the countries, namely Country II.

In type (111) the

tenaa of trade are--in contrast to the preceeding discussion
Oft

the lower boundary--no longer deterained by factors !den-

ucal to thoae in type ( 11).

Instead, the teras of trade are
a 11
deterained by opportunity costs (:-2T) in Country I, and disa
tribut ion costa, ~. It can therefore be said that if 1n

type ( iA) the terms of trade coincide with the lover boundary
of the liabo region, chanqea in the distribution industry
Which influence distribution coats, lvv' will not influence
the P/P .

Conversely, if there is a coincidence of the ter-ld

of trade with t he upper boundary of the limbo region , changes

Ia ~" ri ll a ffect the P/1' • 1

la1nce

lvv enters into the expressions for the inter-

Oipt aDd t he a lope in equation ( 14), these changes will a! teet

lloth the a i.ze

and shape of the P/F .

C H A P T E R

III

DISTRIBUTION OP' THE FACTOR
AND THE FINAL GOODS
'fhrouqhout the

an

~portant

anal~is

in the preceeding Chapter ,

simplifying but high ly unrealis tic assumpt ion

vas IIIAde, namely that the distribution of fin a l goods vas

t ree•

The objective of this Cha pter is to investigate, frOlll

t he viewpoint of maximizing world consumption, the consequences of relaxing this assumption_.
will parallel that of Chapter II.

The analytical approach

The relevant P/F will be

der ived and analyseda the distribution industries for the
factor and the final goods v111 be studied 1 and c hange s 1n
productivity in the final goods industries vill be examined.

Deriving the

aev

Ph

assumption and notations
Bconcaic goods have no "use-value" unless they can be

p laced within the reach of the consumers.
cally consideriDg the maximization of world

Thus 1n realisticons~ion,

one

c annot ignore the location of effective damand. 1

lrh.

phrase "location of effective demand" is preferred
to •location of consumers" because consumption can occur in
t he .absence of the con.awner, e .q., the construction of a
f acility on the account of a resident of a foreign country.
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Unfortunately, it is not easy to determine the actual
location ot effective demand, especially in situationa where
the factor(•) are also JDOving between countries.

one siAple

alternative is to assume a definite location of effective
demand, and then proceed to maximize world consumption with
the help ot some programming technique.
yield only a single point on the P/F.

Th18 approach will
The relevancy of this

point will, of course, depend upon the accuracy of the assumption on the location ot effective demand.
Instead ot proceeding with one-point investigation , as
1D the above mentioned approach, another alternative is to
examine all conceivable locations of effective demand.

For

e ach conceivable location of effective demand a point, shoving
aaxillum world production, is plotted.
points is a P/F.

The locus of all such

This P/F is conceived solely in ter.a o!

f inal goods in the country where they are consumed.

It lalSt ,

t herefore, be distinguished !rom a P/F conceived simply in
t e ras o! final goode at the country where they are produced.
This section will illustrate the derivation o! the P/F
c onceived in terms ot final goods in the countries ot cons uaption.

Virtually all the assumptions annunciated at th

beginning ot Chapter II remain intact.

The only IIIOdi!icat iona

c alled !or apply to assumptions (ii), (vi) and

~v).

Instead ot assumption (ii) it will be assumed throughout this Chapter
c ostly.

that the distribution o! tinal qooda is

That is, a good can be .aved !rOta one country to
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another only after incurring cUstribution coats.

However, a

qood in any of the one-point economies can be secured for
conau.ption in the same economy without entailing diatribut iOD costa.
rrom the viewpoint of the consumers in one country then,
a good, say xl, in Country I ia not the same as
I I·

The

r

tnatead of one good,
in Country I and

qoo:! ,

r,

in Country

in the foreign country can only be obtained for

consumption after incurring distribution costa.

r

~

r.

r

In brief,

there are, as it were, two goods--

in Country II.

Likewise for the other

there are two gooda-->f- in Country I and

country II.

f

in

Thus, introducing distribution costa for final

qooda baa the formal effect of transforming a two-good model,
such aa the ooe studied in Chapter II, into a four-good model.
In thi.a .four-good model, mAXimum world production can

be viaualized with a P/P in four dimensions, each standing

for good

r

or

>f-

in Country I or II.

While the four dt.en-

aiooal P/P ia very realistic in the model, the cumberaoneneaa
of dealinq in four dimensions prevents clear and penetrating

UYUyaia.
~yau

Therefore, in order to obtain the benefits of such
the ensuing discussion will be confined to two dimen-

liaa. by dropping one of the good, nll!Mly

~.

it will be aaa1.DM<1 that there ia only one good,

t.:ed in the world.

x?,

being pro-

However, since the distribution of final

ia costly, there are, in fact, two goods in the ~el-
2
in Country I and x in Country II. Bence aaauaption (vi)

9QOda

z2

In other words,
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i n t he beqinninq of Chapter II essentially remains intact even
though qood

.j

haa been dropped .

The third and l ast of the assumptions l isted i n t h e
preceed i nq Chapter but

needinq a modification in the present

one ia the •no cros s-hau linq" a ssumpt ion (i.e., assumpt ion

xw) .

In this Chapter, assumpti on (xiv) i n cludes the following condi-

tiona,
(a) the factor cannot be ex ported from and imported
into a country at the s ame time 1
.(b) the factor origina tinq f rom a foreiqn country
cannot be used unless the f actor of d ome stic
oriqin is fully employed 1

(c) the quantity of the factor used in produ cing
diStribution services is t a k e n from t he coun try
exporting the factor and the fin a l goods1 and
(d) a country cannot export the factor and the final
qood at the same time.
Tbeae conditions ensure that world production is not

reduced by inefficient movements of the factor and/or the
fi nal qood.

For instance, violating condition (a) clearly

qivea rise to unnecessary shipments and, t he re f ore, a needleas use of the factor in the process of distribution.

Like-

viae, aa •iolation of condition (b) entails a wasteful use of
resource in the process distribution vhich can otherviae be
lYOided by uainq first all the factor of domestic oriqin.
Coodition (c) is simply conditions (a) and (b) extended to

U. d istribution industry.

Finally, condition (d) aaaerta,

1D th is one-factor ~el, that if world production can only
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be IIWlXi.nlizwd by exporting the factor, then a ai.multaneoua

export of the final good must be eschewed.
only the shipment of the final good

a

s:-au•

Conversely, where

max~izea

world production,

ahipaent of the factor rauat be avoided •

1

Finally, a word on four new notations needed to facilitate the expoaitiont

Firstly, X2(I} and x?(II) will be used

. . variables to denote a quantity of good X2 in Country I and
I I, respectively.

Secondly, subscripts and superscripts will

be used along with the factor and the final good

~ · ~) .

(e.g.,~·~·

The subscripts will denote countries of origin, while

t he superscripts will denote countries of destination.

f

Thus

is a variable denoting a quantity of the factor from

CoUntry I to Country II.

~

Similarly,

stands for a quantity

of the final good from Country II to Country I.
s yabol

V will

Thirdly, the

be used to denote the maximum quantity of the

fact or which can be shipped from one country to another given
dis tribution coats,

4vv.

To illustrate, if the factor end.ov•

.ant of a given country ia v, then

,.

v •

1 +

1

"'

4 vv v.

Finally,

tbe s ymbols ..___,.. and •-" • will be used with their familiar
•ani nq in logic of •implies• and •and,• respectively .

!he Der ivation of the P/P
The P/P beinq derived here is, as already argued, tvo

1A borderline situation in which factor shipment is
JMst as good aa the shipment of the final good can arise.
!his s ituation, otherwise assumed rare here, will be explored
lD the next section on the structure of distribution coats.
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d t-ensional, one dimension standinq ~or

x2 (I)--qood x2

in

country I, and the other standinq ~or x 2 (II)--qood x 2 in
country II .

.Again, to emphasize, this P/F ia solely beinq

conceived in terms o~ the two qoods, X2 (I) and X2 (II), in the
~tries

o~

consumption.

Since t he

~actor

c:oosUIIlption may call
able quantit ies of

i s mobile , the maximization of world

~or

~actor

~actor

shipnenta.

But a l l conceiv-

shipments are ultimately c onstrained

by tactor e ndowme nts a nd distribution c oats in t h is model ,

that ia
0

~ vl

0

i

2

if

i ~1

••••••••••••••• (16)

'f

••••••••••••••• (17)

~

Statement• (16) and (17) can , however, be broke n dawn intot

0

<

•

V;.l

<

•

V?-+

(a) ~1
(b) 0

or
(c)

0

<

•

v:

<

•

vi

<

vi •

<

V.l
2

0

< Of

(t)

v;

(1)

and (2) to be true, then

(a )Ji (d) i.e.,

or
2. (a)li(e) i.e.,

or

~1

ot ---+or(d) if ·'f
(e) 0 <
if
or

Ia order tor both atate-nta

Oi~~1!1 ~~~V{--.1.

:a

or

• 0

vi - v;,\ v: . V{
vi ·VfAo<t{<V:
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3. (a )I\( f) i.e.,

...

or
or

v}
2

• 1./1..;.
1 .. 0
1 •1;1 2

• v2

(b).t1 (d) i.e., 0 < v2 <

5. (b)A (e)
or
6. (b)/1(f)
or
7. (c)l1(d)
or
e. (c);1(e)
or
9. (c)/i(f)

i. e ., 0 <

vi

<

Y2

vl

fl} !\

0 <

;1 v 2
i.e., 0 < ~1 < ql
2
1
i.e.,
i.e.,

i.e ••

vi

• o ;1

vi "' o!\

v{

=

~

-= 1

v:

< '{2

=0

V{

o < v12 < q2
1

v.} zollv{=o

The nine cases listed above exhaust all conceivable patterns
o~

factor shipment in this one-factor, two-country model.

The task of deriving the P/F can then be reduced to the prob lea of finding out which of the nine patterns of factor
• hipments--singly or collective ly--maximizes world consumption.
Before zeroing on the problem some inefficient patterns
Yi olating the •no cross-hauling• assumption will be eliminated.

case

1 (i.e.,

'1 • ~ )

~ • ~i A

2

clearly violates assumption

xiY(&) •ince both countrie• are exporting and importing the
f actor at the •ame time. The •ame applies to case 2 (i.e.,
r). A
2
•2
.
1
•1 A 2
<Z
~ • ~/1 0 < V}_ < v ) and case 4 (i.e., 0 < "2 < "2 11 V:l. • V:l.
1
188Uapt1on xiv(a) 1• again clearly violated because both

J.

).

COUDtriea are simultaneously iJiporting and export ing the factor,
~ently,

the problem of determining which of the conceiv-

able pattern(•) of factor shir-enta lllollXi.laize( s) vorld produc-

tloo •bould then be limited to ai.X cases, namely 3, 5, 6 , 7, 8,
IBIS 9.

llated .

1

lit aay appear •• though case 5 should also be eU.raiI t will soon be clear, however, that this is not correct.
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For each

o~

the aix casea there corresponds, •• will

be explained ahortly, a P/P which can be derived euily pro-

vided
tion

~actor end~nta,

coe~~ici enta

in the

distribution costa, and the produc~inal

good industry are given.

When

all auch P/P" • are plotted on the same fiqure the P/F being
s ought in this section can be ascertained.

Since the six

e ases pre-empt all possible factor movements , the P/F will
s imply be a locus of all points, each representing the
l argest output that can be produced by any ot the six cases.

ror example, assume tor the moment that the P/F•s tor cases
3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are OJL, OJRN , OJRM, OJN, OKRN, and OKRM,
respectively, aa shown on Fiqure

s.

The P/F being sought in

this section would, therefore, be quadrangle OKRN.
Bow then are the P/P•s tor the six cases to be derived?
'fbe derivatiorul follow more or less the same reasoning.

Con-

aequently, it would be pointless to expatiate on the derivation of the P/P tor each case.

Instead, only cases 3 and 5

are explained tully below.
On the

~is

ot the •no cross-hauling condition• sti-

palatiDq that a country cannot export the factor and the final
~

a t the same time, definite patterns of flaws of the factor

llld the final goods can be interred tor each of the six cases.
J'Or example, in case 3 where

vJ • ~ 1\ vt • 0,
1

t .h e factor is

flowlnq from Country II, meaning that the final good cannot
llao tlov from the same country.

In contrast, the factor is

IIOt tl.ovinq out of Country I, -aninq the t inal qood a an tlov
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Figure 5

traa

Thia 1nfor.at1oa 1a aummarized tor convenience

there.

oa Table 2 under columna (a) and (b) where tor CIUie 3 the peratsaible tlova are ahovn aa

o< ~

<

~ ;1

0 <

'1 <

~.

'Jf.

~.

and

In caae 5, where

the factor 111 !loving from both

c ountriea.

AI' a result, the final good cannot tlov from both

countriea.

The permissible flovs then are

s hoWn on Table 2.

~l

and

V:,

aa again

The permissible tlovs in the other four

r eaaining casea have been aiJI.ilarly interred and aummarized
OD Table 2.

ROW let

v1

and

v2

stand tor factor endowments in

c ountries I and II, respectively.

P'Urthermore, let l.vv and

l tv atand for distribution costa tor the factor and the final

good, respectively, as diBCUBsed in connection with Table 1
1n Chapter II.

Finally, let a

21

and a

22

represent the produc-

t ioa coefficient• in the final good industry in Countries I

and II, respectively.
Tbe P/P'

tor c ase 3 can

the peraissible tlova, naaely

DOW

~

be derived easily.

and

xi•

From

it will be clear

that aince Country II ia exporting all the factor,

0~, it IIIUSt

a lao iaport all the quantitiea of the final good consumed
~at ically.

In other vorda, Country I

aanufacturing of the final good,
U
will reach

x?.

~ed

for the world.

Country II export• all ita factor

1

1 + l.vv
I where the total amount of the factor will

In Country I, a

be

ia doing all the

21

x? (I)

of the factor will

to meet doaleatic d8JIWI.Dd for the Unal good, thua leav-
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T!lble 2
Per.issible tl~
t or the factor
and the final qood
(a)

(b)

7•

••

••

PIP••

(c)

a21

'·

6·

Equations d e fining the
of the siX cases

a

vJ, xf

21 '

+.. vv

_2

x-(I)
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- a 21

x2 (I)

!or purposes of export.

The

export will, as indicated above, consist of the final qood.

The final qood will, in turn, entail 3iatribution costa •
• 21
v2
will
aence, only a21 + l.fv of
vl + 1 + 1.
vv
actually be used to - produce the final good for ahipnent to

country II.

Thus,

which simplifies to

a21

2

--,2..-.1.----:=--_x- ( I ) •••• ( 18 )
a
+ A.vv
JqUatioo ( 18) then defines the P/F for case 3.
111 shown unde r column (c) on Table 2.

This equation

From the equation it

abould be, in passing, noted that this P/F, which involves

.ovesaenta of the factor and the final good, is influenced by
the cUatribution costa of both the factor, 4yy, and the final

fOOd ,

~ .

In cue 5, where only factor ! l ava are permissible,

each country manufactures the final goods and exports or
iaporta the !actor.

Thus, !or small qua.ntitiea of -}(I)

O:lwltry I will export any of ita unused !actor.

Likewise for

... 11 quantities of x?(II), Country II will export ita unused

faetor .

More specifically, for values of

~(I) such that
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2
vl
x- (I) < : l i

a

2
x-(I)
2
1 - a

Country I will use a

aanu~acture of

ilci>.

leaving

v

o~

Yci>

the factor in the
for export.

1

After allovinn
., for distribution costa, 1 + l.vv
will reach Country II.

of V

N

-

(I)

Therefore,

v1 - a

21 2

x

(I)

~ (II) • _ _ _ _l_ +_l.vv.L.L__ _
a22

wh ich simplifies

•••••• (19)

on
a 21

the other hand, for value s o f

~(I)

-

~

ilc r)

such that

ilcr>

>

;i,

of t h e f a cto r wi ll h a ve to be imported . a The
21
!aport will :n a dd it i o n u se l.
a
il(I) of the

~
a

vv

factor in the proce ss of di stribution.
2

X (II) •

V2 -

a

21

2
vl
X (I) - ;zT

Therefo re,

+ l.vv a

21

a

21 2
x- ( I ) -

vl
;n

---------------------a~2~2~------------------~-

wbich simplifies to

~&tiona

(19) and (20) then defines the P/F for case 5.

'l'be.. tvo equations are shown again on Table 2.

UODa it should

From the equa-

be observed that this P/F, which involves only
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the movements of the factor, is influenced by distribution
coats lor the factor.
The equations defining the P/F•s for the remaining four
c aaea have similarly been d er ived and summarized on Table 2.
proa the equations on the Table it can easily be seen that

where permissible flows of a case involves the flow of the
f actor and/or final good, the corresponding P/F will be inf luenced by distribution costs for the factor and/or the final

fOOd •

The foregoing discussion can best be illustrated with

a concrete example •
Oainq the data on factor endowmen ts, production coefficlen ta, and distribution costs aa shown in Example I I below,

EXample I I
Country I

(11

Factor endowment

(2)

Producti~n

v1

Country II

• 20

coefficients
in the X -industry

Distribution costs (in
t e ras of the f act o~ per
(3)
unit of the factor
(4)

unit o f the final good

~equ ati o ns

for the siX caaea are1

case

3.

Equation( a)

xl(I I ) • 11.1- 0.7~(I)
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s.

6.

( i )

x2 (I I) • 33.3 - l.3r<r>

( 11)

~(II) • 16 .7 - 3~(I )

( i )

~(II) ., 26.7 - o.7~(I)

( 11)

~(II) ., 50

- 3r <r>

~(II) .. 33.3 - 2~(I)

7.

e.

( 11)

2
2
x (II) = 33.3 - 1.3x (I)
2
2
X ( II) .. 40.0 - 2X (I)

( i )

2
x (II)

(i i )

~ (II) • 40

( i )

9.

= 26.7-

2
0.7x (I)
2
2X (I)

the linea defined by these equations are plotted on Figure 5,
f~

3.

s.

P/F•a OJL, OJ RN, OJRM, OJN, OKRN, and OKRM for cases

6, 7, 8, and 9, respectively.

The quadra ngle OKRN ia,

u pointed out before, th e d e sired P/F.
JDalytlcal iaplicationa (from Example II)
· Suppose the distribution of the factor and the final

fOOd 18 tree. World

producti~n ca~

__2

all x- 1D Country II vhere

.J can be
·~

produced.

on Figure

s.

+ v2

v1

a

22

be maximize d by producing

•

20 + 2 0

1

= 40 units of

This output vou1d give the P/F OOS as
Suppose next that the distribution of the

flaal g ood remained free vhi1e the distribution of the factor

18 each that

>. vv • 1/2,

ll1aed by producing all

~

Still, vor1d production can be maxiin Country II vhere

v2

1

+ l + >.

vv

v1 •
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20 +

2~

• 33.3 unit• of

would qive the P/F OPN u

x2 can

be produced.

shown on F'iqure 5.

Thia output
Finally, suppose

the distribution of the factor and the final qood ia such
that

4vv • 1/2

plained earlier.
~

4fv • 1.

and

Increasing l

cons tant at

The P/F will be OKRN as exfrom 0 to 1 while holdinq

1-vv • 1/2 then reduces the p/F fr

Fiqure 5) OP!It to OKRN.
tion costs for final
by the area KRNP .

(still on

In other words, introducinq distribu-

g~

4fv • 1, entails a cost represented

The P/F OKRN, conceived in terma of final

qood8 at the country of consumption, is clearly quite different
f r oa the P/F .OPN conceived in terms of final goods at country
o f pcoduction.

As a corollary, the oblonq shape of the P/F'

OICRN should be o bserved .

ot t he final

This shape indicates that as JDOre

qood is placed in Country I, the country with

lea• a bsolute advantaqe in the production of
coat •

cla~

-x.2,

distribution

a larqer toll.

The P/F OKRN ia reproduced on Fiqure 6 where the encircl ed numbers between KR and RN stand for the cases obtain1Dq

o1o1

tor every point on the respective line •e<Jlllenta.

0 0
0

0

and

are world consumption indifference curves showing levels

of s atisfaction when different quantities of
ill Countries I and II • 1

When

u0 o0

x?

are conswaed

ia the prevailinq 1ndiffer-

1Both the plausibility of derivational possibility of
lac:h curves are, admittedly, beinq assumed here .
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figure 6
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e nce curve , world consumption is at point P1 OD of

x2

is

c onsUDted i n Country I vhile OA ia co nsumed in Country II.
p, c ases 8 and 9 obtain,

At

aning--as discussed in the pre-

ceeding s ect i on-- that in o rder for world c onsumption to be
aaxillliz:ed , e ach country must produce ( manufacture ) t he f ina l

qood.

Be side s Count ry I I JWBt ship t he fin a l good to the

other country.

In contr ast, v hen u 1 u 1 ia the preva il ing

indifference curve, OC of x

2

OB is consumed in Country II.

is c o n sumed in Country
Since at

a

i

wh ile

cas es 5 and 8 ob-

t ain, world consumption can be maximized if both countries
~ce(manufacture)

the final good.

However, Country I

-.&at export any of ita unused factor to Country II.

It should,

therefore, be seen that a change in world d e mand, say between
point P and point
~t

a,

may call for a shift from the factor

to the movement of the final good and vice versa if

world consumption ia to be maxi.lllized.

The slope of the wprice"l line P0 P0 (Fiqure 6) in thia
2
80de l represents the ratio of the price of X in Country I to
2
the price of X in Country II. That ia,
price of :xl(I)
prt.c. of ~(II)

1Al.ternatively, the slope of P P may be regarded aa a
0
ratio of weights in ~ icating t he d e air ab~lity of the conauaptlon of a unit of ~ in Countries I and II.
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When the ratio is between the slopes of NR and RK (i.e.,
when o 2 < tan
at point R.

~ <

tan o 1 ) IDilXimum world consumption occurs

At this point each country is using all its

factor endowment to produce(manufacture) the final good for
domestic consumption.

Point Q, therefore, represents a situa-

tioo of global autarky.
110111 let the price ratio (i.e.. tan

say u

t)

decline steadily,

a reault of a persistent increase in the price of

oltimAtely, the price line will coincide with NR.

x?- (II).

It will be

r ecalled that over the NR segment of the P/F cases 5 and 8
prevail, and that the slope of NR (as shown by equation i for
a21
c ases 5 and 8 on Table 2) is
a22(l + lvJ" Therefore when
the price line coincides with NR.

2
price of x (I)
price of ~(II)

=

•••••• (21)

l t-ilarly, it can be seen from equation (i) for case 8 or 9

oo Table 2 that When the price line P0 P0 (on Figure 6) coincides with RK,
price of

~(I)

price of ~(II)

..

••••••••• ( 22)

l'l'o. equatioo ( 22) it can be seen that when the world consump-

tioa indifferenc
IQc:b u

curve is tanqental to the P/F at a point

oo the line segment

world cooaumption is at a
a22 + l
MXS..U. when the price ratio equals
1'V
In thi.B onea 22
•
P

RJC,

r
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tactor .adel, the cSel::u:ai.nator, a

ot ~ prodoced 1n

22

, is the price ot a unit

22
The numerator, a
+ 1-fi. is
2
the price ot produci.Dq a unit of x in Country II and sbippinq
22
the unit to country I, t hat is, a
+ lfv is the price ot
Ooantry II.

Y?

1n Country I.

WorM consumption is then at a maximulll when

t he price ot r ( I )

:a

price of

~(II) +

ltv•

The cournotian

e quilibriw. condition that price in market A equal price 1n
.arket B plua or JI.1.Dua transportation costs appears then also

to be a necessary condition for the maximization of world
consumption vhen world demand concurs with a point on RK

(riqure 6).
In contr. . t, U

world demand concurs with a point on

IR . the Cournotian equilibrium condition is modified.

Frcxa

equation (21) the price ratio (when vorld demand is repre-

a21
11nted by a point on NR) is

a22(1 + lvv).

a2l , is the price of producing a unit of
'fbe de'D(llllt na.tor • a

22

(1 + 4

vv

r

The numerator,
in Country I.

) , is the price of producing a

ait of ~ in Country II with the factor imported traa Country I.

This price consists of units of the factor, a 22 ,

IIHded to produce a unit of

r

in Country II, plus units of

tbe f actor , a 2 2 1,, needed in transporting a::l! fran Country I
to Country II.

JCice of

'ftJe cournotian condition that price of r ( I ) •

~ (II ) + l rY clearly does not hold here.
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The Structure of Distribution Coats
The d e rivation o f the P/F reproduced on P'iqure 6, and
the discuss i on of t he accompanying analytical implications
were baaed o n EXampl e II.

Wi th a d ifferent example --i . e . ,

with different product i on c oeffic i ent o r distribut i on c osta

t or the factor or the fi na l goods -- a P/F r eatinq o n othe r
c ases with diffe r e nt perm i ss ible factor and/or final good

f 10W8 may result, thus
cations.

1

yie lding diffe r ent analytical impli-

These implication s will not be cataloqued h ere

beCause they can be inferred in the same way as those of
JX&mple II.

trf1n9

More interesting implications can be obtained by

to answer the questiona

1pec ific cases

max~ze

under what circumstances will

world conaumption?

In o rder to answer the question it will be assumed, to

22
and a
, in
22
21
the t iDal good industry remain con stant, and that a
> a

1tart with, that the production coefficients, a

21

._.ver , the distribution costa for the factor, lvv• and the
f!Dal good , lfv' will be allowed to vary .

The problem, then,

11 to f ind out how changes in l vv and/or l fv relate to the
cue(s ) which maximize world consumption .
JCObl-

Graphically the

can be pictured, as will be illustrated shortly, in

tile poSitive quadrant of a two-dimension Eucledian apace.
lvaryinq factor endO'WIIIe nta change the size of the P/P'
Be side s fac t or e ndavroe nt does not, in any
•y, affect the siX case s upon which the discussion in the
hit of t he Chapter and the next relies .

lllat

DOt the slopes.

,.
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Distribution costs for the fina l good, 4fv' are plotted on

the horizontal axis, while thos e of the factor, 4vv' are
shoVn on the vertical axis.

The problem is to find for each

point in the quadrant which of the six cases will maxinlize
world consumption.

The permissible flows (for the factor and the final
q ood) summarized on Table 2 are reproduced below under column
(b) on Table 3.

It will be remembered that these permissible

f lovB are deduced from the "no cross-haulinq" condition that

a country cannot export the factor and the final good at the
same t ime .

Table 3

cue

Permissible
fl ows

(a )

(b)

3.

•1

~

~
5.

vi

~lied

statements
(c)

< a

21
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( Permiuible)
flowa
vl _ _ _ __
2

(cue)

( Implied Statement•)
a
a

~----+

v2 _____.,.

a

+ a

21

lvv <a

22 < .21 +

a2l

a

7.

21

22

22

22

+ltv

2llvv + ltv

8

+ltv <a

22 +

8

22lvv

+ltv < a2l + a2ll vv

+ a

22

lvv +ltv < a2l

e.

v:--~ ---

'·

~----+

OD t he Table t here are three typea of flov8 fr0111 Country

!, . _ly

yt, v{,

and

xi.

Implicit i n these typea of flovs

. . fOl lcvinq conditions

a

22

+a

22

lvv + lfv < a

21

••••••••• (23 )
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a

~---

22

+ a

22

A.vv <a

21

+ A.fv

.21 <a 22 + a 22 A.vv + A. tv

••••• ( 24)

22 + a22A.vv

••••• (25)

.21

+ A.fv <a

llbich aruat be met if the particular flow ia to result in maxi-

.um

world consumption.

Stateme nt (23) simply indicates that

country I will export all its factor if the

~unit

cost" of

exportinq the factor and 1mportinq the final qood (i.e.,
a

22

+ a 22 ~ + A.fv) ia less than the cost, a 21 , of producinq

the final qood dome stically.

unit cost here includes a

22

--

t he amount of the factor needed to produce one unit of ~ in
22
7.2
CoUntry II, a ~--the cost of exportinq a- of the factor
frCII Country I to Country II, and A.tv--the cost of distribut-

iDCJ a unit of the final qood from Country II to Country I.
Statement ( 24) mean.s that the factor will flow from
Country I to II if the unit cost of shippinq the factor (i.e.,

a22
fOOd

+ a 22 iyy) ia leas than the unit cos t of ahippinq the final
.
21
( i . e., a
+ A.rv> ·

Besides, from the discussion of

table 2 it will be recalled that

..f

> 0

impliea that Country

l &lao produces the final qood tor dcmestic consUJDption.
~try

But

I will produce the final qood only if it ia cheaper to

Jlft)duce t he qood at haDe than to export the factor and import

the fi nal qood, i.e ., a

21

<

a

22

+ a

22

A.vv + A.rv·

Finally,

l t a t -nt (25) indicates that Country I will export the final

toOlS if t hia ia cheaper than exportinq the factor, that ia,
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21 + \

"'~v

a

22
<a

+

a

221
-vv•

In Country II . . in Country I there are alao three

t ype• ot tlowa, namely,

VJ, vJ,

and

~.

Implicit in each

f lOW are conditions analogous to statements (23) -

.uat

alao be met i t the particular flow is to

c oaaumption.

(25) which

max~ize

A comprehensive list of all statements

world

tor all

permissible flows in the six cases appears under column (c)

on

Table 3.

on the Table it will be noted that the comJX)Ulld

atatementa tor the various flows are conjugated by "

fbi8 meana that 1n order tor the P/F of a given case to maxiaS.ze world consumption at every point, all statements implied
by r espective tlovs lllUSt be true.

Suppose now distribution costs l.vv and l.fv on Table 3

are treated as variables while the production coefficients
a22 and a 21 r emain constant.

The result c an be clarified by

aaaiqning numerical values to the production coefficients .

~ example , let a 22 =l and a 21 ~2.
~the

~plied

statement on Table 3 yields inequalities.

~

5.

Substituting these values

I.aplied Statements

l
l
A
l.yy < - ~ + ~l. tv 11 l.vv >

l.y. <

1 + l.ty

A

l.YV >

1
1
- ~ - 2l. fv

1 - l. fv
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1

1

2

1

21.~

1

I\ ~vv

1

1

I\

2 + 2~~"

7.

~vv

8.

l.vv >-

9.

l.vv > -

2 + 2l.tv

>-

~vv

< 1 - l.ty
< 1 + l.ty /ll.vv > 1 - l.fv

~vv > 1 + l.ty

Tbe statements for eacb case are simple inequalities which
can be graphed aa open

Since for each case all state-

p~.

_.nt• muat be true, the areas of interest are the intersections

ot the open planes

in each case &a ahovn by the cross-hatched

areu

on Figure 7.

,•.,.., <

1
1 1.
-2-2f
v .1a the open plane below the line Avv = - l_
2

In case 3, for instance, the inequality

il.tv while the lnequality l.vv>
aboVe the line l.vv "" 1 + l.ty•

1 + l.fv is the open plane
The intersection of the two

open planes is then ahovn by the crosshatched area meaning,

ot

course, that the aolut.ion apace is null since distribution

coat• l.tv and l.vv cannot be negative.

Barring case 6 which

also baa a null solution apace, the remaining four cases have
10luti on apacea Vhicb occupy specific areas in the positive
qaa4rant aa baa been shown .ore clearly on Figure

e.

It should not, however, be forgotten that Figure is

llued on the aaauaptioo
~uct ion

a 22 • 1

and a 21 • 2 .

With different

coefficients the solution spaces will be different.

'Ibis poi nt is brought oat on the figure by the bracl«!ted
txpreaa iona above the equationa for linea AB, BS, and AT.

The

txpreaaio na are general equati.ona (which can be inferred from

'rl!»le 3) f or the reapecti..,. linea.

To illustrate, the line

Figure

1

lvv
·1

0

-1

lvv.

1 + ltv

(Case 3)

(C&M 6)

91
(P'iqure 7)

l.vv • 1 1, • 1 +

l~v

s

l. ~v

1

2

(Ca.e 5)

.-

cc...

7)

92
(Fiqure 7)

(case 8)

1

lvv • -

-1

(Case 9)

2

93

Fiqure

e

(

-3

2

1

).vv •

a21
an1
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A8 ia given by the expression
!'able 3.

1.

Fro. this expression in turn can be written as

a21

VY

< (--......-1) - ~~. , the expression for AB as shown
a4:4:
a

oo Figure 8.
~le

.. v

The other expressions are atmilatly derived from

3.

on

Figure 8 it will be seen that with relatively high

d istribution costa for the factor

case 9, which entails only

_,ye!Minta of the final good (~, ~), will maximize world
consumption.

Case 9 then more or less constitutes, to use

s oover•a terainology, a ca~d of material orientation. 1
~ing

By

the final good at the location of the factor (i.e.,m

each country), costly distribution of the factor can be averted,

tJu.8 enabliDCJ the maximization of world consumption.
lD cootraat, when distribution costa for the factor are

relatively low, case 5, entailing only JDOVements of the factor

(~, ~),

JMx1a1z:ea world consumption.

On Figure 8 this situa-

tiOD obtain.a for all points falling between the line BS and
U. horizontal axis.

Case 5 then constitutes, again to use

axwer•a terainology, a case of market orientation. 2

Producing

at t he point of conswaption averts costly distribution of the
flD&l good, thus enabling the .axi.laiz:ation of world coaswaplBdgar M. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity
(1ft Yorlt1 McGraw-Bill Book Company, 1948), pp. 31-35.

2 Ibid.,pp. 35-38.
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tion.
So long as one country has an absolute advantage in
producing the final good, 1 material orientation and market
orientation are, however, only a part of the story.

With

s ufficiently low distribution costa for the final good and
t he factor, an orientation toward absolute advantage in pro4uction is also conceivable .

This situation, represented by

c ase 1 below the line AS on Fiqure 8, requires that only the
country with the absolute advantage should produce(manufacture)
22
21
t he final good. Thus with a =1 and a =2, world consum}:tion can be maximized it Country I exports all ita factor and
~porta

all the final good needed tor her domestic consumption.
Besides material, market, and absolute advantage orien-

tat iona, an intermediate situation combining market and raw
..t erial orientation is also conceivable.

This situation is

represented by case 8 where, depending upon international location of effective demand, either the factor or the final
~

say !low internationally.
In • UIID&.r'Y it should be observed that changes--abeolute

«

re lative--in distribution coats lvv and/or ltv may call

~

a shift from one pattern of movements of the !actor or the

fiaal good to another if world consumption ia to be maximized.
~ide a when there are differences in absolute advantage in
~ ion,

patterns ot movements influenced solely by absolute

1 It will be

lt vas aaaumed that

rec~lled 22at in the preceeding discussion
a

a

•
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advantage o .r the location of effective demand may be called

tor i n addition to the familiar dichotomy o f material and
.arket or ientation .

The Distribution Industry

Thus far t he ana l ys is i n this Cha pte r has focus ed on
d iStribution cos ta l. vv and l. tv•

Nov an attempt will be made

t o ascertain the d e te rm i nants of l.vv and l.fv"
In Chapter II it vas shown by equation (12)

that the factor distribution cos ta, l.vv' vary inversely with
tbe prod.uctivity,yv• of the factor in the distribution industry, and directly with the input coefficient,Pv, for distri-

bution servi ces.
Besides the distribution industry for the factor, there

la, in this Chapter, another industry producing distribution

~ieea for the final good. 1

The production function for

thil i ndustry vas specified on Table 1 as

v

~1 ·Cl"
1

••••••••••• • • • ( 2 6)

Allo in Connection with Table 1, Pt vas defined as the units

la.. aa~ption

(vti.) at the beginning of Chapter II.
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ot distribution services, ~ 1 • consumed in

the process

ot

distributing one unit o! a final good between the two countries.

Assume that only enough services are produced to

diatribute one unJ.t ot the final good,

x2,

!rOIIl one country

•••••••••••••••• (27)
SubatitutiDq ~! !or _ ~l in equation (26) yields
1

lit•
• v
...
a.l
where

•

........ ...... (28)

•

V ""ltv' and !rem equation (26)

1

<lt

x31

=

___L_

v • that is,

1

~

1• the productivity or the !actor in the distribution industry

tor the final good.

Letting

1

a.l

::: Yr• equation (28) can then

be written as r

Ytl.rv

1~
t

or

•••••••••••••••• (29)

Diatribution costa, l.rv• then vary inversely vith productivity,
Yt• and directly vith the input

coefficient,~!

• tor distri-

llution services .

~
Equations (12) and (29), i.e., ~ • Yv

and

!.!

l.!v • Yt'

ll'e be lptul in anal~inq tvo major implications o! changes in

Jy and/or Yv• or f3t and/or y r• tor the -xt•ization ot world
CCIGBWiption.

The first 1Japl1cation can be seen vith the help
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Changes in II., and/or Y.,, or changes in fJ f and/or

of Table 2.

lt• by influencing lvv or ltv may also affect the &ize and
•hape of the P/F. Thi• point can easily be seen by aubstitut11
fJr
inq y f for lfv and ~tor lvv in the equations on Table 2.
The •econd implication can be seen with the help of
Figure 9.

Through their influence on lfv or

~·

changes in

lit and/or¥r flv and/or Yv may call for a shift from one case
of !lows to another.
on Figure 9.

This point is brought out more clearly

Let ii"f and ii"v de note given con stant values for

t he input coefficients flr and flv•

l ,•

From the equation

J

~· the graph of lvv against yv i• a rectangular hyper-

bOla since

4, Y.,

= ii".,.

This gra ph is shown in the second

quadrant on Figure 9 tor three different values of ii"v such
ii"
-1
-2
that ~
fJ,
Pv· Simiarly, !rom the equation 4 tv = :.L,
Yr
the graph of lfv against Yr is a lao a rectangular hyperbola
IinCe

lrv Yf • fJr.

This graP1 is shown in the fourth quadrant

aqain !or three different values of Pr such that

~ < ii"~ < ii"~.
~

Therefore on Figure 9, changes in productivity

the distribution industries are represented by different

point• on the Y.,- or Yraxia while changes in Pv or Pr are
represented by different hyperbolas.
.,.()

Suppose nov the input coefficients rema in fixed at 11.,
':'0

lad lit .

Furthermore, suppose productivity in the diatribu-

tton i ndustry tor

Yr. •
It ~Y

OY
•

the u.n&l good alae remain• fixed at

meaning, of course, that ltv also remains fixed
OR.

If productivity in the distribution industry !or

99
I

I

I

I

•

I

I
I

I
I
I 1

I

-
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the factor increaaes steadily from zero, a shift from case 9
to au. 8 and then to case 7 will progressively be called for
if world consumpt ion is to be maximized.
Tv • OA .aaninq

a1

~vv

P'or instance, when

• OX, case 9 will, as indicated by point

, be called for if world consumption is to attain a maxi-

IIIDB•

With such a low productivity in the distribution indus-

trY for the factor, distribution costa,

~vv•

are high.

Pro-

d uction must be oriented toward the location of the factor in
order to maximize world consumption.

However, the reasons

f or such orientation is low productivity rather than high
ta put coefficient,av, as suggested by the emphasis on "heavi-

ness• in Hoover•• rationalization of material orientation. 1
If y• inCreases from oA

1

to oA 2 case 8 will, as shown by

poiDt Q2' be called for if world consumption is again to
reach a JUixi•uw.

Depending upon the location of effective

the factor or the final good may flow.

~d,

If Yyincreasea

enn further frCD OA 2 to OA :I' maximizing world consUIIIption
will call for case 7 meaning Country I will ship all its
factor for production in Country II, the country with the
~ lute

advantage in the production of the final good.

A decline in the input coefficient, llv, by reducing
~

. .y a1ao call for a shift fran one case to another.

Let

lBoover emphasized ~a considerable loss of w•ight

~h combustion or waste of part of the material" in

llplain ing aarlcet orientation.

letivit y, pp. 31-32.

Hoover, Location of Economic

lOl
productivity remain constant at yf • OY and Yv •

ow.

In

addition, let the input coefficient in the diatribution
induatry tor the final good remain fixed at ~.

Whe n

-2

' • • '•• case 8 or 9 will, as shown by point P1 , maximize
world consumption.

1

-2

-1

If llv drops from llv to llv only c ase 8

will IIWlXiJaize world consumption.

Should llv drop even further

to a value below~. case 7 may again be called for.
Reedleaa to say, in the real world ceteris paribus
c hanges such aa those used in the above illustrations are,
perha~,

not the rule.

Any configuration of changes in y ,

Yy ollf• and llv is conceivable.

f

The effect of such changes on

t he caae(a) needed to ma.xilnize world consumption can be
traced out with the information in quadrants 2 and 4, pro.
2
vided the chart in quadrant 1 remains fixed.
In order for
t be chart (i.e., the positions of lines AB, AT, and BS) to
ra.ain fixed, the production coefficients for the final good
IQ8t, aa discuss ed earlier, also remain fixed.

What happens

wben theae coefficients change is the topic of the next sec-

tloo .

lin thia case, shipments of the final good ~ or the
from Country I result in equal quantities of the final
in Country II.

f~or

tood

2 rt wi ll be recalled that the general equations for
II, 1:r, and BS (the braclteted expressions on Figure 8) are
Uflue nced only by the production coefficient• of the final

tood.
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Change• in Productivity
in the Final Good Industries
In the preceeding section the effect of changes in

the distribution induatry vere analysed on the aas1.1111ption
t hat the production coefficient• 1n the final good industries

were constant.

Nov the reverse ass1.1111ption vill be made ,

namely that conditions in the distribution industry remain

f iXed vhile "productivity" in the final good industries
chan9es.

(P'ran the production functions for r

'!'able 1, i.e., r l

""~and

X:

shown on

=~'productivity in Coun-

a.
x.22
1
and in Country II b y - - = :-:z:z•)
V
a
Changing productivity in the final good industries in
1
1
CoUntry I or II (i.e., changing~ or~) can have tvo dif-

trY I is given by

x2la

2

-v =

1

:n
a

ferent types of implications.

Firstly, such changes may

pfluence the size and shape of the P/F.

Such influence

tvldenced by the fact that the coefficients a

21

and/or a

22

eater(•) into the intercept and slope expressions of the
~at ions

on Table 2.

Secondly, changes in productivity may call tor a change

frcll one case (of factor and/or final good tlovs) to another
If wor ld consumption is to be III&.Ximized.
~lDt,

To illustrate this

suppose the difference in productivity is reduced by
1

lettinq :77.--productivity in the

a

decline stead!ly.

r -industry in Country II--

'l'he results can be seen on Figure 10 vhere

till poe itions of the lines A'B', A'T', and a•s• reflect some
laitl&l value for a 22 and a21 •

The equations describing the
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figur•

10

T•

9

+ _L

; -zrtv

.:n -

1., .• a"-"-

1

1
+ :-nlfv

a;

G

s•

5

.22

•-.......-1
a"-.L
- 1

1

-~

a2l.-tv
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linea are t he bracketed expressions also shown on Fiqure 8 •

.a.

with P'i qure 8, c ase 9 is between A'T' and t he ~- axis,

caae 7 is in t he triangle OA ' B', case 5 i s between e•s• and
the ltv-axis wh ile c ase 8 occupies t he r emai ning r eg ion i n

the quadrant.
The e!!ect o! a d ecli ne in p roductivity in the~
22
induatry in Country II (i.e., an incre a s e in a
) can be
aeen by focusing on the equations describing line a A'B', A•T•,
22
22
and a•s• on Fiqure 10. Let a increase first to a • • The
l ine A'T' will slide down to the
iDq

~-axis

to A".

While slid-

down, A'T' will also rotate slowly in a clockwise dirac-

tion (therefore a 1 < a 0

on the other hand, B'S' will slide
22
u pward to 8"5" but with anqle a 2 remaining constant. I! a
).

continues to increase it will, soone r or later, attain a
21
yalue a~~ equal to a
, and the two lines will merqe into a
dnqle line OG goinq through the origin.

1

That is , when the production !unctions are identical,

the !our casea--9, 8, 7, and 5--are reduced to only two cases-9 and 5.
1

In general it can be said that reducing the di!!er-

It might be interest~lj_g to dlserve here that i! a 22
to increase vith a
still r ema ining con s tant,
~•• 7 and 8 wi ll c hange into c as es 3 and 6, r espectively,
~aa ae Coun~ry I now h as an absolute advantage in the pro~ion o! X •
A~d i tionally, it vill be r e calle d !rom the
~apha on Fiqure 7 that cas es 3 and 6 had no feasible solution
ill the poai ti ve quadrants.

~ inues

lOS

enc:e in productivity (i.e.,

1
1 )1
;71
- ;zr

will increase the

probability that either case 5 or 9 will maximize vorld con.uaption.

Conversely, increasin g the difference in produc-

tiYity will increase the probability that case 7 or 8
2
.ax~ize world consumption.

~11

In order to illustrate these contentions a .s su.e dis-

tribution c:oet.al 1fv and lvv remain fiXed, u
p

0

on Figure 10.

con.umption.

Initially at

~case

7 will

s.boKn.._ by

point

max~ze

vorld

If the difference in productivity is narrowed

bY increasing a22 to a2 2 , point P0 will lie between the

*

lines A•B•, A•T•, and B"S", meaning case 8 now can aaximize
.orld consumption.

Should a 22 increase even further until

a22 • a2 2 • a 2 1, p0 will now be above the line OG implying

••

tll&t case 9 will maximize world consumption.

Conversely,

~reaaing ~ steadily from a 22 will progressively call for
~e a

-·

**

9, 8, and 7, if world consumption is to attain a aaxi-

In conclusion it should again be emphasized that the

llloft analysis of changes in productivity in the final good
blluatries was predicated upon the assumption that cooditions
1 1n the ~bove discussion the difference was reduced by
· ~eas ing 1/a~ • A similar result might have ~en achieved
'11f increasing 1/a 21 in the productivity in the X -industry in
~try I.

2rr the difference is very large, the probability that
Clle 7 will maximize world consumption will also tend to be
"rr larqe.
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1D the distribution industry re.ain fiXed.

In the real vorld

c hanges may occur jointly in the distribution and final qood
iDduatriea.

The effect

~

such joint chanqes vill be explored

110re tully in the next Chapter vhere a nev synthesu of international trade theory

betv~en

industrialized and raw-material

producinq c ountries is attempted .

C B A P T E R

IV

TRADE THEORY1 VIEWPOINT OF
RAW MATERIAL PROOOCERS
A Sketch of the Model
Although the model developed in the previous Chapter
i s necessarily highly

s 1~ plified,

it can be used cautiously

t o supplement existing explanations of international trade.
The model also gives a new theoretical perspective to existi ng empirical studies on international trade flows.
Consider a world consisting of non-industrialized
c ountry I and industrialized Country II.

Each country, by

us ing factors of local or foreign origin, is capable of
qenerating a flow of a certain raw material .

1

The raw

~e model to be developed below is, therefore, signific antly different from the models of Ricardo, Graham and
Ohli n, which assume that "what is to be produced and exported
by e ach country is determine d by the relative supply of various
factors of production which exist within its borders before
export production is begun." (Jon athan v. Levin, "The Export
leonomics , " in Trade and Dev elopmen t, ed. by Theberge, p.ll.)
Perhaps a more elegant mOde l t h an the one to be presented
below would also include an explanation a why factors (capital,
abor, management, entrepreneruship, etc.,) flow from industrialized to raw material producing countries. Differences in
f~o r returns and distribution costs (interpreted broadly)
~ld , no doubt, constitute part of such a model.
In addition,
the influence of non-economic factors such as ideology, cultur~
~per ialiam, humanitaria n ventures, etc., may also have to be
~luded (ct. Harry Richardson, Regional Economics (New York•
h&eqer Publishers, 1969), pp.287-320).
It s hould also be observed that the assumption of full
•ployment, common among models applicable to industrialized
ftpita liat countries, ia not posited in the ensuing model .
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aaterial is u sed to manu facture a final good consumed in both
Countries I and II.
Initially, on l y Country II can produ c e the final good.
The implication s of this point can be shown directly on Figure
10 (in the last Chapter) if the raw ma terial is substituted

tor the factor so that kvv is distribution costs 1
o f the rav material while

~v

for a unit

is distribution costs (in terms

o f the rav material) for the final good.

Since only Country

I I can produce the final good, any amount of the raw material
1D Country I cannot produce even a small quantity of the final
Bence it may be assumed that a 21

qood .

= ~.

Substituting

~ 1 • • into the equations for the lines on Figure 10 will

produce a situation where, for any finite level of distribution costa, case 7 will maximize world consumption of the final

CJOOC1 •

In other words, maximizing world consumption requires

that the underdeveloped country export the entire flow of her
raw material to the developed country.

The requirement that

the u nderdeveloped country be a raw material producer need not
21
depe nd upon the assumption a
,. •· SO long as the productiWity of the raw materials remains larger in Country II (i.e.,
a22 < a 2 1 ) the same requirement will hold provided distributkm

c~t•

are sufficiently low.

on Figure 10, one can

Yilualize a decrease in a 21 which ahifta the line A'B' closer
~closer

to the origin.

Thus, so long as the point repre-

1 I.e., coats in terms of the raw material.
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aenting dia tribution cos ta lies below the line A•B• the underdeveloped country must con t inue her role of a raw material
producer if vorld consumption of the final good is to be aaxiai.zed.

Tbere ia no obvious reason, however, to expect that
distr1bution costs will always be so low as to warrant perpetuating the aaterial producing status for the underdeveloped
country.

For instance, consider Figure 11.

The lines A•B•,

A"T". and s•s• (on Figure 10) are identical to the similarly
labelled lines on Figure 11.

Suppose the pro<!uctivity of the

f actor (i.e., the raw material) increases in the underdeveloped
country, as evidenced by a decline from a 21 to a 21 •

1n

a! 1 ~11

the origin.

•

shift s•s• to a position such as BoS0

,

The deCline

closer to

Likewise, A'T' will shift to position A T , closer

to the origin.

Meanwhile, it may be assumed that distribution

coeta remain fixed at a given point, say P.

Conversely it may

be assu.ed there is an increase in productivity in the distribution industry producing, in turn, a shift from P to other
pointa 11ke P , P , P3 , and P •
1
2
4
On~y

below

AoBo•

if distribution costs drop to a point (e.g., P )
2
will maximi%ing world consumption require the

11Di2erdeveloped country to export her total flow of raw mate-

l'iala .

If, instead, distribution costs for the final good

~ relatively fast,

re.cbed .

a point such as P 1 in caae 9 will be

World consumption will be at a maximum only if both

COaBtriea tradlng in the final good in a one-good world will
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Figure 11
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be discussed shortly).

on the other hand, if distribution

costa for the raw material drop relatively fast to points such
aa P3 and P4 in cases 8 and 5, maximizing world consumption
vill still require each country to produce the final good for
domestic consumption.

~addition,

depending upon the location

ot effective demand, the underdeveloped country may be required
t o export &e raw material while the developed may be required
t o export the final good (in case 8) or the factor (in case 5.).
From the viewpoint of Country I, international trade
wi ll consist largely of an out-flow of raw materials and an
1n-!low of the manufactured good as well as services of foregnovned factors.

The raw materials are produced by local and,

per haps more importantly, by foreign factors.

The crucial

role of foreign factors in generating flows of raw materials
frcn the underdeveloped countries has been underlined by
Levin who, contending that
• • • • the labor, capital and entrepreneurship which
were to operate most export industries were internationally mobile and could be applied almost anywhere in the overseas world,"
al8o argues
• Por these industries (i.e., raw material export
industries) could not have been established with the
existing supply of domestic factors which were inadequate and generally immobile.
Indeed it was only
t hrough international movement of factors that the
raw material export industries were established and
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c ontinue to operate. 1
The raw materials flowing from the underdeveloped country can,
the re f o re , be imputed to l ocal and foreign factors , as shown
by the l over l oops o n Chart 1.

The materials are paid for

partly by in-flowi n g final good as shown b y t wo o f the u pper

Chart 1

Pinal good--payment of for e i g n ___
factors and c apita l tr ansfer
Foreign factor s (ca pit al , ____
labor. management. etc.,)
Final good--payment of
local factors

Subsistence
• ector

Monetary
sector

underde
Coun

Developed

Country
Raw materials produced

local factors
Raw materials produced
foreign facto r s
aanufactured

by~

goods?)------~

~eberge ed., Trade a nd Deve lo pme nt , pp. 12-14. For a
Dationalistic account o f t he importance o f f o re ign factors in
rav IIAterial producing c o untri es see J<:wame Nkrumah, NeoSS!lonialism, (New Yorka Internal Publishers, 19 65). - -
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loo~,

again on Chart 1.

A traction of the in-flowing good

cooatitutes payment tor local tactora.

The rest is associated

with the in-flow of foreign factors-payment tor factors,
capital transfer, gifsts, etc .
A considerable part of the payment for foreign factors

will also be remitted to the mother country. 1

The remittance

will enable the developed country to consume a large r share
0 t the final good, thus locating effective demand on the upper

l eft-hand portion of the P/F• s 1n each of the four cases.

To

illustrate this point, consider case 1 vhere all the flow of

v1 ,

raw materials,

is exported to Country II.

If all of the

1

v ) reaching the developed country were
1 + A.vv 1 .
used to produce and ship the final good back to the under2
deve loped country, X (I) would be equal to

aaterials (

JlaiiNVer , since the foreign factors remit some of their

earn.lnqs to Country II, the actual consUlllption_of the final

vl

IJDOCI in Country I vill
~efore

be leu than

'AvJ.

world consumption vill generally be represented by

a point , d, to the left of the line
~

(a22 + A.rvH 1 +

7, aa shown on Figure 12.
libid,, PP• 15-19.

AX oo the world P/F tor
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r iqure 12

x2cn

(I)

(I)

(a22+ f'v)(l+ vv>
Cue 7

ca•e

5

xl( I

cue 8
Cue 9
lAl•o •hewn on the per ~ ter o! the P/F 1• the !Law
Of t he tactor and/or final good penai••ible !or the ca•e•.
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Effective d emand is also located on the upper leftband portion of the world P/F•s for cases 5, 8, and 9.

In

these cases it will be recalled that world consumption is at
a

max~

when each country is manufacturing the final good

tor domestic conswnption.

At first sight it may appear as

though the underdevelo ped country should use all of her raw
aaterial to manufacture
consumption.

. va ~I

of the final good tor domestic

However, the raw material

f oreign and domestic factors.

v1

is produced by both

To the extent foreign factors

r emit tle1r earnings to their home country, consumption of the
final good in the underdeveloped country will be less than

Ji.
•

Hence world consumption will, as shown on Figure 12, be

represented by a point, d,
BD

to the left of lines FB, GC, and

on the P/F•s for cases 5, 8, and 9, respectively.

In

cues 5 and 8, world consumption will be maximized if the
remittance is affected by exporting the raw material from the
anderdeveloped country.

Only in case 9, where distribution

coats tor the final good are relatively low, will maximizing
~ld

consumption require that the underdeveloped country

effect the remittance by exporting the manufactured good.

In so far as the model sketched above has relevancy
to the trading relations between industrialized and raw mate-

rial producing countries, various generalizations follow from
the IIOdel.

ill

On the basis of case 7.-Given that
(a) distribution costs for both final goods and
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the !act o r are significantly low,
(b) the underdeveloped country is consuming manufactur ed products vhich s h e cannot produce o r
which s he c an produce only poorly • 1 and
(c) fore ign f actors partici pate in produc ing the
raw materials in Country I ,
maximizing vorld consumption r equires an unde rde veloped
c ountry to export all her rav mat e r i als to industrialized
c ountries.

The consumption of manufactured prod1.1cts in the

underdeveloped vill vary (inversely) with the extent to
wh ich
(a) foreign factors remit earnings to the industrialized
c ountries. and
(b) f oreign factors partici pate in generating flows of
r aw materials in the unde r d eveloped country.
j}i ) On the ba s is of ca se s 7 and 8. - Given that
( a) distribution costs for raw materials are relatively
low (compared to dis tribution cos ts for final good) •
(b) t he underde veloped country is cons uming ma n u f a ctured
products vhich she c an produce fairly e ff icient ly
but not as efficiently as the developed country, and
(c ) foreign !actors partici pate in generating flows of
r aw materials in the und erdeveloped country,
uxiai%ing vorld consumption requires that both the developed
IDd underdeveloped countries manufacture their
*-eat ic c onaumption.

0\oiTl

goods for

Besides. the underdeveloped country

_.t export raw materials in amount• large enough to match the
IVD!Dq remitted by foreign factor• .

The remittance will

IIJain t end to vary (directly) with the share of earning•

lx.e . ,

ll wry low.

the pro<hlctivity or the underdeveloped country
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remitted and the degree ot foreign participation in the underdeveloped country.

on

the other hand, suppose the axiomatic identity ot

production functions is a practical reality so that only cases
9 and 5 obtain. 1

It may, however, very well be that distri-

bution costs for manufactured goods are relatively high
compared to costs ot distributing raw materials.
being relatively more

standardize~

coets than manufactured goods. 2

Raw materials,

may have lover marketing

Given their heavy ~t and

buLkiness, one may also surmise that raw materials may have
experienced relatively large decline in distribution costs
beCause ot the past improvement in transportation.

Further-

.ore, it is probable that raw materials exported to tradit i onal markets flow through long-established marketing channels
which have taken steps to improve their efficiency and reduce
costs.

~l

these factors, by lowering distribution for raw

.aterials, may place the underdeveloped country in case 5
wbere she will be exporting raw materials, the identity of

production functions notwithstanding.
(Bl ) On the basis of case 9. - Given that
( a) d istribution costs for final goods are relatively
lProm e~rlier discussion on Figure 10 it will be recallonly cases 9 and 5 remain because lines AT
BS converge into line OG through the origin.

ed t hat when a22=al
~

2 •Product cycle" theorists have, tor example, emphathe tact that manufactured goods, initially unstandardlled, aay have high marketing costa.

1~
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Low (compared to distribution costs for raw
aaterials) •

(b) the underdeveloped
products which she
ciently. but still
developed country,

country is manufacturing
c an produce fairly effinot as efficiently as the
and

(c) foreign factors participate in producing raw
.aterials in the underdeveloped country,
maximizing world consumption requires that each country manufacture its own products for domestic consumption.

Besides,

the underdevel!>ped country must export manufactured products
to

~tch

re.dttance by foreign factors.

Other generalizations are also possible.

For example,

consider the P/F•s for cases 5 and 8 on Figure 12 again.

It

baa already been argued that remittance by foreign factors
will reduce the consumption of the final good to the left of

the lines FB and GC.

Suppose the remittance is very large so

t hat the coosumption of the final good in the underdeveloped
c ountry is very small (i.e., x2(I)
origin).

is very close to the

Although aa.xi.mizing world consumption requires each

country to produce the final good, the low level of consumptlon in the underdeveloped country may not warrant an efficient
8C&le of operation.

The country will, therefore, be forced to

cue 7 where she will export all raw lllollterials.

the country aay

Alternatively,

try to preserve manufacturing for domestic

COilaumptioo by increaaing indigenous participation in the

producti.oo of raw aaterials, or by deflectinq IDOre of the
VCUld-be reaitted earnings into domestic consumption.

U9
M<Utionally, the model supports partly the fam.iliar
tear that shippinq agencies, by colluding to keep the freight
rates for raw materials relatively low, may, in fact, perpet uate the raw material producing status of the underdeveloped
c ountries.

A shift from case 7 to cases 5, 8, and 9 will

probably involve a substantial decline in the volume of ship~ts,

since the underdeveloped country will not longer be

exporting all her raw materials and importing all final goods

.t or

dcmestic consumption.

It may, at least in the short-run,

be i n the interest of shipping agencies then to prevent a
1bitt from case 7 .
The fear is, however, less warranted in cases 5, 8,

aa4 9 .

Reducing distribution costs for raw materials may

~ ir e

the underdeveloped country to export the factor (cases

5

and 8) i nstead of the final good (case 9).

~r.

~

It is not, hov-

c lear what shipping agencies will gain by shifting
c ase 9 to 5 or 8.

Neither is it clear, in the absence of

nlevant empirical studies on international distribution, that
~

collusion o f the shipping agencies will, in fact, produce

a lbift f rom case 9 to cases 5 or

8.1

lse edless to say, freight rates are only a part of dis· ~Dution costs as conceived in this study.
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Paucity

o~

data, perhaps more than anythinq else,

aooount• for the virtual absence of empirical studies on
i.Dtern&tional distribution costs.

A singular exception in-

eludes studies on international trade

~lows.

In these studies,

d iatribution costs are asaUIIl8<1 to vary directly vith qeoqraphic distance.

This pattern of variation vas corroborated

by LOsch 1n aa empirical study on international trade between

c;er.any and European countries.

He plotted Germany•a share

1D the illlports and exports of European countries aqainat diSt:auce between Germany and the European countries and obtained

a aeqatively sloped trend--a findinq vhich seemed to confira

the viev that '"costs

o~

distance'" (i.e., distribution coats)

do deter international trade flaws.
Thia deterrence bas also been e111pirically observed in

.are recent studies.

••P•

Linneaan, buildinq on Tinberqen•s model, 1

1 Jan Tinbergen, Shaping the World Economy (Nev York•
1962). Tinbergen fitted an equation of the for111

I lJ • ,._
-o

_..c:l
yi

yc2
j

0 -<=2
ij

Xij • exports tr0111 country i to country j

Wberea

Yi and

Yj

• GNP•• of countries i and j
• geographic distance between the two
countries
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employa a qravity IIIOdel of the form 1

••••••• (30)

• exports from country i to j

vherea

Dij

a

income of countries i and j, respectively

a

population of countries i and j,
respectively

K

distance from country i to j

Pij • preferential trade-factor between
countries i and j

A

0

,

a , a , a , a , a , and a are
5
2
4
6
3
1
positive constants.

Fitting the logarithmic form of equation (30) to the trade
f1ovs among countries, Linneman obtained a negative coefficient
before the term DiF-a finding which again seemB to support

the view that physical distance and, by implication, distribution costs obstruct international trade flows. 2
' IDd obtained

Loq

~J ~

-0.6627+0.0240 log Y1 +0.9395 log Yj-0.8919 log Dij
(0.6802)
(0.0270)
(0.0269)
(0.0455)
~negative coefficient for Di1• like the negatively sloped
~Dd . in LOsch•s study, again 4hows that geographic distance
~. by inference, distribution costa deter international trade

nan.

1 aana Linneman, An Econometric Stud of International
(Amsterdam& North-Hall and Publishing co., 1966 •

tt~ Plows

2 Ibid., pp. 82-83.

Of late, attention has shifted to

~ intensity,• that ia "departures of actual trade flows

~trade flows estimated in gravity model." See Ippei
~ . •Intensity Analysis of World Trade Flowa," Hitotsu:!!hi J ournal of Econanics, Vol. X., February 1970, p. 62.
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Given the scarcity of data on international distribution, the Linneman type of studies may have implications for
policy purposes if two modifications are introduced,
the study must be extended to take note

Firstly,

of the fact that

tactor flaws from developed to underdeveloped countries cons titute
tr ies.
s ay

an integral part of existing trade between the oounThis extension can be accomplished by adding a term,

c~}·

to represent factor flaws (e.g., long-term capital

f l OWS ) between the countries.

Secondly, the dependent var !able

s hOU ld be decomposed into raw materials,
products ,

M

Xij,

R

x1 J, and manufactured

The equations to be fitted will then be l

J!'"6

ij

M

XiJ

~7
ij

•• ••• (3 1 )

r/7

••••• ( 32 )

i j

rol l oving P . Doysdale, Yamazawa decomposed trade intensity into
two c omponents, {a) complementarity, the 1mportance of which

•is n ot o nly affected by the degree of match of the specialiution structures of exports and 1mports but also by the degree
of c oncentration or diversif ication in them" and {b) special
~try bias , which includes "transport costs, discriminatory
~i f fs, and other 1mport restrictions, product differentiation
within commodity classes, and other international economic re~tion s than trade such as capitdl movements and economic coo~a t ion," {Ibid . , pp. 66 and 68.)
Distribution costs are,
~e fore, included in the category "special country bias" in
'llllauva • s study.
In a t 1me series study over the period 1955-1967 Yamazawa
auo f ound o ut, inter alia, that the special country bias was
l~e btly becoming less-ind less significant--a finding leavb9 open the possibility that declines in distribution costs
Ught, a t least partly, have been rP.sponsible for the decreas~ Significance o f special country bias .
lsarring
lqlaation ( 3 o ) ,

c : 7J,

Rx 1 J a nd ~ i j'

everythi ng else i s a s in
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The c oefficient for

'1_ j

1n equations (31) and ( 3 2) wi ll show

the inf luenc e o f d istr ibution c osts for r aw materials (~ )
and manufa ctured

goods

( ~ ),

r espect i vel y.

In o the r words,

diatribution c osts needed to e ffec t t rade flows bet wee n countries will tend to vary directly with the coe fficient

as·

Hence a time series study shoving s pecific change s for 8s in
equations (31) and (32) will imply, at least roughly, similar
changes in distribution costs for raw materials and
goods.

rnanufa~

These changes may, 1n turn, assist raw material produc-

ing countries to decide whether to specialize in producing
raw materials or to embark on manufacturing for domestic con-

~ption or export, etc.l
Although trade-flow approache s to the study of international distribution costs lend themselves easily to data
a vailability, they have their shortcomings.
very unwieldly.

Such studies are

Besides, even though the unwieldliness can

be overcome by the economist qua econometrician, the policy

iaplications may not be easily digested by men of affa1rs.

2

Other approaches to the study of international distribution
lsee the discussion on Figure 11. The decision will,
has already been discussed in length, depend upon productivity in the final good ind ustries and the initial position
for diatribution costs.

u

2rhe unconvinced reader may want to read through
Yaaazava•a study which conclude s with the claimthat a decline
1D t rade intensity (i.e., convergence of Ii 1 toward unity)
"Will provide valuable implications for policy purposes ...
What are the implications?
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co.ta should, therefore, be encouraged.
The Channel approach
Students interested in marketing within specific national boundaries have often directed their studies to the
questio~-vhat

share of the dollar spent by a consumer goes

toward paying for marketing services?

1

One rough way of

anavering the question is to subtract the production price of

a given good from its retail price and express the difference
as a percent of the latter price.2

Alternatively, where the

qood flows from the producer through wholesaling and retailing channels, the percentage share is simply given by
wholesale "margin" + retailing "margin"
producer's price + wholesale "margin" + retailing "margin" •
• Margin" in t his formular refers to the difference between
aelling and buying prices.
By putting together various pieces of information

published by the United Nations, a rough idea of the margins

'·or acme internationally traded agricultural commodities can
be obtained from tables

sUJ~~mArized

below.

In international

lcontroveraies regarding the meaning, content,and poli-

cy implications of the answer to such a question fall outllde the interest of this study.

The interested reader is
hferred to the works of Converse and Cox, already cited.

~ accuracy of the percentage share will, of course,
•pend upon the extent to which the difference actually
hflects marketing costs.
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trade the relevant margin may be assumed to include costs
incurred while a commodity is in transit between two tradinq
countries.

Hence the difference between a commodity• s import

price 1n the destination country

and the export price in the

country of origin may be assumed to constitute the margin.
The expression
Import price minus Export price
Import price

X 100

t herefore indicates what percentage of every dollar spent on
imports is attributable to distribution costs.
The percentages of various commodities are tabulated
be low.

Where only wholesaling prices were available in the

exporting or importing country the margins are, instead,
represented by "import price

m~nus

wholesale price" or "whole-

aa le price minus export price,• respectively.

1

For some

commodities the tables also show freight rate as (a) a percent
of import (or wholesale price), and (b) a percent of the

aarqin.
While definitive statements must await the collection
of .ore

in~ormation,

~

few tentative observations are brought

out by the available data.
1 m this case it is assumed, perhaps not too extrava9&Dtly, that there is a small difference between export and
Wboleaale price• (in the exporting country) and wholesale and
iap)rt prices (in the i.Jilportinq country).
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(a) The r atio of distribution costs (i.e., the ma~g in)
as a per c ent of import (or wholesale) price is
considerably large and varies widely from commodity
to c ommodity. The percentage is noticeably high
for c ommodities such a~ bananas , citrus fruits,
rai sins and dates, perhaps reflecting,among other
things, the influence of refrigeration, special
handli ng, and o ther needs attending shipments of
fruits.
(b) The percent ag~fluctuate considerably from year to
year without c onforming to one representative trend .
Thus, while downtrends are somewhat discernible in
barley ( from Canada to U.K.), wheat ( from Austra lia
to U.K.), and bananas ( from Panama to the U.S.),
uptrends characterize sago ( from Singapore to U.K.),
and natural rubber ( from Singapore to the u.s.).
The percentage o f most of the r ema ining commodities
exhibit no d ef inite trends.
(c) The scant d ata on fr eight r ates convey the impression that a substantia l share (say between 40
and SO per cent) o f dist ribution costs for agricultur al products may still be attributed to transport costs proper.
Even without digre ssing too far, it will be seen that
auch tables, in so far as they can provide information on
changes in distribution costs, may have definite policy implications (see the discus sion on Figure 11).

Unfortunately,

there is as yet no easily accessible source of such information on m.a nufactured goods.

It is to be hoped that a source

of this kind will soon be d eveloped , at least, with the insistance of UNCTAD.
other approache s
'rh\n far, two empirical approaches to the study of

CO.ta of international distribut ion have been cited, namely
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the •trade

fl~

and •channel" approaches.

TWo other empi-

rical approaches may also provide useful insights.
The functional approach. - Here t he empirical studies
could focus on the costs of those individual bodies , the
services of which constitute distribution services in the
broad sense.

These bodies include financial intermediar i es ,

commodity exchanges , export-import houses, in surance , and
shipping agencies, foreign trade branches of business corporationa, state trading corporations, etc.

l

The sectoral approach. - Instead of focusing on individual bodies directly engaged in international trade, one may
s tudy a representative sector in one nation, say wholesaling
i n the united States.

This sector, which includes establish2
.enta involved 1n international trade also has data published
on a periodical basis. 3

This data may perhaps be used in-

qeniously to shed some light on the costs of international
dis tribution.

l UNCTAD has mandated the study of state trading, insurIDce , shipping, etc. In virtual ly all studies, however, there
U hardly any empirical investigation into the costs of interUtional distribution.
2z.g. , export and import merchants, agents, brokers, etc.
3 o.s. Department of Commerce, Census of Business Wholel&le Trade .
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International Distribution Coat••
Aqricultural Productal

Barley
J'rom Canada to U.K.

'f.U

1955
19S6
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

-

~portl
l're ight 2 ( a.a " ot
( a.a " ot Iraport) Eleport-Iraport margin)

:n-port

29.6
31.5
26.2
24.1
20.7
20.7
15.3
17.9
19.7
22.2
20.6
21.1
19.7

50.0
52.2
50.0
42.9
50.0
50.0
66.7
41.7
50.0
42.9
50.0
40.0
46.2

l'reight2
(aa " ot ImJ;X>rt price)
14.3
16.4
13.1
10.3
10.3
10.3
10.2
7.5
9.9
9.5
10.3

e.s

9 .1

l.. Daport-Ele:J;X>rt• ia the ditference between illlport price &Dd
export price.
llqlOrt price•
Table 1711 No .1 feed, ba.!Jia in store Fort llil1iaa 1art Arthur I dcne11tic vholeaale and export price.
~ price,
Table 1711 c.i.f. price of Canadian ~o.2 teed
lte 1,!1Vrence/Atlantic forvard ahis;aent.
2rreiqht rate, Table 219.

•1•

l.u1 the Tables are derived troa Production Yearbook, (Rome•
1111 of the
1968, Vol.22).

o.•.,
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Year
1955
1956
1957
19 58
1959
1960
1961
196 2
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

Wheat rrom Au•tra li a to u. ~ .
Import - EXport 1
Fre i gh t
( a. " or Import)
(aa " or Import price)
25.3
24.0
27.3
31.2
13.2
23.5
18.6
12.9
16.7
16.7
16.4
16.4
14.5
15.9
15.5
14.1
11.4
17.1
20.3
14.9
15.7
18.6
13.5
14.9
15.1

saqo rrom Singa pore to u.tt.
Import - Who l esa le)
(a. " or Import)
25.8
27.7
33.3
31.1
30.4
29.4
34.2
33.8
35.1
35.6
38.9
38.7
39.5

lBxport price, Table l69r Fair average quality , bulk, Australian
Wheat Board selling price r.o.b. po~
la~ price,
Table 169r c.i.r. price, neare•t rorvard shi pment.
2Freight r ate• Table 219.
3•rmport - Wholesale• is the di!!erence between import price and
Wholes ale price.
taport price, Table 184r c.i.!. price, Liverpool.
Wbole•ale price, Table 1841 Flour , No.1 , L1nqga, whole•a.le price.

nar
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

Praa Argentina to U.tt.1
Iaport - EXport
<.. " or Import)
16.9
25.8
21.1
29.6
34.8

Prom the u.s. to U.tt. 2
Import - Export
(a. " or IRport )
9.8

8.2
13.8
12.3
22.6

1Iaport pricet Table 173r c.t.r. price, neara•t forward •hi p!Miot .
Table 2181 colored, on wagon in port, Buenoa A1re•,

llport pricet

~ price.

Iaport price,
Table 1731 u.s., yellc:N , oa.a.re•t forward •hip.aot,
o.i.r ., throug h 196 2 No.2r tr~ l9~l No.3 .
IXport price• Table 21Br corn No .2, yelloot, export price, pr~ or
J0-4ay •hipment t.o.b.
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C1tru• P!Uitt

oranges aM Graperru11;

oranqe••
Spain to the re<!.
0 • !<: • 1 Fro.
Repub. or Germany2
Wholesale - Export
Whole8a!e - Wholesale
(aa ~ or Wholesale)
(aa ~ or Wholesale-Ge~y)
Fr<la r.rael

1955
1956
1951
1958
1959
191>0
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1961

to

Graperrultt

rro. I•rae1 to o.K,3
Wholesale - ~port
(aa % or Wholeaale)

30.7
24.0
21.6
15.8
26.6
22.0

20.9
17.9
32.6
37.0
31. 8
32.8
22.4
30.1
33.9
36.9
33.0
25.8

42.1
46.6
64.8
56 . 5
68.8
48.1
32.5
49.5

17.4
29.4
26.2
30.0
30.7
31.7

lwholeaala price t Table 188t Auction price, Londvn.
pricet Table 188r Jaffa export pr1ce, t .o. b. Haira .
2•Wholeaale - Wholesale• is the ditterence betveen vholesa!e price
p t he ~port~ country and wholesale price in the exporting country.
~ les ale price (Spain)• Tabla l 88 t •Blanka• comnon quality , average
Wholesale price.
~le ~ale price (Germany)•
Table l88r Auction price , Hamburg.
~leaale price,
Table l88r Net velght, auction price, London.
JJpOrt pricet Tabla J.88t Averaqe axport price f .o.b, Haita.

~rt

Slaal and Soybean•
Staa~ rry- Madagascar
to the O.S.
to O.K.2
- EXport
Inport - Export
(aa " of Dl.port) (aa % or :tmport )

])aport

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

20.0
22.1
29.6
29.2
29.1

20.8
17.8
20.8
22.7
13.3

Soybeana rron jhe o.s.
to 0.1<:.
Inport - EXport
(aa % or Import)

7.3
0.9
3.4
12.6
9.7

l llaport price, Table 203r No.1, lAnded N.v York.
pricet Table 21S t P'iberll not apun, in bales, weighted average
Of 1a09tbly export price a.
Daport pc1Cat Tabla 203t c.i.r. price LonOont throL-qh 1960 No.lt
baa 1961, No.3L.
llport price' Table 218t ribera not a pun, in balea, - i ghted average
or IIOnthly export prices .
ln.port price, Tabla 192r Anoerican No.2, 3% bulle, neareat forward
lilts-ant c.1.r. 1955, l9::.o and troc l9b0, yellow.
~ price, Table 218r No.2, export price oaaia, prompt. or 30-<!ay
-s-ant r.o .b. veaaa1, Gult Porta.
~!~port

lll

lUlled glee an" cane 5uqar

'h«r

Kille" Rica rrom
Thailan" to O.K
Illlport - EXport 1
(u " ot Iraport)

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

16.1
17.9
17.3
9.8
13.1
15.0
13.8
1 2.1
10.0
10 .5
11. 0
9 .3
9.0

cane Suqar from Caribbean Port to O.K.
P'reight3
Iraport - EXport2
( u " of llaport price)
( u "of !Iaport)

11.6
10.5
13.3

10.1
7.0
8 ,0
9 .0
11 . 3
9 .7
4. 6
6 .3
18 . 6

u.s

9.9
8.3
5 .1
9.2
20.3

1 taport priceo Table l161 Siaza Patna No.2, nearest forvar"
8bipaent1 1955 through 1962
1965 an" 1966, c.i.t. London1 1963
and 1964 and trcn 1967 c and t.
BXport pricer T~lo l161 White, 5 - 7" brolcena, goverrnent standard,
f .o.b .. Banglcolt.
~ Import priceo
Table 1781 rav 96' , c.i.f. London.
BXpOrt priceo Table 1781 Raw, 96., bagged, export price, "estination
«her t han the u. s. 1 through 1960, CUba f.o.b. 1 !rem 1961 Caribbean
porta including Brazil.
3 rraight rate o Tabla 219.

an"

sorqhwll

rrc~

1963

1964
1965
1966

1967

the O. S . to O. lt.

Iaport - Export 1
(u " o f Daport)

10.9
14 . 3
14.3
7.2
18.3

(u

P'reigbt2
" ot l.laport pc ice)
12.7

12.5
16.1
12.5
10.0

1 n.port priceo Tabla 1741 c.i.f. price of o.s. Kilo, ye1l..aw ,
10.2, neare•t !orv~ •hi~ent.
IXport priceo
Table 2181 No.2, yellO'It, export price ba.ai8, prompt
CIC 3<>-day •his;nent t . o.b. vessel, Gul!
2rra19bt r at• • Tabla 219.

POrt• .
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Cptton and Cattle
cattle Bi~ea
'IMr

rrc. Argentina to o.~.l

Ilaport

(u
19:>9
.1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
196:.
1966
1967

Ri~e•

Export

-

" of Daport)

Cotton from o.A.R. to 0.~.2
Daport - Wholeaale
( u " of Illlport)

23.9
14.7

- 2.0

23.5
28.3

-u.o

12.6
3.4

12.9

.18.8

19.~

18.3

20.9

26.0

29.5

21.2

39.1

20.3

.lDaport pricea
Table 2051 Argentina, oxen, frigorifico, vet,
aalted, c. and. t. O.K.
Export pricea Table 2051
Frigorificoa, cows, aalt~. f.o.b. Bueno•
AJ.re•
~ Daport pricea Table 2011 tully good, c.i.f. Liverpoo l, through
1963, Karnakr from 19 64 Menouri.
Wholesale pricea Table 2011 through 1962/1963 Karnak, good - tully
good, wholesale price Alexandria , tram 1963/1964 Menouti, good tully good 1n hydraulic bales, ECC • • export sales price minima , a pot

Alexandria .

2.U
OliV"e oil

tram Spain to the o.s . 1
Yaar

195:.
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

Illlport - Export
( u " of Daport )
12.4

6.1
16.0
10.7
14.8
l.l.8
18.7
19.4
22.4
17.6
1.8.4
1.8,6
.18.0

Pilla oil
P%'0111 Singapore to European Portal

Daport - Wholesale
(aa " of Import)
9.2
7.6
6.1
9.0
10.5
9.9

u.s

9,9
13.6
9.9
1.2
11.2
10.7

1Daport price a Table 1931 1naport~. druae, R- York.
pricea Table 1931 Edible, 1% ~ru~, t.o.b.
Table 1 931 Sumatra , ~%, bulk, neareat torvard
Daport price •
Als-nt.
Wbote..le pcicea Table 1931 f.o.b. Sinqapore.

llrJioEj

13

f!!Con
Year

Iaport - Export
( aa " ot IJDport )

taport - Export
( a• " ot Import)

Lard

the o.s. to ~ .
Repub. ot Gerwany
llllport - Export
Fr~

(u "

lS.O

1955
1956
1 957
1958
1959
1960

u.1
12.5
9.4
7.4
6. 7
6.3
6. 6
6.2
6.6

1 6.7
1 5 .8
16. 1
1 5. 2

15. 1

ot Iaport )
9.4
9.4
5.8
5.1
5.4
5.4
7.0
5.8
7.1
10. 7
6.9
8.8

14.8
14.3
14.8

1961
1962
1963
1964
196 5
196 6
1967

and Lard

Neon
Pr0111 Poland to 0.1'::. 1 Prom Oeruu.rk to 0.1<. 2

11.9

lxaport price ,
Table 209, Sele ction A, ex quay, Lonc1on.
sxport price, Table 2191 We1ghtec1 annual average ot monthly export
price! .
Daport price , Table 2091 Se lection A, ex quay, London .
price, Tab le 209 1 Export qual i t y, average p ric e , t.o.b . Copenhagen.
Iaport price , Tab l e 1931 prime, ste am, import price, c.i .t . Haa.t>urg.
IXpOrt p ricea
Pure,ra t 1 ned , 37-lb cona, t . a. a. Ne w York .

JXpors

'\... To..lk I <\~ ;

rna the Philippine•
'!'0 European Portal
~

- Who les ale

( - " ot
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
196 1
196 2
1963

1964
1965
1966
1967

3.6
- 7 .5
- 14.4
0 .6
- 11. 1
- 4.1
- 12.3
14.2
26 .0
17 .3
4.0
2 6 .6

llllport)

To the 0. S • 2
Import - Wholeaale
(aa " ot llllport )

43.7
41.1
40.0
45.0

31.7
38.8
46.6
49.1
46.0
43.4
48.3

58.3

1 Daport price• Tab le 2031 Ph i l1pp1nsa Hanlla J2 (no-Davao) , c .i . t .
lllow ale price, Table 203 1 u nmanufactur ed , .,h o le aale price, Man ila .
2Iaport price• Tabl e 2031 oavao 1, import price , e.x ahip, Nett Yorlt.
llloleaale price, Table 203 1 ~act:ured, Vholeaale price , Kan.U.a .
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pananaa
J'ra. Pana.a

TO the o.s. 1
Daport - Export
(ae % of Iaport)

1955
1956
.19~7

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

To

o.~~:. 2

Wholea ale - EXport
(aa % or WboloaaJ.o )

72.7
73.7
74.6
72.4
69.0
69.2
64.7
64 . 7
72 . 6

85.5
85 . 1
83.8

84.3
90.1
83 . 0
83.7
80.5
74.3
74 .1

6 ~.3

5 6,6
:>5 . 2

1 taport priceo Table l90t r.o.b. port of entry, Through 1962 frOftl
Central America and Equat1or , r1rst clasa gr9en eteama. From 1963 from
Centra l ant1 South America, in 40-lb boxes, tropical pac~.
JtXpOrt priceo Table l90t unit value of exports.
~ ·Wholeaale - Export• ia the dif fere nce oetween vholesale price in
the i.lllporting country and export price.
Vhol.ea.le priceo Tabla 1901 JllliUlican, vholesalo price, Loot1oo .
JtXpOrt pr ica o Table 1.901 unit Yalue of exporta .
~
ftc. the l'tl1 1 ippinea
ftU

1955
1956
195'1
19~

19:19

1960
1961
1962

\
\

1963
1964
196:»
1966

"''

'1'0 the o. s. 1
IJBport - EXport
(ae % o r Iaport)
22. 3
23.5
18 . 9
13.0
12.7
16.5
19.7
17.4
18.1
19.2
25 . 9
23.1
19.4

llJiport price o
~ price o Table
Iaport prlca o
fra 1957 c . t. r.
llport price , Table
~.rateo Table

"ro European Port.a 2

Import - I!Xport
(ae %or Iaport)
24 .4
26. 6
17.4
7.4
7.2
9.9
15 . 8
15.9
16.3
17.5
26.5
22.7
19.8

Freight (aa % of
Freight(ae %
EXport-Import .arg1n) o f Import pcic4
11.7
4 7.7
16.9
63.8
6.3 .3
73.3
S.4
66.7
4.8
6.4
65.0
46.2
7.3
6.7
42.3
7.6
46.7
7.7
44.1
7.5
28.3
35.7
8.1
42.5
8.4

u.o

Table 1921 bulk, c.i.t . Pacific eoaat.
1921 sun~ied, f.o.b . MAnila.
Table 1921 bulk, oeareat forvard a bipaent , c. anc1 t.J
1921 Bundried, r.o.b. Manila .
2 191 rate oa copra trc- the Phil1pp1nu to Antverp/
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patural Rubbe;

nu

Prall S1nqapore to U.K.l

Import - Export
( . . " or Import)

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

3.6
3.7
4.8
4.6
3.6
3.9
4.5
5.2
5.6
4.9
5.4
6.3
7.5

lnaport price a Table 2041 No.3 R.s.s. c.i.t. London.
Pricea Table 2041 No .3 R.S.S,, wholesale price, baled, t.o.b.
sinqapore.
~

p-ea

Wholesale - EXport
( . . " ot Whol eaa le)
1955
1956
1957
1958
1~9

1960
1961
1962

1963
1964
1965

1966
1967

4.8
7.6
7.1
6.8
9.7
7.6
7.4
10.8
10.0
11.7
11.1
9.6
11.4

Sinqapore to the ~.s.
Wholesale - Export
Wholesale - EXport3
(aa " ot Wholeaale)
(aa % of Wholesale)
7.8
8.7
8.5
8.1
9.0
8.9
8.4
11.4
10.1

6,7
7.6
8.8
9.4
10.0
8.2
11.7
13.0

u.s

11.2
10.5
14.0

lwboleaale pricea Table 204a No.1 R.s.s., Vholeaale price, Nev York.
Tab.Le 2041 No • ..L R.S.S,, ~leaale prica, billed, t,o,b,
llDg'apore •
4Wholeaale pricea Table 2041 No.3 R.s.s., vholeaale price, New York.
llport pricea
Table 2041 No.3 R.s.s., vholaeale price, baled, t.o.b,
11Do}apore.
"Vholeaale pricea Table 2041 lllo.3 bl&nltet crape, vholeaale pcice,
... York.
~~!pan; pricea
Table :Z04a !io.J bl.&nlcet crepe, baled, r.o.b. S1nqapore.
llqlort pricer
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Currants, Raisins and Datea
Currant a

P'rora Turkey to U.K.2

Import - Export
% ot Import)

Import - Wholesale
( aa % ot Import)

<-

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

Raiaina

Frolll Gioece to U. K, 1

9.6
10.0
8.4
7.1
6.8
5.8
8.1
1.8
20.2
2.7
6.1
7~8

- 6,5
37.8
23.2
37.2
35.4
27.8
33.3
32.4
31.3
31.6

De tea
Prom Iraq to the u.s.3
Wholeaale - Export
(aa % o f Wholesale)
92.2
87.4
88.9
88.3
86,7
87,6
76.6
80.1
84,6
84.0

1rmport price• Table 1891 Patraa , nearest torvard ahipllent.
1955 through 1961, and from 1964 choicest• 1962 and 1963, Selected,
19~5 through 19~9, c.i.t.1 from 1960 c. and f.
IIXpOrt price, Table 1891 average export unit value, t.o,b,
2tmport pricet Table 189 1 Sultanas No.9, spot price, London,
1957 - 63 ex-store1
from 1964 duty paia, ex vhart .
Wholesale pricet Table 1891 seedless, No.9, vholeaale price I~i r.
3wholeaale price, Table 1891 Saira, through 1963, selected, good
awaraqe quality 70'SJ 1964 GAO, tancy looae1 l965,p1tted fancy loose
pecka fr om 1963 bulk, ex varehouae,
axport price, Table l 89 J unit vaJ.ua of export:a.

CHAPTER

V

CHOICE OF DISTRIBUTO RS AND
ALLOCATION OF PRIMARY FACTO RS
The present Chapter has two main purposes.

Firstly,

the assumption that only one country performs the actual task
of distributing commodities internationally will be relaxed.

1

Secondly, the spatial allocation of primary factors will be
brought to the foreground.

Instead of just asserting, as in

the last Chapter, that the foreign factors may be participating in generating flows of raw materials, the allocation of
all primary factors will be shown explicitly.
The two purposes can be accomplished by casting the
international trade between the industrialized and raw material producing countries in a linear programming frame-work. 2
In brief, the problem is that of maximizing world consumplsee assumption (xv) at the beginning of Chapter II.
2 original expositions of linear programming as a tool
in inter-spatial economic analysis can be found in Stevens,
Interregional Lin e ar Progr amm ing, Lefeber, Alloc at ion in
~. and Isard, "Interreg ional Linear Programm ing," Regional
Science, Vol.l, Summer 1958 . The main proble m to be propounded below follows Lefeber • s approach of earmarking shipmenta to specific industries--an approach which, as pointed
out by Stevens, entails relatively more constraints and
cumbersomee.'Z,o lution. This weakness notwithstanding, Lefeber • s
approach ~ mands a greater clarity in a non-empirical context,
such as the one in this Chapter.
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( i ) Country I--a raw material producing country,
and country II--an industrialized country,
(ii) each country is endowed with two primary factors,
labor and capital1
( J11) primary factors from one country may be used in

the other country to generate a flow of a given
raw material, to manufacture a given final good
or to produce distribution services:
(iv) the raw material is used to produce the final
good a
( v ) t he final good is consumed in both countries:
(vi) the distribution of prU»ary factors, the raw mater ial, and the final good is costly; and
(vU) the location of effective demand is known.

Before turning to the problem a summary of new notat iona is in order.

Notation

Explanation
denote the price of good q consumed in country g. The prices
c an pres umab ly be established from
a pr.iori knowledge o~ the location
o f effective demand.
output of good X fr om industry m
i n country n . The first industry
produces the final good1 t he second,
t he rav material! and the third, a
homogenious distribution service
u aed to distribute primary factors,

Lrhi a presumption, in turn, entails other subtle
d ifficulties, for instanc e , see Isard , ''Interregional Linear
Programming," Regional Science, pp. 45-50.
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the rfw mat e rial and t he fi n al

qood.

~(m:z l ,

2, 3)

output of good X from i ndus try m
in countr y n delivered t o c ountry
k for consumpt i on ( in the c a se of
t he first g ood ) o r f o r manufacturi ng the fin a l g ood ( in the c ase of
t he raw mate rial).

n , k-=1, 2

~ (j,

h, 2 n, =l,3 2)

vJh

h = l,

p r imary factor numbe r h fr an
c ountry j e mployed i n i ndu ~ ry m
1n c ountry n . Henc e all V'
(j~n ) are f o reig n f actors JR ich
als o consume d is trib ution services.

~m= l,

(J.

c~r

country j• s t otal endowment o f
primary f a c t o r h .

r, s =l,

J

c, r, s =l.

2)

~~{:,ir c,

b~=re·

21

u n i ts o f distribution services
n eeded by c ountry s to tra nsfer a
unit o f g ood d from country c to
countr y r. For simplicity it is
a ssumed that distribution services
(i.e., g ood t hree) are consumed at
the c oun t ry o f production .
u n its of d istribution service
needed b y country s to transfer
a unit o f prima ry factor e from
country c to c ountry r.
u n its o f in~t i n eeded to produce
a unit o f xm" . I n producing the
fir s t g ood , i . e ., the fin a l good,
there are t hree inputs , namely two
pr imary factors and one raw ma terial. The r aw material and the
diatribut i on services, in turn ,
uae only the pr imary f a c t o r s o f
production.

Lrhia homogeneity i s a simpl i fying assumptio n whic h i s
in contras t to t he discussion in Chapters II to IV where dis tr ibution se rvices for the final good we r e distingu i shed f r om
diatribution s e rvices f o r t he fact or.
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The Direct Problem
The objective function. -

In the problem only one good,

the final good, is being consumed.

The amount of the good

available in any country for consumpdon may be imported or
produced locally.

Thus

(~ 1 +

xi 2 )

and

(~ 2 + ~l)

represent

total quantities of the final good consumed in Countries I and
II. respectively.
P

11

and P

12

Remebering from the above notations that

represent the prices of good one, the final good

1n Countries I and II, respectively, the objective function

The constraints. - There are five main types of conatraints 1n the direct problem1

(1) Availability constraints1

~1 • ~1 ~ r l

••••••••• ( 1)

xf. ~2 ~

r2

••••••••• ( 2)

~1 + ~1 <
• rl

••••••••• ( 3)

~2 + ~2 <•

x?2

••••••••• ( 4)

Theae conatrainsts indicate that shipments of the final good
1 It should be noted that price discrimination according
t o the origin of the final good is non-existent.
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o r the rav material from an industry in a given country cannot exceed total supply.

In constraint (1) , for instance,

x11 r epresents the cupply of the first industry in Country I .
Thia supply c annot , therefore, be exceeded by shipments ,

_).1

~

and ~ 1 , to Countr i es 1 and II, r espectiv e l y. 1
(11) Input constra intas

~1;.1

~

~~

+

~i

•••••••••••••••• ( 5)

~1;.1

~

~~

+

~~

•••••••••••••••• ( 6)

~1;.1

<

-

~1 + ~2

•••••••••••••••• ( 7)

~2x'-2

~

~~

+

~~

•••••••••••••••• '8)

.;2;-2

~

vg

+

~~

•••••••••••••••• ( 9)

~2.x'-2

~

~1 + ~2

•••••••••••••••• (1.())

.2l:x21
1

~

vi~

+

~~

•••••••••••••••• 0.1)

~l:x21

~

~~

+

~~

•••••••••••••••• 0. :2)

.1

22~2

<

•

vi~

+

~~

•••••••••••••••• ( 1:3)

~2~2

~

vi~

+

~;

•••••••••••••••• (14

1 rrom the notation described above, it will be clear
that constraints (1) and (2) r e fer to the final good while
(3) and (4) refer to the raw material.
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a31x31
1

<

•

v31 + vJl
21
11

•••••••• ( 15)

a31x31
2

•<

v31 + v31
12
22

•••••••• ( 16)

a32x32
1

<

•

v32 + v32
21
11

•••••••• ( 17)

a32x32
2

<

v32 + v32
12
22

•••••.•• ( 18)

•

The constraints in this g r oup specify that the total of an
input

(pr~

!actor or raw material) used to produce a

good (final good, raw material or distribution service) in
a given country cannot exceed input-shipment into the respecFor example, a~ 1x 1 1 in constraint (5) repre-

t ive industry.

• ents the total amount of the first input, i.e., the first
pr ~

factor, used in producing the final good in Country I.

Th i• amount cannot exceed v~i and v~i· the shipment of the
11
f ir•t input into the x -industry from Countries I and II,
r espective ly.

It vill be observed (constraints 5 - 10) that

t he production of the final good in Country I or II uses
t hree inputs, tvo primary factors and a raw material,

r av

The

material (constraints 11 - 14) and distribution services

(constraints 15- 18), on the other hand, use only two inputs,
t he
( tii)

pr~

~actor

factors.
endowment constraint••

~1 + v12 + v21 + v22 + v31 + v32

<

... (19)

vll + vl2 + v21 + v22 + 31 + __32 <
12
12
12
12
VI.2
VI.2 •

.. . (20)

11

11

11

11

11

u•
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~~

+

v~~

+

~f

+

~~

+

~~

+

~~

<
c

•••••• { 21)

~~

+

~~

+

~~

+

~~

+

~~

+

~~

<

.

•••••• { 22)

In thia group the constraints siqnify that total use of a
factor originating in a given country cannot exceed the fact or endowment in the country.

To illustrate, the left side

ot constraint {19) represents all uses of the first primary
t actor originating in Country I.

1

The total of the factor

i n these uses cannot exceed vll' the factor endowment of
c ountry I.
(iv) Constraints enabling choice of efficient distributors,
In a two-country world, such as the one in this problem, one

or both countries must perform the actual tasks of distributinq commodities between the two countries.

An attempt must,

then, be made to specify constraints which will permit the
II&Ximizing mechanism in the linear programming problem to

alao choose the efficient distributor-countries.
In o rder to specify these constraints let

+

~~

22
+ v12

+

~~
32

+ vl2

11
21
31
lxt ahould be observed that v 11 + v 11 + v 11 of the
fact or ia used domestically. The rest is exported to Country II.

1«

"

6

.. xl2 + ~2
1

1

In the above equations, "l and n 2 represent shipments of the
~!rat

to II.

and second

pr~

Likewise, n 4 and

factors, respectively, from Country I

"s

represent shipments of the first

and aecond primary factors from Country II to I. Furthermore,
11

w3 atands for the shipment of the final good, x 2 , and the raw

21
.aterial, x 2 , from Country I to II, while n stands for the
6
12
22
ahipment of the final good x 1 and the raw material x 1 from
Country II to I.

The vector (n 1 , n 2 • • • • , n 6 ) then

incl~

1D the two-country world, all the shipments which might conaume distribution services.
Suppose Country I uooertakes the actual task of distributing all commodities between the two countries.

The follow-

1Dg constraint, specifying the equality of demand and supply

for distribution services, would have to be included in the
linear problem'

!be aua ot the products on the left side of the equation (23)

lit ia being assumed solely for ease Qf exposition in
eau&tiona (23)-(28) that ~~1=~21, ~ll=all, ~22=~22, and
• n _._ 2
'
11 12
21 22
11 12
.. 2 1-22"
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conatitutea total dellollnd for distribution aervicea.

Thi• aua

1

cannot exceed

~ • the total diatribution service• produced

by Country I .

Alternatively, Country I I may undertake the

diatribution of all commodities, in vhich case
••• {24)

&ere again, de.and for distribution service• (the left side)
2
caDDot exceed their supply,
• Unfortunately, equations (23)

>2

and {24) do not exhaust all possibilities.

one can, for

e xample, visualize aituations where each country distributes
i t• ovn export• 1
•••••••• (25)

each country distributes its awn imports 1

ll
bil"4 +

11

11
+ ~21"6 ~

h22"5

22
22
22
bJ.1 nl + b12"2 + ~11 n3 ~

••••••••• (26)

32
X

each country undertake• the export of its factor• and the
laport of iU final qooda

1

•••••••• { 27)

Reb c ountry undertake• the import of factor and the export

ERRATA
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or

ita fin a l gooda 1
••••••••• ( 28)

The liat of s u ch constraint s (cons tra ints 23-28) can easily

be extended if the specifica tion allova for the distribution
12
22
32
of each consignment (eleme nt) in the vector ( Vll• Vll• V11•
12
22
32
11
21
31
11
21
31
11
21
12
Vi.2• Vi2• v12• V21• v21• v21• V22• v22• V22• ~ • ~ • xl •
2
) by each country. Ideally, the maximizinq algorithm for

xf

the linear programadng problem must choose the moat efficient
d istributors from all the possible constraints.

• Y•

however, constitute an impossible task, especially in

.ul ti-factor, 11Ulti-country models.

fore,

Thisdhoice

Expediency may, there-

dictate recourse to more general constraints such as

(23 ) -(28).

(Y) Finally, there are 37 constraints, each ensuring a non~tive

value for every one of the 37 variables in the prob-

lea.
'!'be direct problem ia again reproduced on Table 4 vhere

oely conatrainta (1)-(24) are ahovn.

CoMt.r ainta (23) and

(24) will permit an efficient choice of the distr1butor-naticn.1
1 It should be observed that this choice ia baaed upon

U. l inearity a s sumptions (regarding the coefficients in the

l

4lltr ibution ind ustry) and upon the ruling prices P 1 and P12
far t he final good in Countries I and II, respective y. In
10 far u changing the prices alters the volume o! inter-cowtty
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It conatrainta (25)-(28) are added, the choice ot distributor•
may, a. diaucased above, include both nationa. 1

The solution

value• tor the variable• on top ot the table vill give

or

(a) vorld co n~umpt ion
<~F + ~ ) and ( ~
II, reapectivelyJ

t he tinal good, namely
+ ~2) in Countries I and

(b) vorld allocation of pr~ !actors of production
(this vill be shown by the values for the v•s)J
(c) the optimal locatio~ of the ~roduction of the
final good (i.e.~ X 1 and X1 ), the r av material
(i.e., x21 and xL2), and distribution services
(i.e., x31 and x32) 1 and
(d) the opttmal trade flows (tinal good, rav materials ,
and primary factors) between the two countries,2

Tbe Dual Problem

The dual of the direct linear programming problem can
a lao be read from Table 4.

The column of

o1 , o2 ,

••• ,

o23

ah ipaents, such change may a lao affect the choice of distributors if non-linear itiea exist and characterize the distribution induatriea in varying degrees from country to country.

Lrhe linear proqra-inq pr:oblem may be aolved by inclldiDg constraint• (23)-(28), one at a time, or by including all
aix conatrainta at once. The preference for a specific
approach vill ultimately d epend upon the researcher's objectives (cf. Lefeber, Allocation in Space, pp. 133-134. The
read er may observe u pon second though t that the problem of an
efficient choice of distributors aharea a kinship with the
problea of planniDCJ for •optiaal transport netvorka•).

3

2

2More apecificanr c~~try r • Hpo~~ ca~ be npr~
lented by the vector ( v 112 , v
, v 11 • v 12 , V12 • v
)
12 • ~·.
CO\lntry II • • export:l vi 11I be rep;-IHientea by the Oecto
( v211 ' y21
v31 vll v21 y3l xl2 x22)
21' 21' 22' 22' 22' 1 • 1
•

Whil•
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r epresent ehadov pricee (to be interpreted abxtly) 1 aonneqativity constraints for the abadov price• are shown at
t he bottOIIl of the table 1 and the direction of the inequality
• ~ •

in t he direct problem haa been r eversed, aa ahovn at

the bottom of t he table .
The object i ve function in the dual

total

S UI!\

i a to min1Ja1ze the

o f t he l ocation r ent o f t he factor endowment s , t hat

fhe dual constraints (obtained by mu ltiplyinq the column of

o••

and a column of each of the variables on the top of the

table) are BUIID!U' ize d and interpreted belov on the aaS UII\ption
that in the choice of distr i butors, cons traint (24) is effec-

Dual Cons tra ints

1.

oa 11 + 0 .11 + 0 all ~ 01
5 1
1 3
6 2

2.

0 e•l12 + 0 .12 +
9 2

u.:,·~2 ~ 02

3.

Ou·~l

+ 'La~l ~ 03

4.

lb·~l

• v~2

5.

~~~

+

~

v~l ~

04
0
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+ 0 23~

~

u

25.

04

26.

21 >
019 + 0 23b11 •

27.

21
0 19 + 0 23b11 ~ 013

28.

21
0 19 + 0 23b11 ~ 017

29.

21 >
0 20 + 0 23b12 • Ug

30.

21 >
0 20 + 0 23bl2 • 0 14

31.

21 >
0 2o + 0 23bl2 • 0 18

32.

11>
021 + 0 23b21 • us

33.

11
021 + 0 23b21 ~ u11

34.

ou

35.

0 22 +

0 23~2.

36.

0 22 +

0 23~2.

37.

11> 0
0 22 + 0 23h22
•
16

Group or
CoDatraint•

oa

11>
+ 0 23b21 c 0 15
11>

06

11> 0
12

l.Dterpcetation

1-

5

Tbe total •ahacSov value• or all rector• used
1D prodoc:inq a particular qood (the final qood,
raw .ateria1, and distribution services) in a
CJ1Yen country ia at leaat equal to the ahadov
pclce or the qood in the country.

I -

7

Tbe

-~

pclce or the tinal qood in • qiven
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(Interpreta tion)
country plua the cost of diatribut i ng the
good to anothe r c ountry is a t l east e qua l to
the price of the good in the other country.
9

The ahadow price of the final g ood in a given
country plus the cos t of distributing t he
good to anothe r country is at l e ast e qu a~ to
the price of the good in the othe r country.

10 - 24

The •location• rent of a particular f actor
ln a given country is at least e qua l t o the
ahadaw IX' ice of the factor in any industry of
employment in the country.l

25 - 37

The •location• rent of a particular factor !.,
a given country plus the cost of distri buting
the factor to another country is at leas t
equal to the shad ow price of the factor in
any industry of employment in the other country.

8-

1zn

the caae of the raw adterial, the location rent ia

•t.ply the •ahadow value• of all factor• uaed in ita pcod1.1etlon
Ia a CJiYen country.

C B A P T E R

VI

DISTRIBUTION COSTS IN
'!WO-GOOD TWO-FACTOR M:)DELS

ODtil now distribution costa have been investigated in

a oae-factor tvo-qood 1110<1e 1, one-factor (1np!t) one-qood IIIOde 1,
or two-factor one-qood model.

The present Chapter will inves-

tigate distribution costa in a tvo-qood two-factor model--a
.odel 110re aki.n to that of Heckacher and Ohlin.
Barring aaauaptlon (iv)--that there ia only one homogenioua factor--the fifteen assumptions spelled out at the
beginning of Chapter II will still continue to hold.

Instead

of assumption ( iv) it will be aasUI'Ded that there are twt;
~enioua

factors of

~eduction,

aay labor(L) and capital

(It).

Identical Production FUnctions and
Free Distribution of Fi.n al Goods
CU.pl..antary aurpluaea
OoDaider a situation where throughout the world identical

c~itiea

eat

e~ities,

have identical production functiorw.
however, have diffarent

~eduction

Differfunctions.

Gl,.n that factor endowments and, uawaJ.ng IDOIMintarily, that
~e

la no inter-country factor 110billty the P/P of a country

154
aay be repre sented by a trianqle or quadrangle.l

Thus suppose

on P'iqure 13 OAB and OCDE are the P/F•a for Countries I and
II, respectively.

on the same fiqure, OPGB is the world P/F

obtained by sliding Country I•• P/F down the aide OCDE of
Country II'a P/F. 2
Alonq AB only one factor, say L, ia constraining output

1n Country I.

Likeviae, along CD

~ · oE

only one factor, say

L and JC, respectively, are constrabinq output in Country II.

In other 'i110rds, alonq the line seqment AB there is a capital
surplus in Country I indicated by •JC 1 >

o•

on the P'iqure.

The

surpluses in Country II are also indicated on their respective

line 88<J1118n ta •
Suppoae nov world demand ve re represented by point o •
1
M&XiJilizing world consumption vould require Country I to produce

1

c:Y of X

2

and YD1 of X , and Country II to specialize completely

1n the production of ~.

Even if factor 1110bility

~e

allowed

.avinq factors from one country to another could not enhance
world output since each country vould be having a surplus of
capital.
lit should, therefore, be noted that it is incorrect to
claia that •With corustant returns to scale and a single process
• • • the transformation curve for outputs vould exhibit constant opportunity over the vhole range only if intensities vere
the same in both industries.• See M. Clement, et al., Theoreical Iaauea in International Economics (Bostona Boughton
Kiffin Company, 1967 , P• 89.
2The alidiog ia done vith aides OA and OB constantly
parallel to the x2- and xl-axia. It should also be noted that
CP'J and BJGR are identical to the P/P'•• for countries I and II,
napectively.
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~>0

0
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In contrast, it world demand v e ra represented by point

D2•

Country I vould specialize completely in the production
1
1
2
ot X and Country I I vould produce BN of X and N~ of X •
&owever, vith !actor IIIObility, vorld conaumpt.ion might be improved beyond point

~.

Such improvement is possible because

the capital surplus in Country

I~an

•urplus in Country II or vice versa.

complement the labor
In brief, given identi-

cal production !unctions and free distribution o! final qooda,
factor .avements in the model can enhance world consumption
only i! there are complementary surpluses, that is if furplus
capital exista in one country and surplus labor in the other.
Coaplementary surpluses, however, need not only exist
on one particular end o! the world P/F.

Depending upon factor

endowlllents and technological conditions in prduction, the surpluses can also occur on the

r- or xl-end~

meaning !actor

.ov..ents aay enhance vorld output in only one direction.

The

•urpluses can also occur at every point on the P/F, implying
that !actor .avements aay extend the vhole P/F outward.

On

the other hand, i! the complementary surpluse• are absent at
eftry point on the perimeter of the P/P, !actor 180vementa canDOt, of course, enhance varld output.

QeDeral influence o! coepleaentary surpluses
So lonq as the di.Btribution of final

g~

is tree,

baaic .adel in this atudy aay not be tund... ntally different
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tram the Heckacher-ohlin .adel. 1

Thi• ia clearly eo it

complementary aurpluaea are absent over the entire perimeter

ot the •autarkic world P/P,• that ia the world P/P obtaining
ander perfect factor immobility.

MaXimizing world consumption

in thia caae sialply requires that world production ot apportioned according to the principle of comparative advantage.

The capital-intensive country will tend to apecialize in the
capital-intensive good and the labor-intensive country will
tend to specialize in the labor-intensive good.

However, the

preaence of complementary surpluses may modify the generalization• of the Heckacher-ohlin model.

Por example, consider a
aituation shown on Piqure 14 for two goods, x1 and x2 which

1ot courae one may still want to raise the ValvanisYail type of objection that fixed coefficient production functiona, in so far as they may entail factor unemployment, are
incompatible with the traditional assumption of full employ. .nt common among Western trade theorists. See Stephan
Yalvanis-Vail, •Leontiet•s Scarce Factor Paradox,• Journal of
Political Economy, Vol. LXII, December 1954, pp. 523-538. For
a rebuttal see caves, Trade and Economic Structure, p. 279.
Additionally, it should be add ed that, for purposes of expl~
inq trade between developed' and underdeveloped countries,
liaited factor substitution may very well offer a better approximation to •reality• in view of the fact the foreign trade
aeetora of underdeveloped countries are probably characterized
by liaited aubstitution (ct. Richard s. Eckaus, "The Factor
Proportions Problem in Underdeveloped Areas,• The American
Bconomic Review, Vol. XLV, September 1955). Fixed substitution
1n underdeveloped countries can also be supported by the
•product-cycle theories.• Underdeveloped countries exporting
. .nutactured products will presumably be exporting •mature•
products with established methods of production permitting, at
beat, only a limited factor substitution (ct. Hirsch, Location
Of Industry and International Competitiveness). In the followinq diacusaion lL~ited substitution may, therefore, be assumed
to the principal cause of •labor surpluses• in Country II,
i.e., the rest of the world.
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Figure 11
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are

c:apital-i.nten s~ve,

respectively.

on the Fiqure, OAB is

the autarkic: P/F in Country I (say the United States) where
there is an abundanc e of c apital so that labor alone is constraining output (hence, K1 > 0 alonq AB).

Likewise, OCDE is

the P/F for Country II (say the rest of the vorl<!) assUJDe<1 to
be labor-intens ive so that a labor surplus exists over DE, and

a capital surplus over CD.
lnq OCDE

The

vorl<! P/F (obtained by ql1d-

vertically down AB) is OFGH.

Over FG there is a

global surplus of capital, K 1 > 0 and ~ > 0, while over GH
1
there are complementary surpluses, L 2 > 0 and K 1 > 0.
Suppose the world consumes the tvo qooc!s in a fixed

ratio

r: x2.

in which case world demand may be represented

or OY • 2 If the ray intersects the line
2
1
PO, say at M, the generalization of the Heckacher-ohlin .ac!el

by

a ray such as oY

r . . . ins intact.

Country I, being capital-intensive, will

specialize (completely) in the capital-intensive qood,

r.

vbile Country II, being labor-intensive, will specialize
(c:capletely) in the labor-intensive qood, ~. 3

Furt~re,

lBoth the precise shape of the P/F•s and the position of
Ute c0111plementary surpluses will, of course, depend upon the

aasu.ed values for factor endow.ent and the production coefficient.
2More realistically, one aay want to visualize a curved
deaan4 ray such as OP1 Y2 --indicat1nq that for larqei levels of
world income, .are of the capital intensive qood, X , will be
COftSu.edo

lit will, of course, be clear that if world c!e.and is
represented by a ray to the left of OD'f 1 , the qain fro. world
apec:iaUzatioa in production is zero.
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aince in this

~el

the aovement of factors ia assumed to be

costly, a qlobal factor

~bility

vill have to be observed

if vorld conaUJilption ia to be maximJ.zed.
In contrast, let the •demand-raY" (on Figure 14) interaec:t GH at a point such aa P1 • To start vith, it can be
aaaerted that aax~izinq vorld consumption vill re~ Country
I to produce at least OB of

~ BN of

r

and NP of

1

r.

r,

and Country II to produce at

Because of the complementary

aurpluaea existing at P1 , however, vorld consumption can be
auq.ented even further by factor mobility.
More specifically, assume distribution coata 1--the only
obatacle to factor aovementa in the

~el--tor

capital are

· considerably leas than the distribution costa of labor
aa a result,

aax~izing

and,

vorld consumption entails only the

.aveaent of capital.

on the Figure, PGP3 K ia the outermost
boundary of the vorld P/F assuming distribution costa are
aero, and that the capital surplus in Country I ia large enc:ugh

to perait full eaploy.ent (of the labor) in Country II.

Depend-

iDCJ upon the level of distribution costa, vorld consumption
will then be repE"eaented by a point, P2 , between P1 and P3 on
ray OY2 • 2 At P2 Country I, the capital-intensive country, ia
1Diatribution costa in this tvo-factor model are simply
the opportunity coat of the factors employed in producinq diatributlon service a.
2GP,J ia the outen~aat boundary ot the world P/P' tor a
qi. .n level of non-zero distribution coats still on the assumption that the capital surplus in Country I is large enough to
parait full . .ploy.ent in Country II.
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still completely specializing in the production of x 1 , the
capital-intensive good.

Country II, on the other hand, is
producing an ~ NR of x1 and SP 2 of x2 • Aa a general observation it can therefore be said that given the •demand-

ray- the country with the more mobile aurplua factor (i.e.,
Country I) will tend to produce 1n •conformity- with the
Bec:kacher-ohlin aodel even after the introduction of (costly)
factor mobility. 1 In the other country with leas .abile
surplus factor, the conformity will be less pronounced because
of the increased production made possible by factor movements.
General influence of distribution costa
Proa the discussions in Chapter II it will also be

c~

that the slope of GPzJ (Fiqure 14) ia influenced by the distribution costa of the mobile factor, capital. 2 Increasing
these costs will rotate GP 2J in a clockwise direction closer
to GB, thus increasing Country II•s conformity to the BeckBc~
OhliD aodel.

Conversely, decreasing distribution costa will,

by permitting larger volume a of capital movement to Country II,

Lrbe word •conformity- aa used hire ref,ra more to the
absolute quantities of the two goods, X and X •
2 In the equation describing the line GJ, distribution
costa will again influence the expressions for the intercept
aDd the slope. In the above two-facto.r ..adel, distribution
costa will, of course, be measured by units of distribution
aervicea or units of the globally scarce factor, la.b or. Aqm,
Mltlai&ing world consumption will require eschewing unnec:eaaary shipments and using, where possible, only factors of 1.-t
opportunity coat in producing the distribution services,
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produce results Which differ increasingly from those in the
&eck8cher-ohlin model.
Reqarding the influence of distribution coats in the
slope of the P/F, it should also be observed that cete ris
,earibua changes in the locations of production may affect the
slope of the P/F, even if the level of distribution costa
remains the same.
1~.

Such a change occurs at point

Q

on Figure

If the demand-ray intersects the P/P' along GQ, all the

capital-intensive good can be produced in either Country I or
II without entailing a factor shipment.

intensive good,

x2,

Some of the labor-

however, can only be produced by export-

ing capital from Country I to Country II.
if the demand-ray

int~rsecta

the P/F along

on the other hand,
QJ,

a

~rt

of each

of the two goods lf&USt be produced in Country I I by exporting
capital from Country I. Since x 1 is capital-intensive relati. . ly .are capital (entailing more diStribution costa) will
bave to be exported from Country IJ hence, the decline in the

opportunity coat of
1
dope of QJ.

x2

for

x1,

as evidenced by the steep

"GaiDa• from trade
~

traditional .odela of international trade have

tended to -phasize gains from comparative advantage al.Dioat tD

1Additionally, changing the origin of factors employed
lD the diatri.b ution industry may also change the slope of the
world P/P (c:f. Lefeber, Allocation in Space).
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ca.plete neglect o~ gains ~roa ~actor mobility.l
14 the gain
~

~rom

on Figure

ca.parative advantage ia represented by the

between TGH and the dotted line TH--representing a radial

addition

o~

Ph•• OAB and OCDI!!:.

Depending upon the level of

cUatribution coats and the available quantities of the mobile
aurplua factor, thu area aay be larger or au.ller than HGQJ,
the area representing the gain from factor mobility.
~

gain

~rca ~actor

mobility, like the gain !rom com-

parative advantage, depends upon the structure of international deaand.

Consider, tor example, a situation vhere

aubatantially more o~ the labor-intensive good,

x2,

ao that the deaand-ray intersects the P/F along FT.

is consumd
Both

9alne traa comparative advantage and tram factor mobility are
abeent in this reqion.

With a relative increase in the con-

auaption of the capital-intensive good, the demand-ray vill,
at

~1rat,

intersect the Ph alonq TG vhere only gains traa

ca.parative advantage are realized.

It the increase continues,

lateraectiona vill occur along GOJ and gains from both comparati. . advantage and !actor mobility vill be realized.

~a.

rigure 15 it would also appear that the greater the world conlJ!!:conoaiats have not, ot course, been unaware ot poss~le
9a1na from !actor mobility. For example, Taussig observed
that labor movements vill increase incomes in the host country,
Whl~ Ohlin noted that •the redistribution of productive tactora vill increase the real income of both regions taken
t09ether--jftterma of commocitiea--and that this condition,
ceteris paribus, tends to increase trade• (Ohli.n , Interregional
and International Trade, pp. 170-171).
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of the capital-intensive good. the qreatar the gain from
factor .ability.

1

Parenthetically. it ahould be observed

that the preaence of gaina froa trade. of courae, aaya
nothing about their diatribution amonq the countries.

·It ia

common knowledge that the diatribution of gains from compart1Ye
d . . .nd.

advantage dependa upon the intenaities of reciprocal
By contraat. the distribution of qaina from factor

.ability vUl depend not only upon the intensity of reciprocal demand but alao upon the relative

~

aharea of

foreiqn and indigenous factor• of traduction and income reaittances by foreign factors. 2

Different Production Functions and
Free Distribution of Final Goods
Ill the previoua aection it vas observed that the sole
raiaon d•etre of factor .avementa when production functions
are identical vaa the presance of ca.ple.entary aurpluaea.
With non-identical production function•. however, factor
.av. . .nta depend not only upon the presence of complementary
aurpluaea but alao upon the poaaibilities of superior intercountry proceaa aelection.
lrhia observation follova from the not too unrealistic
aD aaauaption that capital ia .are .abile than labor.

2It ia beinq aaaumed here that a .i qrated factor• of
production are not aaaimilated i .n to the host economy, in which
caae the effect of the miqratio~ cannot be assumed to constitute only a change in factor endowment• (cf.,J.V. Levin, "The
1Xport Jconomica,• in Trade and Development, ed. by Theberge,
PP• 15-19).
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Aasuming that one factor--labor--is immobile,

1

one can

visualize cases of factor endowments, production coefficients,
and levels of distribution cos ts so that maxim.i zing world

consumption would require
(a) one country to produce all goodSJ
(b) each country to produce only one goodt
(c) one country to produce one good and the other
country to produce both goods 1 a.n d
(d) each country to produce both goods.
Unfortunately, a detailed discussion of these cases,
already studied by the author, cannot be included in this
study because of shortage of space and time.

It will suffice

here to point out that the P/F in each case is influenced not
only by the level of distribution costs but also by the locatlon of production and the origin of factors employed in the
distribution industry.

CO.tly Distribution of
Pinal Gooda
Deriving the P/F
The last two sections were predicated on the assuap-

t.lon that the distribution of the final gooc1s vas free.
aequently,

aax~zlng

Con-

output at the countries of production

~is auumption is required as a JDethodological devise
of ensuring ~climatic~ tmmobility ~h as 1n the classical
theory of international trade.
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also ensured the maximization of world consumption.
ducinq c oatly distribution of final goods

howev e r

Introrequires,

as diacu.aed earlier, distinguishing a final good according
to ita location (at the country of production or cons umption).
aance aaxlmwa world consumption in this two-qood model can be
represented by a four-dimension P/F--each dimension standing

tor

one good for consumption in a given country.

Thla P/F can be derived with the help of the linear
progra.aing problem on Chapter V.
be

.adi~ied

However, the problem JDUSt

slightly to take cognizance of the fact thata

(a) two final goods are nov beinq conaumeda
(b) there is not a raw aateriala and

(c) dlatribution costa for one factor are so high
to pntelude ita 1110b1lity.
Before presenting the problem, a alight revision of the
DOtatioo in Chapter V is needed.

lleYlaecS llotation

Explanation
denote the price of good q conawaed
1.D country j . The prices can pre8Ua&bly be established from ~ priori
lmovledqe on the location of effecti,. cSaJI&Dd •

~

(--1,
2, 3)
a•l, 2

output of good X from industry a in
country n. The first and second
1Dduatriea produce the final good,
and the third, a homogenioua distribution service aaed to diat.r ibute
JIC'laary factors and the final g~.
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x:"

output of good X fr om c ountry n delivered
to country k for consumpt i on .

(a, n, Jt:-1, 2)

primary factor number h fr oa c ountry j,
e mployed i n ndus try 111 in c ountry n.
Bence all 1 h ( j ~ ) are f o re i qn fa ctors
Which also ~o nsume di~tribution s e rvices.
country j • s total endovlaent of priaary
factor h.
ra
'cd
(d·

c, r, szl,

c~r

2)

units of distribution services needed
by country s to tra nsfer a unit o f good

d froa country c to cou.n try r. For simplicity it is assumed tha t distribution
services (i.e., good three) are consumed
at the country of production.

b~ (c•~c, r,

s•1,

r~

a~

(D'. .1,

2)

2)

i•l,

2, 3

units of distribution service needed by
country s to transfer a unit of primary
factor e frca country c to country r.
units of input i needed to produce a
unit of xmn(identical production functiOGS of the HeckBcher-ohlin type are
also included).

The obJective function. - The amount of each of the tvo
ia~rted

qood8 available 1n any country for consumption aay be

or

~oduced

at home.

Bence the quantities of the first and

..eond final good consu.ed 1n Country I is
1

2

(~ + ~ ),
reapectively.

and 1.D Country II is

1

(~ 1 + ~ 2 )
2

(~ + ~ )

and

and

1

(~ + ~ 2 ),

Recalling that Pqg denotes the price of good 1n

coaatry g, tbe objeeti,. tunction is

The constraints. - The priJial will again have five - i n

typaa of conatrainta.
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( 1 ) The availability cons traint& remain as apecitied in
Chapter

V1

~1 + ~1

s

xl-1

xl2 + ~2 ~ xl-2
1

~1 + ~1 ~ x21
~2 + ~2

s x22

....................
....................
....................
....................

( 1)
( 2)
( 3)

( 4)

(11) For the input constraints it will nov be aasumed that
41atribution costa

~or

the second

aa to preclude ita mobility.
lnputa--the primary

~actor

(labor) are ao high

Besides there are only two

~actors o~

production.

Bence,

••••••••••••••••• ( 5)

a~1x11 ~ v~~

•••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 6)
••••••••••••••••• ( 7)

a~2x12 ~ v~~

•••••••••••••••••••••••• (

B)

••••••••••••••••• ( 9)

~1r1 ~

v2J •..•.••................. (lo>
••••••••••••••••• ( 11)

~2x22 ~ ~~

•••••••••••••••••••••••• (12)
••••••••••••••••• ( 13)
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~1x11 ~ ~~
32

.1

~2

x-

<

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••• (14)

. ~2

~2

Yi1

•••••••••••••••••• (15)

+ Y21

•••••••••••••••••••••••• (16)
(ill) The factor endowment constraint• 1111.1at alao ahow the

,...t

factAonly the firat factor ia mobilea
__ll
Yi1

+

12
.21
22
. ~1
32
Yi1 + Yi1 + Yi1 + Yi1 + Yi1 ~ vll

__ll
21
~1
y-12 + y-12 + Yi2 ~ v12

••••••••••••••••••••••• (18)

__11
.12
_21
_22
~1
.32
'121 + '121 + 'Y21 + Y21 + Y21 + 'Y21 ~ v21
.12
'Y22

__22

. .32

-

+ ¥'22 + 'Y22 ~ v22

••••• ( 17)

••••• (19)

••••••••••••••••••••••• (20)

(1v) The conatrainta for choosinq distributor• remain aa apec1f1ed

in Chapter

v.

However, the constraint•

reflect the fact that the aecond factor 1•
.12
22
32
11
_21
31
v-12 • Yi2 • Yi2 • v22 • Y22 • Y22 • 0 •

a~at

alao

~bile,

i.e. ,

(v) Finally, there are 32 non-neqativity conatrainta.
'!'be direct
22 cocwtrainta.

~oblem

ia

•~ized

on Table 5 for only

Conatrainta (1)-(20) are aa diacuaaed above

while (21) and (22), the .adified equivalent• of conatraint•
(22) aDd ( 23) in Chapter V, are the cooatrainta which perait

aa efficient choice of the diatributor-natioo.

Solving the

JIC'C)bl- on Table 5 will qivea
(a) a country-by-country .axt.a cooauaption of the

flBal

9~.
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(b) opU.-al world allocation
pc'odaction'
(c) optiaal location

o~

o~

priJMry

the production

~ac:t.ora o~

o~

tbe two

fiAal goods, and
(4) optiaal trade

~lava

between the tvo c:ount.riea.

Ill order to derive the P/F, the JIC'iCe hyperplane can

be tilted to all possible (tangency) poaitions.

~ each

1

~ltloa there will be a point or a set of pointa 2 showing
foar va.l aea for the country-by-country aaxi.Jwa consmaption
of tbe fiAal goods, i.e.,

aa4 (~ 1 + ~ 2 ).

cx11
1

+

x112 ) , cx21
+
1

~2

~

),

<x2ll + x212 ),

The locus o~ all such points ~or all possible

..,-ltloaa of the hyperplane is the P/F in teras of final goods
at the countries

o~

consumption--the current object of in-

qalry.
Other aide-constraints. - Depending upon

~actor

endow-

. .DU, the production functions and distribution coeta for

fiDal goods and
~l.oa

~actors

of production, aaxt•tzioq vorld con-

aay over-concentrate production in only ooe country.

laeb concentration aay raise nationalistic, ailitary, or other

BODmeCona.ic objections.
. .y be necessary to add

To forestall these objections it
con£~ainta

which ensure a .ore bal-

lAt e,.ry position, each element in the pr-ice Yeetor
(Ptl• P12• P21• P22> will have a certain non-negative value.
CoDsequently, tilting the hyperplane to a different position
u equivalent to writing out a different pE"ice vector.

2A .at of points will occur in the case of .ultiple of
Mllltloaa.
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anced distribution of production. 1
instance, require that one country••

The constraints may, f o r
~eduction

of certa in

qood be at least equal to a certain multiple of the othe r

country• sa

xll
xl2
~1

x22

~

c

••••••••••••••••• (29)

~

d

••••••••••••••••• (30)

The tvo constraints can be s1mpl1fied to

•••••••• (31)
- x21 + ~2 ~

0

•••••••• (32)

These constraints (31 and 32) vill then be considered as part
of the linear prograaninq problem.
The dual problem. - Before concludinq the Chapter, a

word on the dual problem is aqain in order.
la, as 1.D Chapter

v,

location rents of all

Aa~

The objective

the ainiaization of the total
pr~y

BUill

of the

factors of production, i.e.,

constraint (21) is effective, the 31 dual constraints

~ternatively, it may be desirable to ensure certain

1

consumption level in which case "availability constraints• a la Isard vill be desirable (Isard, "Interreqional
Linear Programming,• Regional Science, pp. 49-50.

aiD~
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eunnar ized be l ow c an aga in be r egrouped into five c a t egor iea,
each with a different inte r pretational

Summary of Constraint•
1.

af!o 5 + a~lo 6

2.

-~~7

3.

-~lug

4.

-~~11+ ·~~12

~

04

5.

-~lull+

3
• lul4

~

021

>

•

ol

+

·~~8 >•

02

+

-~lu 10 >•

03

6.

ol

~

Pu

1.

02

~

Pu

a.

03

~

p21

9.

04

~

p22

10.

01

21
+ lluo21 >
•

pl2

11.

02

+

.,~lu21 ~

Pu

12.

03

21
+ ~tuo21 ~

p22

13.

04

11
+ ~'2:P21 ~

P21

lif conatrainte (31) and (32) in the text are included
OD Table 5 •• conatrainta (23) and (24), reapectively, the

1Dterpretat1on of dual conatrainta (1)-(4) will, of courae ,
Med to be .acUtied.
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14.

017

>

•

os

lS.

017

>

•

09

16.

017

>

•

013

17.

ole

>

•

06

18.

ole

>

•

01o

19.

ole

>

•

014

20.

019

>

07

21.

019

>

22.

019

>

•

015

23.

o2o

>

•

oe

24.

020

>

•

012

25.

020

>

016

26.

21
017 • b11°21

>

27.

017 +

b~~21 >•

011

28.

017 +

b~~21 >•

0 15

29.

0 19 +

~~21 >• us

30.

0 19 +

~~21 >•

31.

019 + bi1°21

11

•

• on

•

• o,

>

•

09
013
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Group of
Constraints

Interpretation

1 -

5

The total •aha~ow value• of all factors
uaed in producing a particu lar good in a
9iven country ia at l eaa t equal to the ahadov price of the good in the country.

6 -

9

The shadow price of a particular good in a
9iven country ia at l east equal to the price
of the good in the country.

10 - 13

The ahadov price of a particular good in a
given country plus the cost of distributing
the good to another country ia at least equal
to the price of the good in the other country.

14 - 25

The location rent of a particular factor in a
given country is at least equal to the shadov price of the factor in any industry of
-plo}'IMint in the country.

26 - 31

The location rent of a particular factor in
a given country plus the cost of distributinq the factor to another country ia at least
equal to the sha~ov price of the factor in
any industry of eaployment in the other country.

It will be obeerved ( fraa constraints 14-16, 20-22, and 2631) that location rents of the .obile factor are interrelated
throuqh inter-country coat a of distribution.
DO

There ia, however,

auch relationship in the caae of the i.mlobile factor.

CONCLUSION
This study--spurred partly by the virtual absence of
theoretical and empirical studies on international distributioo services--was aiaed atr
(a) deaonstratinq a simple way of treatinq distribution
services analytically•
(b) analyainq, in a comparative static framework, various
kinds of technoloqical changes which occur in industries producinq distribution services or final goodat
(c) interpretinq the trade relationship between~dustrial
i&ed and raw material producing countries within an
analytical framework which includes distribution serviceaa
(d) examining the problem of chooainq the country (or
countries) which efficiently perform the actual taskS
or d1atr1but1nq commodities internationally.
ID coocluslon, it may be refreshing to summarize
briefly how each objective was accomplished and note the
broa4er iapUcations arrived at in the course of the study.

Analytical .T reatment of Distribution
&ervicesr A Static View
~

one factor .adel (Chapters II aDd III)
IDternational distribution services were explored in a

IIOdel which was orqanized around a declared objective--III&XiaalDg world conaUIIIption.

Both production aDd international

distribution of commodities were assumed to be costly (that
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is • both production and distribution consumed economJ.c resources).

The

~el

developed in the study, therefore, con-

trasts with the traditional models (e.g •• those ot Ricardo,
Graha., Ohlin, etc.) which formally iqnore distribution costa
through the assumptions ot factor immobility and negligible
distribution coats.
Ill order to find maximUIII world con.s umption (i.e., in
order to derive the world production possibilities frontier)
it vas, inter alia, necessary to reduce the ayriad of services
involved in the actual processes ot distribution into a concept amenable to analytical treatment.

Consequently, the

services were assumed to constitute two homogeneous goodsa
one representing distribution services tor the factors ot
pcoduction, and the other representing distribution services

tor the final goods.

With this assumption, international dis-

tribution services were explicitly incorporated into the model
by sbowinq that (a) the actual process ot .aving ccmmodities

troa one country to another consumes the homoqeneoua goods
st.aDdinq tor distribution services, and (b) the production ot
these qooda puts a claim on scarce resources.
Tbe resultinq world production possibilities frontier
(the P/P) vas naturally influenced by factor endowments and

productivity in the final goods industries 1n the various
countries.
tiYe d..and

Ill addition, depending upon the location ot e!!ecand technological interrelationships in the dis-

tribution and final goods industries, the P/F vas foUDd to be
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lftfluenced by

~! a tribution

costa.

More apecifically, the

vorl~

opportunity coat in pro-

duCing the final goods in tbia model ia not (in contraat to
tbe

modela)

tra~itional

eoata.

Inatea~.

the

i~entical

vorl~

to the national opportunity

opportunity coat tends to reflect

the influence of absolute advantage and distribution costa.

MOreover. where the
the

~!atribution

aiZing

vorl~

vorl~

opportunity coat vaa influenced by

costa of the factor it vas found that maxi-

consumption doea not necessarily concur with the

Oournotian partial equilibrium

condi~n

(that price in one

.arket 1• equal to price in the other aarket plua or ainus
diatribution costa).
'l'be two factor aodel (Chapter VI)

International distribution services were also explicitly
introduced into a two-factor model under simplifying asiiUaptiona .are or leaa

i~entical

to thoae in the one-factor model.

It vaa ahovn that the P/P, when the distribution ot !actors
and final good• 1• costly. can be found by translating the
.axi.aiz.ation of

vorl~

JIC'QCJr. . .ing probleaa.

conaumption into an interapatial linear
In

auch a probl- the P/P ia the locua

of all tangency points obtained by tilting the price-hyperplane
1D all

~Bible ~irectiona.

rraa the apecification of the linear progr. . . ing
lea the P/P tbua derived ia influenced by

~actor

pr~b

endowment•

and technological conditions in the diatributioa and final
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gooda industries.
aaa~

Besides, there ia no

~

prior i baa i,a ror

that the vorld opportunity coat will reflect the

influence of national opportunity costa rather than the influence of abaolute advantage or distribution costa.
Further insights into the two-factor .adel vas obtained

' la Oblln)
by u~ that production functions are identical (a
aDd that the distribution of final goods (but not tbe factors)

vaa free.

UDder the aaaUIIIptions it vas found that when

•ca.pla.entary aurpluaea• exist (i.e., where unemployed labor
exiata in one country and unemployed capital in the other),
the world opportunity coat is inter alia influenced by distributioa coat• (for the !actor) a d change a 1n the locat'-on of
productiOD •

Ca.parative Static Changes

Tbe oae-factor model (Chapters II and III)
lD general tvo types of changes were analysed, each
aDder ceteris paribus assUIIIptionat

(a) changes '-n the productivity of the !actors 1n the
f'-nal good.a industries in the various countrua 1 and
(b) cbanqea '-n the distribution industry tor the factor
and/or the final good(a). These changes were discussed either directly in terma of di s tribution cos ta,
or l.n41rectly in terma of the input coefficients and/
or the productivity of the !actor in the diatr'-bution
!Dduatriea.
'fbe cb&Dgea cited above ve.·e found to bave tvo broad aDd con-
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ceptually distinct kinds ot iJipUca tions .
Firstly, the chanqea c an influence the world o pportunity coet without altering the pre-exiating pattern of international factor and/or final good flovs.

This influence vas

ln turn round to have JDOre detailed Ulplications.

For example,

lt vaa shown in Chapter II that a decline ln distribution
coets for the factor by narrowing the •limbo• region decreased
the likelihood ot complete specialization and accentuated the
influence ot absolute advantaqe on the world opportunity cost.
Secondly, the changes can influence the world opportunity coat, and also alter the pre-existing patterns ot
lnternatlonal and/or final good flovs.

Various alterations

were noted in the si.JDpler BIOdel 1n Chapter II, as we 11 as in
tbe .ore elaborate .adel in Chapter III.

In the latter

Chapter, tor instance, the alterations were shovn to include
altuations reminiscent of the traditional dichotomy between
.arket and material orientations.

In addition, other orien-

tatloos conditioned by abaolute advantage or the location ot
ettectlve demand were noted.
'rbe tvo-tactor .adel (Chapter VI)

'rhe •unvieldliness• ot the interspatial linear proqr. . .inq problea tor deriving the P/P prevented a study ot

c:aaperative static changes when both the distribution ot the
factor and

t~

final goods are coetly.

However, under the

alaplitying assUDlptiona that (a) the distribution ot final
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9ooda ia

~ree,

(b) production

~unctions

are identical, and

(e) complementary surpluses exist, it vas found that inereaain9 (decreasing) distribution costa for the factor decreases
(increase~

conforaity with the HeckBcher-ohlin model.

ZXplaininq Trade between Industrialized and
Raw MAterial Producing Countries (Chapter IV)
By aubetituting the raw material for the factor, the
analytical framework developed in Chapters II and III vas
used to idealize (or explain) trade between an industrialized
and a raw material producing country.

This idealization vas

baaed upon two asaUIIIptions•
( i ) There is one aanufactured good consuaed in both
countries. The good, though capable of being
produced in any country,is presently being produced .are efficiently in the industrialized
country.
(ii) There is one raw material, the only input used
to produce the manufactured good. The raw
. .terial can be produced in either country with
local and/or foreign factors of production. In
particular, it vas assumed that factors from
industrialized country are involved in generating
flows of the raw material in the other country.
Ill order to aaxiaiu world consumption, trade flow
fra. the industrialized country vas seen to consist largely
of final 9ooda and factors of production while the rever••
flow 110re probably consisted of raw aateriala.

OD<!erlying

these flows were (a) distribution costa for raw aateriala and
the final 9ood, (b) the influence of abaolute advantaqe in
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the production

o~

the

~inal

good, (e)

t~

in~luenee

of foreign

factor•, and (d) availability (this waa the eaae when the raw
aaterial producing country could not aanufaeture the final
good).

More

apeei~ically,

the

~olloving

were some of the major

conclusions derived from the attempted explanation of trade
between the industrialized and the raw aaterial producing
country a
(1) Given that

(a) diatribution costa for both ~inal goods and the
raw material are significantly low,
(b) the raw material producing country is consuming
aanufactured products which abe cannot produce
or which abe can produce only poorly, and
(e) foreign factor• participate in producing the raw
aateriala in the raw material producing country,
~izinq

world eonaumption require• the raw aaterial pro-

ducing country to export all the raw aateriala to the industrialized country which, in turn, ahould manufacture the whole
a.ount

o~

the

~inal

good conau.ed in the world.

(U) Given that

(a) diatribution coat• for raw materials are relatively lov (compared to diatribution costa for
the

~inal

good),

(b) the raw aaterial producing country is conauaing
aanufactured products which abe can produce
fairly efficiently but not as efficiently aa the
developed country, and
(c) foreign factors participate in generating flova
of raw aateriala in the underdeveloped country •
.axt.i&inq world eonauaption requires that both the indue-
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trialized and the raw material producinq ooantriea manufacture
their own qooda for domeatic coaau.ption.

Beaidea, the latter

country muat export raw material• in amount• larqe eDOUqh to
aatch the earninq remitted by foreiqn factora.
(ti) Given that

(a) diatribution costa for flnal qooda are relatively
low (compared to diatribution costa for rav
aateriala),
(b) the rav material producinq country is manufacturing products which she can produce fairly efficiently
but still not as efficiently as the industrialized
country, and
(c) foreiqn factor• participate in producinq raw material• in the rav material producinq country,
aaximizinq world consumption require• that each country manufacture ita ovn product• for domeatic consumption.

Besides,

the raw aaterial producinq country -.ast export manufactured
product• to match remittance by foreiqn factor•.
It ia worth emphaaizinq that the model sketched in
Chapter IV i• a theoretical device of idealizinq the international trade relationship between an industrialized and a
pre&:.inantly raw .aterial producinq country.

The IIIOdel can-

not, therefore, be expected to offer a detailed account of
1Dtematioaal trade any .ore ao than can Ricardo•• or Ohlin••·

to Empirical Study of International
Diatribution Services (Chapter IV)

~oachea

Oi. .D pcoductivity in the final qood induatriea, the
analytical frllMW'Ork uaed to explain trade in Chapter IV can
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be uaed to aacertaln the tmpllcatlona of qlven level• and
cbanqea of dlatribution ca.ta on the maximization of world
eonaumption.
~oachea

With a viev to thia end, tour different ap-

to empirical studies on international distribution

aervices were auqqested.

lr Trade-nov approach. - Thia approach, relyinq in
ooe tona or another upon qravity type of JDOdels, can be used
to

~ovide

at least rouqh indications of the illlportance of

eoata of international distribution.
a~oach

Studies based upon this

stand to qain frOQ data availability.

However, such

atudles are both unwieldly and of relatively little direct
•content• tor policy purposes.

2. Channel approach. - Here the emphasis ls one establiahlnq what ahare (marqln) or a dollar spent on an illlported
good qoes tovard payinq for distribution services.

An eapi-

rleal study on some aqricultural products found that (a) the
aarvl.D aa a whole vaa considerable, (b) the marql.D fluctuated
eoaaiderably from year to year without conforminq to any
n~esentative

trend, (c) the .arql.D varies widely fro•

cowwodity to commodity, and (d) a substantial share
between 40 and 50

(perha~

per cent) of distribution coats for aqri-

eultural products . .Y still be attributed to transport coeta
s--oper.
Ullfortunately, comparable data for JD&Dufactured
doea DOt exist.

q~

It is hoped that this study will turnish the

1Dcent1,. and theoretical fra.evork for orqani&inq the ca.-
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pllation or such data.
3, Functional approach. - Here it vas suggested that
research energies be directed toward financial intermediaries,
international commodity exchanges, export-import houses, state
trading corporations, shipping agencies and other bodies inYOlved in the processes of international distribution.
~though

generalizations (on distribution services) based upon

such individualized studies vill inevitably
•halt a alice• may temporarily

be

be

tenuous, the

enough.

4. Sectoral approach. - Instead of studying individual
bodies engaged in international trade, studies of sectors
including such bodies may also shed nev light on international
distribution services.

Choice or the Distributor-nation(a)
(Chapters v and VI)

The fifth and last objective earmarked for the study

pertained to the probleJa of deciding which country (or countries) can produce international distribution services IIIOBt
efficiently.
t~l

This problem--resembling the problem of an op-

choice of transportation networks--vas tackled with the

balp of an interapatial linear prograaa.i ng problea.
8pecific constraints enabling the choice of •diatributl:raatlou• were defined and included in the linear progrAllBing
~obl....

unfortunately, in a lllUlti-factor, 11Ulti-c:ountry

..-14, the Hat of all possible constraints -Y be prohibi-
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tively long.

In such situ tiona it vas

uqqe sted, for

purpo8e& of expediency , to confine attention only to the more
CJ•neral constraints .
This . .thad of choos ing •distributor-nations• baa ita
liaitationa.

The choice i a , for example, baaed on a specific

point on the P/F

and, dependi.n g upon the •mix• of shipments,

aay or aay not be relevant for other points.

Bes idea, in the

real world, non-linearitiea in the distribution and/or final

CJOOda industries may call for various distributor-nations at
different points on the P/P.

SuCJqeations for Future Research

In a field aa virgin as this it vould be pretentious
to ainCJle out areas deae.r ving the attention of scholars.
Virtually eve.r y aapect discussed can be refined, elaborated,
or illustrated in a ca.endable way.
that

eco~sta,

The author only hopes

more able than himSelf, vill consider inter-

D&tional distribution aerv1cea a topic worth their time and
other resources.
'fhe present study, however, has various l1.111itations

call!Dg tor .ore research.

Firstly, the assumption of limited

factor aub8titution, though adequate for the one-factor model
de9'8loped in Chapters II and III, is inadequate for a 81Ultitactor, lonq-run .adel.

Such a JDOdel JBUSt introduce unlimited

(cootinuoua?) factor substitution--a challenge left untouched.
lecoodly, the explanation of trade between industrial-
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ized and rav material producinq countries omitted an explicit
treatment
~el,

o~ pr~

ractors or production.

A more elaborate

especially a lonq-run model, s hould include explicitly

at least a partial explanation of inter-country factor allocation and/or movements.
Finally, the erficient choice of distributor-nations
vas discussed purely on a theoretical level.

The linear

proqramminq framework suqqested for such choice appears too
unvieldly for empirical and day-to-day policy purposes.
ha~

Per-

there ia a at.pler approach to the choice of distributor-

nation•.
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